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SUMMARY 

Shifts in core electron binding energies, as meas~red by 

ESCA, are shown ~o b~ adequately accounted for by non-empirical 

molecular orbital calculations within the Hartree-Fock formalism. 

A detailed comparison is made of the basis set dependencies of ·the 

shifts predicted using Koopmans' t~eorem, differences in energy · 

between the molecule and the core hole state, and shifts predicted 

by the equivalent cores approximation. The equivalent cores 

approximation yields shifts which are quite insensitive to the basis 

set employed and for the c1 levels the calculations indicate. that s . 

the weak, but probably not the strong, form of the approximation is 

valid. However, an analysis of the equivalent cores appro~imation, 

for free atoms, in terms of experimental ionization energies shows 

that even the weak form of the approximation fails for the 2s levels 

of second row elements but this may be qualitatively understood in 

terms of shielding constants. 

The charge potential model for the interpretation of core binding 

energy shifts may be inverted to yield experimental charge 

distributions in quite complex molecules from ESCA data. These 

charge distributions are in good agreement with those predicted by 

semi-empirical CND0/2 SCF MO calculations and do not require detailed 

assignments of binding energy shifts. 

Uaed in conjunction with CND0/2 charges t~e charge potential 

model may be used to simulate the c18 spectra of the component 



compounds of·nucleophil~c substitution in perfluor~indene and 

combined with other known experimental data the major site of. 

substttution is identified as the 3-position. . The cls spectrum 

of the product of fluoride ion initiated trimerization of 

perfluorocyclobutene may be used to determine which of several 

post~lated isomers is formed, either by comparison with cls binding 

energy data of fluorocarbons of·known structure or by simulation 

of the c18 spectra using the charge potential model. 



ABBREVIATIONS 

AO Atomic Orbital 

BE Binding Energy 

ESCA Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis 
' -

(also known as X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. ·xPS) 

eV Electron volt 

h Planck's constant 

1! Planck's constant divided by 2ft 

KE Kinetic Energy 

LCAO Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 

n.m.r Nuclear magnetic resonance 

n.q.r_ ·Nuclear quadrupole resonance 

MO Molecular Orbital .. -
PES Photoelectron Spectroscopy (usually ultraviolet) 

SCF Self Consistent Field 

UPS Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

< ... 1 ••. > - I ....... d,. 

< · ._. lXI ... > - J .... X.. . . d,. where X is an operator 
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CHAPTER I 

ESCA 

(Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis) 

A General Introduction· 



1.-

1) The Early Development of ESCA 

Since the introduction of the first commercial ESCA spectrame~ers 

in 1970 there ~as been a rapid increase in the use of ESCA by chemists. 

This is hardly-surprising since ESCA is a technique which, being_in-. 

dependent of nuclear spin properties, can be used to study any-element. 

(Hydrogen and helium are exceptions since they are the only elements for 

which the core levels are simultaneously valence levels). The &:ample 

being studied may be a solid, liquid, or gas and the requirement _is low, 

(in favourable cases ~ 1 m1 of a solid, 0.1~1 of a liquid or 0.5 cc of a 

gas at STP). The information obtained, which may relate to both core 

and valence ·electrons, is directly related to the electronic stru~ture 

of the molecule and the theoretical interpretation of the spe~tra is 

strai.h.tfoJ;Ward but may, if required, be taken to a high degree· of· 

sophia tication. . 

The technique of ESCA, as used today, was developed and named by 

1 Siegbahn and co-workers in Uppsala.. However, some earlier inves~igations 

into the energies of photoelectrons emitted from samples irradiat~d by 

X-rays. had previously been· ~arried o·ut in Englan~ (by H. Robinson)~~ 3•4 

5 and in France (by M. de Broglie). These early inve_stigations u·sed a 

homogeneous magnetic field for the energy analysis of the electrons and 

the spectra were recorded photographically (a magnetic spectrograph). 

The anode material in an X-ray tube emits strong characteristic X-rays 

of a particular en~~~y superimposed on a continuous background 

radiation (Bremsstrahlung). If X-rays impinge on a sample (e.g~ .a metal 

foil) photoelectrons are emitted and these were recorded on a · 

photographic plate in the magnetic spectrograph. Electron energy 

distributions were obtained whi·ch had long tails with edges at .".the high 



2. 

energy·end and, by measuring the positions of the edges, the energies of 

the photoelectrons ejected from the different atomic shells in the 

element were obtained. UJing the known energies of the X-ray lines in 

the pr~ary ~-ray b~am the binding energies of the electrons in the 

different shells were calculated. The results were not very accurate 

since the edge positions were not well defined because of the en·ergy 

absorption from the electrons emerging from the foil. More accurate data 

on atomic energy levels could then be obtained from X-ray absorption 

and X-ray emission spectrocopies, and the few further attempts6• 7•8•9 to 

extend the early work of Robinson and de Broglie met with comparat~vely 

little success. 

In 1951 K. Siegbahn initiated a rese·arch progranme aimed at the 

very high resolution study of the energy spe~trum of electrons _expelled 

by X-rays. The instrument developed was an iron-free double focussing 

magnetic spectrometer which was initially used for studying ~-rays from 

. 10 11 rad1oactive sources. ' In 1954 the instrument was ready for use with 

X-ray excitation of photons. It was observed that, at high res~lution,a 
. 1 

sharp strong line could be resolved from the edge of each electron veil 

(Fig.l.l). This line arises from electrons which do not undergo any 

energy loss and corresponds to the binding energy of the relevant ·inner 

shell. An intensity minimum separates this line from the approx~ately 

continuous energy distribution of electrons emitted with lower kinetic 

energy. This minimum occurs because electrons passing through the 

sample can only loose energy in certain discrete amounts (plasmon. 

excitations, ionizations and excitations in interband transitions);12 

The line widths of the photoelectrons emitted without energy loss depend 

1 on: 
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4. 

i. the natural width of the incident X-ray line 

11. the width of the atomic level from which the electrons ar.e ejected 

iii. the aberation of the spectrometer 

iv. th~ width of the source and detector slits of the spectrameter. 

Although chemical shifts of inner electronic levels in co~p~r and its 
13 . 

oxides were reported as early as 1958 the observation of great 

importance, made in 1964, was .the appearance of two ls peaks .fram the 

. . . 14 
distinct oxidation states of sulphur in sodium thiosulphate. ·It was 

the observation of such chemical shifts that lead to the realization of 

the potential uses of ESCA in. chemistry. (Chemical shifts in X-ray. 

. 15 16 
spectroscopic data had previously been observed • but in emission 

spectra they were smal~ and difficult to interpret and in absorption 

.~pectra they were difficult to s·tudy because of complicated edge s.tructures). 

Early E.S.C.A. studies were carried out on solids, or condensed vapours, 

but with the provision of differential pumping gaseous samples *ay _also 

17 
be studied. 

2) Processes Involved in ESCA and Related Spectroscopies 

a) Photoionization 

The sample being studied is irradiatedwith X-rays of known energy, 

typically MgKal, 2 (1253.7 eV) ~r Al~al~ 2 (1486.6 eV). Electrons which 

have a binding energy less than the energy of the exciting radiation may 

be ejected allowing the study of both core and valence electrons. 

Consider the emission of a ls electron from a gaseous sample Fig.,l.2. 

The kinetic energy of the photoelectron, KE, is given by 

KE = hv - BE - E r 



5. 

where ~v is the energy of the photon (h is Planck's constant and v is 

the frequency of the radiation), BE is the binding energy of the electrons 

and E is the recoil energy of the sample. The recoil energy is usually 
r 

negligible excep·t where high energy X-rayljl are used with light ':toms 

(e.g. for Li using AlK . (1486.6 eV) and AgK (22,000 eV) the recoii · a . a 
energies are 0.1 and 2 eV respectively. Since this work considers 

mole~ules containing atoms higher in the periodic table than lithium and 

uses low energy X-rays, A1Ka1, 2 or MgKa1, 2, then the recoil ene~gy is 

negligible. The binding energy of the electrons (BE) in a gaseo~s sample 

is therefore simply the difference in energy between the X-ray·energy 

(hv) and the kinetic energy of the photoelectron (KE) 

KE = hv - BE 

(The relationship between binding energies in solids and gases. ·Will. be 

discussed ~ater (Chapter 1.4)). 
. 18 

The complementary technique of ul~iolet photoelectron spectroscopy 

(U.P.S. or P.E.S.) is based on the same principles and normally emPloys 

He.(I) radiation (21.22 eV) although other.radiation·, mainly H!!II (40.8 

eV). 19 has been used.· Only valence electrons can be studied but. total 

line widths in PES (typically 0.015 eV) are much less than those-in 

ESCA (typically 1-2 eV) and vibrational fine structure can often-be 

resolved. (The ion formed by photoionization is generally in a 

vibrationally excited state since the equilibrium bond distances are 

usually not equal in the ground states of the molecule and ion. A high 

degree of vibrational structure is associated with ionization from a 

strongly bonding, or antibonding, orbital). The cross sections for 

photoionizations of particular electrons vary with photon energy1•l7•18 



and valence electron spectra of molecules studied by PES and ESCA show 

considerably different intensity .ratios,Fig.l.3. A knowledge ~f the 

change in cross sections for photoionizations as a function of p·boton 

energy of, for example, the 2s and 2p electrons would allow an es~imate 

of the contributions of the atomic orbitals to the molecular or.b'i.tal. 

Studies of the 

information on 

angular distribution of the intensities may also,yield 

20 the symmetries of orbitals. TheM~ radiations of 

yttrium (132 eV) and some other second transition series elements can be 

used to probe .further into the valence ~eglon than is possibl~ wit~ He 

diti 21,22 ra on. 

b) Shake up and Shake off Processes 

When ionization of a core electron occurs the sudden 

6. 

perturbation of the valence cloud may lead to the simultaneous excitation 

(shake-up) or emission (shake-ot'f) of an outer electron17 , 23 •24 (Fig.1.4). 

These processe~ give rise to satellite peaks with lower kinetic energy 

than the main photoionization peak, 

KE = ·h~ - BE E 

where E is the energy of the shake up or shake off process. 

The probability of exciting an electron from the orbital deno.ted by 
. 24 

nlj of the neutral atom to the orbital n 1lj of the ion is given by, 

p 
n 1lj + nlj 

* 2 ... NIJt .,. d'l"l 
nlj n 1lj 

Where N is·the number of electrons in orbital nlj and lfnlj and .t·~·lj 

are the wave functions of orbitals nlj in the atom and n 1 lj in the .ion. 

Since the probability of shake up invdlves the overlap of the t~o orbitals 
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involved the selection rules governing the shake up excitation are of 

the monopole type 

6.1 = 6L = 6S = 6MJ = ~ = 6M8 = o 

This analysis has been extended to moleculei25 and satellite peaks 

17 arising from shake up processes have been observed in inert gases and 

26 . molecules in both vapour and condensed phases. 

c) X-ray Spectroscopies 

The removal of a core electron from an atom leaves the atom in 

a highly excited state. The core vacancy is filled by an electron from 

an outer orbital and energy may be released in the form of an X-ray and 

8. 

1 27 28 it is this process which gives rise to X-ray emission spectroscopies ' ' 

(Fig.l.S). For the production. of X-rays in X-ray suns the core vacancy 

is produced by bombardment of the metal anode with a high energy be~ of 

electrons. ~wever, this is not suitable for the study of compounds 

since chemical decomposition often occurs." Therefore in X-ray emission 

s tudi,'es secondary X-rays are excited by means of a primary X-ray beam 

(as in ESCA) and the energies of the emitted X-rays give information on · 

the differences in energy levels in the sample. (The observed emissions 

are those permitted by the atomic selection rules 61 = ±1, 6j = ±1,0). 

29 Siegbahn has recently carried out some ultra soft X-ray emission studies 

of the CK X-ray emission line (285 eV) and has succeeded in resolving 
01 

components from the 3a and ln valence orbitals ·~n gaseous carbon monoxide 

using electrons to create the core vacancies. With further ~provements 

in resolution and intensity it may be possibl-...:· to resolve the vibrational 

fine structure. 
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10. 

X-ray absorbtion spectroscopy involves passing the X-ray beam through 

the sample and measuring the intensity of the radiation passing through 

28 
the sample as a function of wavelength. This gives rise to absorption 

edges which correspond to the energy required to excite an electron from 

one of the inner shells to the lowest unoccupied level (Fig.l."5). The 

relationship between electron spectroscopy, X-ray emission spectroscopy 

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy is illustrated in Fig.l.6. 

d) Auger Electron Spectroscopy 

The alternative mode of relaxation after photoionization of a 

. 30 31 32 33 core electron is Auger electron emiss1on. 1 1 
' An electron from an 

outer shell fills the vacancy, but instead of photon emission the energy 

is transferred to another electron which is also emitted to give a 

doubly ionized species Fig.l.7. If one of the final vacancies is in the 

same shell as the pr~ary vacancy the process is known as a Coater-Kronig 

34 35 transition ' and the primary hole state has a short lifetime and this 

17 produces line broadening of the photoelectron peak. Auger electron 

emission is more probable than X-ray emission for elements of low atomic 

number (Fig.l.B). These electrons are also recorded in ESCA spectra, but 

since their energies are independent of the exciting radiation. (provided 

it is great enough to create the primary vacancy), they may readily be 

distinguished from photoelectrons by changing the energy of the exciting 

radiation. 17 Chemical shifts have also been observed in Auger spectra. 

Excitation of Auger spectra normally uses electrons since it is relatively 

easy to generate and focus a high intensity beam. Because of the 

relatively small mean free path of electrons in solids (as compared with 

photons for example) Auger spectroscopy is particularly suited for surface 

work. 
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3) Instrumentation 

Fig.l.9 shows a schematic diagram· of the AEI ESlOO spectrometer 

employed in this work. The essential components of this, and other electron 

spectrometers are: 

a) X-ray Generator 

The most commonly used X-ray sources are MgKa1, 2 and A1Ka1, 2 

radiation with photon energies (and line widths) of 1253.7 eV (~ 0.7 eV) 

and 1486.6 eV (~ 0.9 eV) respectively. Typical operating conditions for 
-6 . 

the X-ray generator would be a pressure of less than 4 x 10 torr and 

12KV, 20 mA for a magnesium target, Line widths may be reduced by 

1 17 monochromatization techniques ' and this improves resolution and 

eliminates unwanted background radiation and X-ray satellites. The 

wavelength of AlKa radiation(~) is 8.34 i, 36 and by diffraction from the 

100 plane of quartz at an incident angle 9 of 78.5° the required 

17 conditions for the Bragg equation are satisfied 

~ = 2d sine n is an integer 

d is the interatomic spacing. 

(Similar conditions cannot be satisfied in the case of magnesium Ka· rad-

iatkn.After separating the AlKa radiation from the background it may be 

passed throu~h a slit to reduce the line width prior to impinging on the 

sample (slit filtering) or the photoelectrons may be passed throug~ a 

lens system to allow for the peak shape of the Ka radiation (dispe~sion 

. 37 38 compensat1ons), ' The principles of these methods are shown in Fig.l.lO. 

b) Sample Region 

The sample region of the spectrometer is separated from the X-ray 

generator by a thin (0.3 thou) aluminium window which ensures that electrons 
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from the electron gun do not enter the sample region. Samples are studied 

on the tip of a probe which may be inserted into the sample region (via an 

insertion lock) without letting the sample region up to acmospheric 
0 . 

pressure. The tip of the probe may be heated to over 250 C or cooled to 

liquid nitrogen temperatures as required and the probe can be oriented 

in the X-ray beam to obtain maximum signal intensity. Typical operating 

pressures are 5 x 10-6 torr or better but some spectrometers are 
. -9 

suitable for ultra high vacuum work (better than 10 torr). Sample 

handling techniques will be discussed in more detail later (Chapte~ 1.5). 

c) Energy Analyzer 

The electron energy analyzer should have a resolution in the 

region of one part in 104 • The analyzer on the ESlOO, and most_ other 

commercial ESCA spectrometers, is a hemispherical double focussing 

analyzer based essentially on the principles described by Purcell~39 The 

resolution of the analyzer, 6E/E, where E is the energy of the electrons 

depends on the mean radius of the hemispheres R and the combined widths 

of the entrance and exit slits W 

R = w (1) 

The resolution can be ~proved by reducing the slit widths (which reduces 

the signal intensity), increasing the radius of the hemispheres (which 

greatly increases engineering difficulties), or by retarding the electrons 

before they enter the analyzer. A compromise must be made in terms of 

the analyzer size based on cost and ease of construction since difficulties 

which arise include accurate machining and support of the hemispheres with-

out mechanical distortion. A large analyzer section would also require 
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a very efficient pumping system due to its size. Before entering the 

energy analyzer the electrons, in the ESlOO, pass through a retarding lens 

system. This has a twofold purpose: 

i) By removing the sample region away from the analyzer more . 

flexible sample handling facilities are possible. 

ii) By employing a retarding potential the stringency on the 

resolution requirements of the analyzer may be reduced 

as outlined by Helmer and Weichert: 40 

The transmitted electron ·current, I, of the relevant monoenergentic 

electrons is given by 

I = BAO (2) 

where B is the brightness of the electron illumination of the entrance 

slit, in units of current· per unit area per unit solid angle, A is the 

area of the entrance slit, and 0 is the solid angle of the aperture of 

the spectrometer as viewed from the entrance slit (AO is the luminosity 

of th~ spectrometer). The brightness B is determined by the strength of 

the X radiation at the sample and since it is low a high luminosity, AO, 

is required. The luminosity is given by 

(3) 

If E is reduced by applying a retarding potential to the electrons before 

they enter the entrance slit of the spectrometer the luminosity may be 

increased, without affecting hE, by increasing the slit dimensions and 

acceptance angles (3). Furthermore the dimensional ~recision of the 

instrument is relaxed by the larger overall value of ~E/E (1). The 

brightness of the electron beam is proportional to its kinetic energy and 



is therefore reduced in a retarding field. If B is the electron 
0 
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brightness at the sample, where the photoelectrons have energy E , and E 
0 

is the kinetic energy of the electron as it passes through the entrance 

slit to the analyzer the brightness is given by 

B = (:0
) E 

and combining (2) and (3) gives 

I 

0 

= B CR2((AE)2) 
o E.E 

0 

(4) 

(5) 

and hence an increase in intensity of the transmitted current I is also 

obtained. Thus, for example, if the electrons are retarded from 1000 eV 

to 100 eV then an increase in the luminosity of up to a factor of ioo 

may be obtained by increasing the slit dimensions and acceptance angle 

and an increase in the transmitted current of a factor of 10 occurs (5) 

despite the factor of ten reduction in brightness at the analyzer entrance 

slit (4). 

Electrons of the required kinetic energy may be focussed at the 

collector slit by either 

a) Scanning the retarding potential while keeping a 

constant potential between the analyzer hemispheres 

or b) Scanning the retarding potential and the potential 

between the analyzer hemispheres simultaneously 

keeping a constant ratio between the two. This is 

the method used in the ESlOO. 



The overall resolution 6E /E depends also on contributions other m 

than from the analyzer 

= 

where 6E is the width of the X-ray line inducing the emission 
X 

6E1 is the width of the natural energy distribution of the 

electron energy level 

6E is the width of the broadening due to spectrometer aberation s 

and depends on the emission energy E and the slit width. 
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The width of the collector slit is variable (0.2, 0.1 or 0.03 

inches), the choice being a compromise between resolution and sensitivity. 

-8 Typical operating pr-essures for the analyzer are better than 10 torr. 

Magnetic double focussing analyzers have also been used1 but while 

these are simpler to construct they are more bulky than electrostatic 

analyzers since they require Helmholtz coils to eliminate stray magnetic 

fields. The types of energy analyzers used in both high and low energy 

41 electron spectroscopy have been briefly reviewed. 

d) The Detector and Data Aquisition 

The electrons passing through the collector slit are detected by 

a channel electron multiplier and the pulses obtained are amplified and 

fed into counting electronics. (With most designs of double focussing 

analyzers their focal plane properties may be exploited by incorporating 

multichannel detectors which can give spectacular increases in the rate 

of data acquisition; this system is now being implemented on same 

commercial spectrometers). Spectra may be generated either by continuous 

or step scans. In the continuous mode of operation the field (eith·er 



electronic or magnetic) is increased continuously while the 

detector signal is monitored by a rate meter. If the signal is 

sufticientiy strong and the signal to background sufficiently high 

then the spectrum (a graph of counts per second versus kinetic 

energy of the electrons) is plotted out directly on an X-Y 

recorder. Alternatively the energy may be incremented in small 

steps (typically O.leV) and at each setting either a fixed number 

of counts may be timed (useful if the cross sections for the process 

are not known) or a count can be made for a fixed length of time. 

By storing this data in a multichannel analyzer several scans of 

the region of interest can be made thus averaging any random 

fluctuations in background and many spectrometers have facilities 

for varying degrees of computer control. The presence of both wide 

and narrow scan facilities permits both preliminary searches and 

detailed study of specific regions. 

4) Reference Levels and the Relationship between Binding Energies 

in Solid and Gaseous Samples. 

The natural definition of the binding energy of an electron in a 

free atom or molecule is the energy required to remove the electron 

from a given level to infinity (vacuum level). In a solid, however, 

the outer electronic levels are broadened into bands and a potential 

20. 

barrier exists at the surfacej it is therefore more convenient to refer 

the binding energies of solids to the Fermi level. 1 

defined by 
Ef J N(E) dE = N where N(E) = Z(E).F(E) 

0 

The Fermi level 

(functions of energy). Z(E) is the density of states for electrons· 
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i.e. the number of states (energy levels) between E and E + 8&, 

F{E) is the Fermi probability distributions:- the probability 

that a Fermi particle in a system in thermal equilibrium at 

temperature T will be in a state with energy E. 

F(E) = 
(E-Ef)/kT l)-l 

(e + 

N is the total number of electrons in the system and the electrons 

fill the available states up to the Fermi level. Consider 

photoionization from a core level in a sample which is in electrical 

contact with the spectrometer fig (1.11). Since the sample and 

spectrometer are in electrical contact thei.r Fermi levels are the 

same and any difference between the work functions of the sample 

. 42 43 and spectrometer gives a difference 1n macro potential ' and an 

electric field arises in the space between the sample and spectrometer 

chamber. The kinetic energy, KE, of the electron when it enters the 

sample chamber is thus slightly different from the energy, KE', 

which it had on emerging from the sample. It is the energy KE which 

is measured and taking zero -binding energy to be at the Fermi level 

gives the relationship 

BE • hv - kE - glsp 

The binding energy referred to the Fermi level does not depend on 

the work function of the_,.sample but on that of the spectromete.r, ¢ , sp 
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BINDING EN.ERGY REFERENCE LEVEL in SOLIDS 
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and this represents a constant correction to all binding energies. 

For this relationship to hold for non metallic samples a sufficient 

number of free charge carriers must be present so that the Fermi 

levels can adjust to ~ thermodynamic equilibrium state. Electrically 

insulating samples may be studied by ESCA since a sufficient number 

of free charge carriers is formed during X-ray irradiation. 1 However, 

in the case of insulating samples a build up of charge on the surface 

may occur and this sample charging can shift the energies of all the 

emitted electrons by a significant amount (typically up to one or two 

eV with the ESlOO used in this work). 

For core ionization from atom A in molecule AX the binding 

energies in the solid (5) and vapour phase (2) may be related by the 

processes 

AX(s) AX(g) (1) 

AX( g) * AX+(g) e-(v) (2) ) + 

*AX+(g) ) * AX+(in solid AX) (3) 

e-(v) e- (Fermi) (4) 

AX(s) * :+ e-(Fermi) (5) AX (in so lid AX) + 

(where * indicates a vacancy in a core level) 

The binding energy difference between solid and vapour therefore 

depends not only on the work functions of the sample (4) but also on 

the energy required to remove a mole.cule of AX from the solid (1) and 

* :+ the energy of placing the core ionized species AX back into the 

solid. However, for molecules in the absence of strong interactions 



(e.g. Hydrogen bonding) in the solid phase the shifts in binding 

energy are similar in gases and solids, but the actual binding 

energies are higher in gases due to the difference in reference 

level. For ionic solids ionization from a gaseous ion (7) is 

analogous to reaction (2). 

an ionic lattice39 

z M (lattice) 

Mz(g) 

*Mz+l(g) 

e-(v) 

z M (lattice) 

Consider an atom M with charge z in 

> 

) 

~ 

) 

, 

Mz(g) 

Mz+l(g) + e-(v) 

*Mz+l(lattice) 

e-(Fermi) 

* z+l N (lattice) 

+ e-(Fermi) 

(6) 

(1) 

(~ 

(9) 

(10) 

Processes (6) and (8) are similar to lattice energies and the 
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energy of process (6) ~s the actual lattice energy for a lattice in 

which interchange of t~e cations and anions yields an indistinguishable 

lattice (this is a chaJacteristic of most MX lattices). 44 These 

'lattice energies' are not simply related to z and it is unlikely 

that the combined energy of processes (6) and (8) will be the same 

for a common ion in different lattices. Thus, while the core 

45 electron binding energies in gaseous ions are a smooth function of z, 

there is no reason to expect more than a rough correlation between the 

binding energies in the lattice and the charge z. The observation 

of shifts in binding energies in ionic compounds cau~ed by expansion 

of the lattice (and consequent change in lattice energy) on heating 
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46 has been made and although the shifts are very small they agree well 

with the expected values. 

5) S,ample Handling. 

The following discussion refers in particular to the AEI 

ESlOO although where relevant mention will be made of additional 

facilities available on other spectrometers. 

a) Involatile Solids {non metallic) 

The simplest method of sample preparation for an involatile 

solid is to mount the sample on the spectrometer probe by mean~ of 

double sided adhesive tape. This has the disadvantage that the sample 

is not in electrical contact with the spectrometer and sample charging 

may occur. However, the binding energies do not change with time and 

the c1s binding energy from the adhesive tape may be used for calibration 

purposes. An improvement on this method is mounting a small amount of 

47 sample on electrically conducting adhesive tape. The layer of 

pump oil which forms on the sample surfaces is often used as a reference~• 47 

Where possible a more satisfactory method of sample preparati.on is to 

deposit a thin layer of the sample onto a conducting backing {e.g. 

gold) by evaporation from a solution in a suitable volatile solvent. 

If a sufficiently thin layer of the sample is deposited such that, for 

example, the core levels from the conducting backing are observable 

the photoconductivity induced throughout the sample ensures that t~e 

sample takes up the same potential as the sample plate and eliminates 



sample charging effects. and the 4f
712 

signal from the gold backing 

(binding energy 84.0 eV) may be used as reference. If 1 however. a 

thick layer of sample is deposited the signal from the gold is not 

observable and some sample charging may occur. Another method of 
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reducing sample charging effects, which has been incorporated in some 

spectrometers. is to direct a beam of low energy electrons onto the 
. 48 

sample (an electron flood gun). 

Other methods of sample handling include 

i) Pressing a disc of a powder sample and mounting this on the 

probe. This generally improves count rates compared with 

powder samples and the slight deposit of hydrocarbon on the 

surface may be used as reference. 

ii) A powder sample may be pressed into a wire gauze on the-probe. 

iii) Samples in the form of foils or sheets can be cl~pped directly 

onto the probe. 

Other method of calibrating for charging effects include 

i) Making an intimate mixture of a powder sample with a reference 

powder (this may be pressed into a disc). 

ii) An internal element may sometimes be used as reference if its 

chemical environment is known not to change from sample to sample. 

iii) A conducting surface may be deposited on the sample and will take up 

the same potential as the sample surface and may be used as 

reference (e.g. the gold decoration technique). 
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b) Liguids 

Liquid samples are introduced by injection through a septum 

plug into a heatable (25 to 150°C) evacuated reservoir shaft. The 

vapour diffuses through a metrosil leak and is condensed onto a 

cooled gold plate on the tip of the sample probe (typical temperatures 

would be in the range -80 to -150°C). This method ensures that the 

surface of the sample is continually being renewed and prevents surface 

contamination by the residual atmosphere in the spectrometer and 

also obviates difficulties which may arise from Xray damage. (However, 

a very low temperature, < 130°C, sometimes leads to the condensation 

of some water vapour). While the layer of condensed sample is _thin, 

and the Au4£
712 

peak is observable, no sample charging occurs. However, 

with a high rate of condensation over an extended period sample 

charging may occur and this results not only in a change in binding 

energy but also an increase in peak width. 49 Sample charging effects 

of this type may readily be monitored by measuring the binding energy 

of a particular core level when the sample layer is thin and repeating 

49 this measurement at regular intervals throughout the experiment. 

On some spectrometers liquids may be vaporized and studied directly 

in the gas phase17 (This is now routine in several laboratories and 

is standard in u.v. photoelectron spectroscopy). Work is also being 

carried out by Siegbahn et a1. 21 on the study of liquid beams and 

they have found that very thin, even submillimeter, well behaved beams 

of liquid can be formed in a vacuum. When applied to ESCA the beam 

would pass parallel to the spectrometer slit and could be pumped back 

to the liquid reservoir for continuous circulation. 



c) Volatile solids. 
28. 

Volatile solids are generally studied by sublimation of the sample 

from a capillary tube, which may be heated, and subsequent condensation 

onto a cooled probe. The same consideratiomof sample charging apply 

as with condensed liquids. Solids which are very volatile may be 

injected into the reservoir shaft, using a solid syringe, to reduce the 

rate of condensation. Solids which are only slightly volatile may be 

treated similarly to involatile solids but with cooling of the sample 

probe to prevent sublimation. 

d) Gases 

Gases may be studied by condensation onto a cooled probe, but 

several electron spectrometers have facilities for studying samples in 

the gas phase and gas phase studies have the following advantages:-38 

i) No inherent broadening of the levels due to solid state effects. 

ii) Problems of sample charging removed. 

iii) Increased signal to background ratio. 

iv) Radiation damage, if it occurs, is of no importance provided 

that the sample is not recirculated. 

v) Easy calibration by mixing with standard gases. 

vi) Possibility of distinguishing between inelastic losses and shake 

up processes by varying the sample pressure. 

vii) Direct comparison with theoretical results simplified. 
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6)' Important Features of ESCA Spectra 

a) Bindins Enersies. 

The binding energies of core electrons, which are essentially 

localized and do not take part in bonding, are characteristic of a 

particular'element. Typical examples of approximate core electron 

binding energies for some elements are shown in Table (1.1). 

Table (1.1) 

Li Be B c N 0 F Ne 

ls 55 111 188 284 399 532 686 867 eV 

Na Mg Al Si p s Cl A 

ls 1072 1305 1560 1839 2149 2472 2823 3203 

2s 63 89 118 149 189 229 270 320 

2Pl/2 31 52 74 100 136 165 202 247 

2P3/2 31 52 73 99 135 164 200 245 

Knowledge of binding energies permits the detection or identification 

of elements in a sample~ Although some core 2vels are too tightly 

bound to be studied with Mg orAl Xrays there areaways less tightly 

bound core electrons which can be studied. When choosing the core 

level to study the following considerations are required: 

i) The core level should give a high intensity spectrum (i.e. 

have a high cross section for photoionization) and in solids 

the escape depth should also be considered (Chap I.6.h). 

ii) There should be no interference from other peaks in the same 

kinetic energy region. 

iii) The line width should be narrow e.g. for second row elements 

such as sulphur and chlorine although the cross sections are 

similar it is usual to study the 2p levels since the line 
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widths of the 2s electrons are broadened by the short lifetime 

of the hole states due to the highly efficient Coster-Kronig 

35 relaxation process. 

iv) The peak should have a high signal to background ratio. (High 

backgroqnds may be caused by inelastic scattering of the 

electrons from strong peaks of higher kinetic energy). 

v) The information content may vary from peak to peak. e.g. In 

the study of multiplet effects it is often convenient to .study 

photoionization from s levels since the interpretation of the data 

is· relatively straightforward (Chap. I.6.f). Thus for first row 

transition elements the 3s level is often studied even though the 

signal to background ratio is unfavourable compared with other 

core levels. 

b) Chemical Shifts 

Variations of binding energy within a core level depend on the 

electronic environment of the atom. 1•14•17 The classic illustration 

of chemical shifts is the c1s spectrum of ethyl trifluoroacetate 

Fig. (1.12). Shifts in binding energy of over lOeV have been ob~erved1 • 17 

for a given level and thus even smaller shifts in core electron binding 

energies are of a similar magnitude to energies of chemical reactions 

(leV • 23.1 kcal/mole) and relationships between chemical shifts and 

. 44 50 51 thermodynam1c data have been derived. • ' • Models for the 

interpretation of chemical shifts will be discussed in more detail later 

(Chapter III). For a particular core level (with due allowance made 
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for any shake up or shake off processes) the peak intensitie~ 

are proportional to the number of atoms in a particular environment. 

17 For example the c1s spectrum of acetone shows two carbon peaks with 

area ratio 1:2 corresponding to the C=O (higher binding energy) and 

CH3 carbon atoms respectively Fig. (1.12). 

c) Spin-Orbit Splitting. 

If photoionization occurs from an orbital which has an orbital 

~ . quantum number (1) greater than 1 (i.e. p, d and f orbitals) then a 

doublet structure is observed. 1 This arises from coupling between 

spin and orbital angular momenta which gives rise to two possible 

values of the total quantum number (J) for the hole state formed. The 

intensities of the peaks in the doublet are proportional to the ratio 

of the degeneracies of the states (2J + 1). The relevant intensi~y 

ratios are shown in Table (1.2) and the 4f512 , 712 doublet of gold is 

shown in Fig. (1.13). 

Table (1. 2) 

Orbital quantum no. Total guantum no. Intensity ratio 

1 J (1 ± s) (2J +1) I (2J +1) 

s 0 i No splitting 

p 1 i 3/2 1:2 

d 2 3/2 5/2 2:3 

f 3 5/2 7/2 3:4 
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d) Multiplet Splitting& 

Multiplet splitting& in ESCA spectra were predicted by Watson 

52 . 
and Freeman and occur if the system being studied contains unpaired 

electrons since exchange interac~tion affects core electrons with 

a and p spins differently. Such effects were first observed in the 

solid state by Fadley et a1. 53 for the Js level in some fluorides and 

oxides of manganese and iron which contain unpaired 3d electrons, and 

17 in the vapour phase (02 and NO) by Siegbahn et al. Fig. (1.14).· The 

interpretation is relatively straightforward only for s-hole states. 

The following discussion considers a-hole states and is based on van 

Vleck's vector coupling mode154 which was originally conceived for 

atoms. This gives the following results for a-hole states where S 

is the total spin of the ln .configuration in the ground state. The two 

possible final states have a total spin of 8 ± 112. The splitting 

M: (i.e. the en.ergy difference between the states 8 +1/2 and s-1/2) 

is proportional to the multiplicity of the ground state 

= (28 + l)K 

where K is the exchange integral between the core (c) and valence (v) 

electrons under consideration and is defined by 

The intensities of the peaks are proportional to the degeneracies of the 

final spin states 

i.e. (2(8 + 1/2)+1) = (28 +2) 28 

Unlike intermolecular shifts the magnitudes of multiplet splittings 

are independent of sample charging effects and reference level. 
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Multiplet splittings in photoelectron spectra have recently been 

55 discussed in some detail by Fadley. The magnitude of the splitting 

for a given ion (or atom) can g~ve valuable information concerning 

the localization or delocalization of the unpaired valence electrons 

in compounds17•56 •57 since the greater the spin density on an atom 

the greater the splitting. If the total population of unpaired 

electrons can be assigned among the atoms with a fraction fi as~igned 

to the ith atom, then the multiplet splitting on the ith atom 6Ei 

is approximated by56 

e) Electrostatic Splitting 

Splittings in the 5p
312 

levels of uranium and thorium metals 

and compounds, and in some compounds of gold58 •59 have been observed. 

These were interpreted as arising from the differential interaction 

of the internal electrostatic field with the M = ± 112 and 

M • ± 312 substates of the 5p
312 

electrons, and a definite correlation 

was found between this type of splitting obtained by photoelectron 

spectroscopy, and the quadrupole splittings obtained from Mossbauer 

60 spectroscopy which arise from the interaction of the nuclear 

quadrupole moment with an inhomogenous electric field. 61 Novakov 

has also observed the known 2eV crystal field splitting of the valence 

3d levels in Coso4 in ESCA spectra and crystal field splitting& 

should be observable in other systems. 62 
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f) Satellite Peaks 

Satellite peaks arising from shake up and shake off processes 

occur on the low kinetic energy side of the main peak and have been 

discussed earlier (Chap. I. 2.b). Also configuration interacti9n 

satellite peaks in photoelectron spectra may be observed whenever 

there are other final states with the same symmetry and which have 

energies close to, but greater than, the single-hole state energy. 63 

These satellite peaks may be considered as arising from doubly excited 

states of the hole state, (as opposed to the shake up and shake off 

processes which may be thought of in terms of singly excited states), 

occuring on emission of an inner electron. They have been observed 

in some alkali metal halides. 63 •64 In solids discrete peaks can arise 

from surface and bulk plasmon losses and interband transitions.~ 

Satellite peaks in gases may also be caused by energy loss from the 

photoelectron after emission if it undergoes a secondary coll:l.sion 

with an atom or molecule causing excitation of that atom or molecule. 

The intensity of these energy loss peaks is pressure dependant and they 
; 

are therefore readily identifiable. 17 

The Xray source may itself be a cause of satellite peaks. These 

peaks have a higher kinetic energy than the main photoelectron peak and 

are formed by the small percentage of higher energy K and K 
a3,4 a5,6 

radiation17 which arises from KL double hole states and KLL triple 

65 hole states of the emitting atom but they are eliminated if a 

monochromatized Xray source is used. When employing Mg K 
al 2 

' 

radiation 

and passing it through an aluminium window to remove scattered electrons 

some Al K radiation is also produced and gives rise to a satellite 
al 2 

' 



photoelectron spectrum displaced by 232.9eV to higher kinetic energy. 

This is useful since it may be used to identify Auger peaks which, 

~ being independant of the energy of the exciting radiation, do not 

show these satellites. 

g) Line Widths 

The effects contributing to the total line widths ~ have 

previously been mentioned (Chapter I.3.c). The natural line width 

at half maximum height of the core level under investigation ~S 

and that of the incident radiation ~X (unless monochromatization 

is employed) depend on the uncertainty principle, ~.8t ~h/2n, 66 

where At is the lifetime of the state. The line widths of some 

Xray atomic energy levels are given in table (1.3). (A line width 
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-16 66 of leV corresponds to a lifetime of approximately 6.6 x 10 sec. ). 

Table 1.3 

Full Width at Half Maximum of Xray Atomic Levels (eV) 

Level Atom 

s Ar Ti Mn Cn Mo Ag 

ls 0.35 0.5 o .• s 1.05 1.5 5.0 7. 5 

2P3/2 0.1 0.25 0.35 0.5 1. 7 2.2 

The photoelectric process is believed to occur in a time interval 

of the order of 10-18 66 sec. where as nuclear relaxation times are 

of the order of -13 10 sec. 45 and the hole created in the core will 

have a lifetime of . -16 66 approx1mately 10 sec. Thus the process may 

be regarded as sudden compared with nuclear (but not electronic) motion. 

The line widths also illustrate that, in general, there is no 

advantage in studying the most tightly bound core electrons since 
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these levels are broad and this may obscure chemical shifts. Some 

small changes in line widths (~O.leV) have been observed to be 

caused by chemical effects which have·a small effect on the lifetime 

of the core hole state. 6 7•68 (This emphasises that peak intensitie·s 

should be measured by area and not by height). 

h) Escape Depths 

Depending on the core level studied and on the Xray source 

used the escape depths of photoelectrons contributing to the 

elastic peaks are typically 0-looi. This was first demonstrated by 

Siegbahn and co-workers by depositing successive layers of 

a-iodosteric acid on the probe and monitoring the intensity of.the 

1 I core level. 
3d5/2 

Spectra co~ld also be obtained from less than 

a monolayer illustrating both the sensitivity of the technique and 

its potential in catalysis work since it is possible to monitor both 

the surface and the adsorbed species simultaneou·sly. The penetration 

of the Xray beam into the sample under typical conditions is > 103 i 

so that it is the mean free paths of the electrons which determine the 

escape depths. In studies of Auger electrons and photoelectrons 

in gold and aluminium oxide the escape depth was found to be 

69 proportional to the square root of the electron energy. A 

collection of measured escape depths as a function of kinetic energy 

has been made by Tracy70 and is shown in figure (1.15). It is 

evident, therefore, that ESCA measurements on solids may monitor the 

bulk, semi-surface or surface depending on the core level involved. 
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i) Deconvolution of Partially Resolved Spectra 

Partially resolved peaks may be resolved into their individual 

components by use of a Du Pont 310 curve resolver (an analogue 

computer). For detailed deconvolution& a prior knowledge of line 

shapes (usually approximately gaussian) and peak widths for a 

particular level is required. This is obtained from a study of 

similar compounds, with well resolved peaks, which have been_studied 

under the same experimental conditions. Since the peak areas for 

a given level are proportional to the number of atoms in a particular 

environment and if the total number of atoms of the element -i.s known, 

then setting peak widths and areas and varying the peak positions to 

obtain a fit to the experimental spectrum allows the individual 

binding energies to be determined. In complex cases theoretical 

17 
calculations, usually employing the charge potential model, may be 

71·72 required to assign the binding energies to particular atoms. ' 

The integration facility on the curve resolver also permits the 

areas of peaks to be determined and thus," for example, in fluorocarbon 

compounds the ratios of the C, CF, CF2 and CF
3 

carbon atoms are 

readily determined. 

7) A Brief Survey of the Applications of ESCA to Chemistry. 

The following survey is intended to give a few examples of a 

wide range of some of the more important, interesting and unusual. 

applications of ESCA in the field of chemistry. A more comprehensive 

review of the literature is given in reference 73. 
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Since ESCA chemical shifts depend directly on the electronic 

17 structure of the molecule (Chapter III) attempts have been made 

to correlate ESCA chemical shifts with shifts obtained from 

spectroscopies such as n.m.r., n.q.r. and Mossbauer which are also 

affected by the electronic environment of the atom. Correlations 

with n.q.r. data 74 and Mossbauer chemical shifts 75 • 76 have been 

observed for series of closely related compounds. However, there 

is little correlation between the 13c n.m.r. shifts in the halomethanes, 

especially the bromomethanes, and the c1s ESCA chemical shifts38 

and previous direct correlations of this nature should77a,b,c. not be 

extrapolated. The close relationship between ESCA chemical shifts 

and atomic charge distributions permits detailed charge distributions 

in molecules to be determined experimentally (Chapter IV). Besides 

. 78 79 the use of ESCA in catalysLs studies ' the surface nature of the 

technique has been used to study systems ranging from the surface oxidation 

f 1 h 1 . i 80 d 81 h d . f o meta s sue as a umLn um an tungsten, to t e a sorptLon o 

1 h d k . 1 82 d h f "d . f su p ur compoun s on smo e partLc es an t e sur ace oxL atLon o 

wool fibres. 83 •84 

Applications in the field of organic chemistry include the study 

f b "t ff i 1" h · 77c d · 1 · o su stL uent e ects n a Lp atLc, an more Lmportant y, Ln 

72 85 86 87 aromatic compounds, ' ' ' the study of carbonium ions in order to 

gain information about charge localization or delocalization and hence 

to obtain information of the classical or non-classical structure of 

h · 88 •89 , 90 d di f bl . fl b (Ch V) t e Lons, . an stu es o pro ems Ln uorocar on apter 

d hl b 91 h" h d"l bl 1 i an c orocar on systems w LC were not rea L y ameana e to so ut on 

by other techniques. Much useful information, e.g. the proportion 



of comonomers incorporated in copolymers can be obtained from ESCA 

92 93 studies of polymer systems. ' 
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ESCA can be used for both qualitative and quantitative analysis •. 

Thus ~g quantities of Pd, Cd and Bi deposited on a mercu-ry coated 

platinum electrode may be detected by ESCA94 and after the preparation 

of calibration curves the bulk ratio Moo2 to Moo
3 

in a mixture. of 

95 the two oxides can be determined within a few percent. ESCA has 

also been used in· the study of rock samples obtained from the moon. 96 •97 

An application of biological importance is the analysis of the 

quality and quantity of grain protein, 98 where the Nls peak from 

lys~ne and argenine may be distinguished from the amide nitrogen and 

the sulphur content estimated from the S2p peaks (comparisons with 

compounds of known elemental composition permits quantiative ~stimates 

and no elaborate sample preparation is required). Other compounds 

1 of biological interest which have be~n studied include insulin, 

V1"tam1·n B 1 d 1 i "db d t RNA 99,100,101 
12 an nuc e c ac1 ases an - • A 

further ingeneous use of ESCA, in combination with some thermodynamic 

44 data, is the estimate proton affinities of several compounds. 



CHAPTER II 

MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 



Introduction 

Sufficient background theory is presented in this chapter to 

form a basis for the discussion presented in subsequent chapters. 

A brief summary is therefore given of both non-empirical and semi~ 

empirical molecular orbital treatments together with a brief 

discussi~n of the programs employed in this work for the molecular 

Hartree-Fock calculations. The discussion is restricted to 
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computations within the Hartree-Fock formalism although, where 

appropriate, reference will be made to correlation and relativistic 

corrections. The reasons for limiting the discussion to the 

Hartree-Fock formalism are threefold:-

i) As will become apparent many features of ESCA data can be 

quantitatively understood within the Hartree-Fock model. 

ii) With currently available computing power both semi-empirical 

and non-empirical Hartree-Fock molecular orbital calculations 

may be carried out routinely. 

iii) The Hartree-Fock concept, namely the hypothesis of one electron 

orbita~ is about the last chance to retain an intuitive ·· 

representation of the electronic structures of atoms, ions and 

molecules. This is a very important consideration for a model 

on which experimental data are interpreted and has great intuitive 

appeal to chemists. 



1) A BRIEF SUMMARY OF QUANTUM MECHANICS 

The electronic structure of an atom, ion or molecule is 

described by a mathematical function, y, of all the coordinates 

of the system, including time, and is known as the wave function. 

It is this function which contains all the information about the 
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properties of the.stem. If the system is conservative i.e. a system 

in which the total energy does not vary with time, then separation 

of the time coordinate can be carried out 

V (x,y,z, t) = '.1' (x,y,z)t (t) (1) 

and this leads to the time independe.nt Schroedinger equation · 

XV = E V (2) 

which is the starting point for the application of quantum mechan~cs 

to chemical systems. X is the hamiltonian (total energy operator) 

of the system and E is the eigenvalue corresponding to the total 

energy of the system. Such a system is known as a stationary state 

and only time independent calculations will be considered. (Although 

in theory this may not be justified a priori103 for the discussion of 

photoionization phenomena it will become clear both from this work and 

the work of others that to a good approximation a quantitative discussion 

based on stationary states is entirely adequate). In order to obtain 

V it is necessary to solve equation (2). For a system of nuclei 
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(~. v •••• )with coordinates X and electrons (i, j •... )with 

coordinates x the total spin free, (i.e. non relativistic) 

Hamiltonian ope~ator is given by 

X (x,_X) = - L 
~ 

1'1.2" 2 
2m i 

+ V (x,X)+ V (x)+V (X) (3) ne ee nn 
i 

where the first two summation terms account for the kinetic energies 

of the nuclei and the electrons and the terms V (~,X), V (x) and ne ee 

V represent the nuclear-electron attraction, electron-electron nn 

repulsion and nuclear-nuclear repulsion respectively 

V (x,X) ne = -II 
J.L i 

V (x) 
ee =I 2 e 

r .. 
1J 

Z Z e
2 

V =' !+V nn L.. r 
~v 

In order to obtain the electronic Shroedinger equations the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation is invoked. Separating the nuclear kinetic 

energy terms 

l\t(X) = -I (5) 

then 

X (x,X) -~(X) = ~(x,X) (6) 

is the Hamiltonian which describes the motion of th~ electrons for 

fixed positions of the nuclei and X depends on the position but not 
e 

the momentum of the nuclei. 

(4) 



The total wave function is assumed to be separable into an 

electronic and a nuclear part 

'f (x,X) X (X) e ne 
(7) 

the electronic wave function is defined by 

~ (x,X) 'fe (x,X) = E (X) 'f (x,X) e e 
(8) 

and the nuclear wave function by 

+ E (X)] v_ e rae = E ~e(X) (9) 

(Xne can be further separated into vibrational, rotational and. 

translational components). 

The electronic wave function is solved for fixed positions of 
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the nuclei by solving (8) to give the electronic energy E, which is 

the potential energy determining ttae motion of the nuclei so that the 

Shroedinger equation for the nuclei has the form (9). 

The total energy is the sum of the electronic energy (evaluated 

at the equilibrium configuration) plus the nuclear energy 

E = E (X ) + E e o n 
(10) 

The conditions under which the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

is valid are examined below. The total Schroedinger equation may 

be written: 



Since the only differential terms in ~ are functions of x 

then from (8) 

• X (X) E (X)f (x,X) ·lle e e 
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(12) 

But ~ is a differential function of X and both 'e and Xhe are 

functions of X, hertce using (5) 

~(X)fe(x,X)X(X) = - L 
J.L 

2 
[ 1f (x,X) V' x (x) e .. ne 

J.L 

+ 2 \7 1f (x,X)'\7 X (X) + X(X)'\7 2, (x,X)] 
1.1. e J.L·he J.L e 

(13) 

Substitution of (12) and (13) into (11) gives (9) provided that the 

terms in V' 'f and '\7 2 1f in (13) can be neglected. 
J.L e J.L e 

Thus the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation is valid provided that the electronic 

wave function 1f is a slowly varying function of the nuclear e 

coordinates. 

In dealing with the equations of quantum mechanics it is · 

convenient to introduce atomic units which lead to a considerable.· 

simplification in the form of the Schroedinger equation·viz:-

Length:- the atomic unit of length is the Bohr radius a 
0 

h2 
a • 

0 4""2 2 11: me 
= 0.529167 x lo-8cm 

= 0.529167 i 



Energy - the atomic unit of energy (the Hartree) is the energy 

of interaction of two unit charges separated by one Bohr radius 

= = 4.35942 x 10-ll erg = 27.21 eV 

Mass - the atomic unit of mass is the electron mass 

m = 9,0191 X l0-28gm. 

The electronic Hamiltonian operator ~ is therefore given by 

= 
IJ. i 

z 
_lL + 
r . 

U1 

(15) 

For many electron systems terms representing the interelectronic 

repulsion, \' 
L 

i<j 

1 are included as part of the potential energy 
r .. 

1J 
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in the Schroedinger equation. However, if inter-electronic repulsions 

could be neglected then the wave function could be ·expressed in terms 

of a summation of products of one electron function 

= 
and 

X = 

t, (n) 
k 

• • • • • • • :Hie 



In this form the wave function would be separable into a set of 

equations each involving the coordinates of only one electron and 

the solution of these equations would give the ••s. Although 

interelectronic repulsion cannot be completely neglected, it cannot 

be taken properly into account since the many-body problem is not 

exactly soluble in quantum, or classical, mechanics. However, the 

idea of a one electron function (the orbital approximation) is 

conceptually stmple and it is there~ore very useful to consider 

products of one electron functionsand to determine how close it is 

possible to approach the exact functions. Within the orbital 

approximation it is possible to describeadequately the average 

repulsion experienced by an electron due to the other electrons in 

the system. However, it is relatively difficult to incorporate the 

instantaneous correlations of electronic motions. 

Associated with each electron is a spin (ms = ± j> and 

the two possible spin functions are written as a(ms = t> and 

The product of a spatial orbital defined above and 

a spin function is known as a spin orbital ~· 

~i(l) = •· (l)a 1 
or 

where •· is a function which depends only on the space coordinates 
1 

of the electron and also a and ~ are orthogonal 

Ja~d'l" = 0 

(This separation into spin and space coordinates is possible only 

because the non-relativistic (i.e. spin free) Hamiltonian was used). 

48. 
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The total wave function must be in accord with the Pauli 

antisymmetry principle which allows for the fact that electrons 

are indistinguishable from each.other. Thus all acceptable wave 

functions for particles of half-integral spin (Fermions) must be 

antisymmetric upon interchange of any two particles. The single 

product wave function 

is not antisymmetric but can be made so by writing it in determinental 

form 

l(l,2, ••• 2n) = ~ J (2n) ! 

t(l)f3 

. 
t1C2n)a t1C2n)f3 t 2(2n)a ••••••• n(2n)f3 

whereJ ( 2!)! is a normalizing constant. This is known as a 

Slater determinant and is often abreviated by writing only the 

diagonal elements, the normalization factor being understood 

'!'( 1, 2 • . • 2n) = 

= 

tl a •1 f3 t2a t2f3 

.1 .1 .2 .2 
t a • f3 n n 

.~ l 
"n 11 

(17) 



Exchange of any two electrons interchanges two rows of the 

determinant and therefore reverses the sign of the wave function 

ensuring the required antisymmetry. Also if two electrons are 

placed in the same spin orbital the value of the determinant is 

zero since two rows of the determinant would be identical and this 

accounts for the Pauli exclusion principle. 

The wave function must be continuous and single valued and 

have an integrable square (i.e. be capable of being normalized). 

Also it can be shown that102a different eigenfunctions of the same 

Hamiltonian corresponding to different eigenvalues are mutually 

orthogonal. Hence 

6 = 1 

6 = 0 

for i = j 

for i ~ j 

so. 

The perfect single determinantal wavefunction (for the ground state 

of the system) gives an expectation value for the energy corresponding 

to the Hartree-Fock limit. 

From the discussion given above it is obvious that expressing the 

wave function in terms of a Slater determinant is an approximation and 

hence a yardstick is required for gauging how close to physical 

reality is the description of the system provided by the wave function. 
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Such a criterion is provided by the variation theorem. 

The variation principle states that:-

Given any approximate wavefunction satisfying the boundary conditions 

of the problem, the expectation value of the energy calculated from 

102 this function will always be higher than the true ground state energy. 

Therefore if • is an approximation to the exact wavefunction, 

= 

where E0 is the true energy. The variation method is used by 

starting with a trial wave function containing one or more variational 

parameters and then minimizing the expectation value of the energy with 

respect to these parameters. The method generally used to obtain 

suitable trial functions for molecular orbitals is to take a linear 

combination of basis functions, known as the basis set, and, as the 

number of functions tends to infinity, the perfect wave function 

(within the Hartree-Fock formalism) is approached. The simplest 

approach of this type is to take a linear combination of atomic orbitals 

(LCAO method), the basis of which is the reasonable assumption that the 

electronic distribution in a molecule can be represented as a sum of 

atomic distributions. Consider a molecular orbital • which is a 

linear combination of appropriate atomic orbitals ~ 

n 

= ( 18) 



and the coefficients ci are used as the variational parameters. 

(However, variational parameters could equally well be incorporated 

in the basis functions themselves) 

E 
rrx t dT 

= " J?t dT 

I * I * c ici 'X..i. X xjdT 
= ij 

L c * i c iJ Xi* xj d T 
ij 

I * c. c .H .. 
1 J 1J 

= i,j 

I sij 
i,j 

where H 
ij 

L c*icj(Hij- E sij) = 0 
i,j 

Differentiating with respect to ck 

n 

L c* i (Hik 
i=l 

~E For the minimum value of E,. ~ = 0 for all k 
. uck 

(19) 
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n 

Ici* (Hik-E 8ik) = 0 

i=l 

for k = 1 to n (20) 

These sets of n simultaneou~ equations are known as secular 

equations and for a non-trivial, solution the n by n secular 

determinant must equal zero 

(21) 

Hence the roots of the equations E1, E2 •••• En may be obtained 

and by substitution back into (20) the coefficients c, and hence 

the molecular orbitals ;, ·may be determined. 

2) HARTREE-FOCK SELF CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY 

The basis of the Hartree-Fock self consistent field treatment 

of molecules lies in the extension of the treatment of atomic 

systems by Hartree104 which was modified by Fock105 and Slater106 

to include the antisymmetry of the wave functions. The method 
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consists of minimizing the energy resulting from the single d~terminant 

wave function (17) to derive a set of integrodifferential equations, 

the Hartree-Fock equations. The Hartree-Fock wave function is the 

best wave function which can be constructed by assigning each electron 

to a separate orbital, or function, depending only on the coordinates 

of that electron. Only for one electron systems e.g. the hydrogen 

atom can be Hartree-Fock equation be solved in closed form, however 

for atoms the equations may be solved to a high degree of accuracy by 

numerical integration. 107 It is not possible to use a mathematically 
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complete set of functions in molecular orbital calculations and only 

an approximate solution to the Hartree-Fock equations_can be 

obtained. The best (lowest energy) single determinantal function 

constructed within a finite basis set is the self consistent field 

function. 

Suppose the wave function for a system of n electrons is 

written as a single product of n spin orbitals 

= (22) 

The energy of this wave function is evaluated by 

E = Jt X 'f d'T' (23) 

where X is the electronic Handltonian. Xmay be written in the form 

X = L He ( i) + L ( ! . ) + 
i ij 1 j 

v 
nn 

(24) 

where Hc(i) is the core Hamiltonian which consists of the kinetic 

energy operator and the electron-nuclear attraction terms for 

electron i and V is the nuclear repulsion energy. nn 

Substituting (22) and (24) into (23) gives 

k 

E = I He + I Jrs + v rr nn 
r=a pairs 

rs 

(26) 



where He 
rr 

and 

= (27) 

(28) 

Expression (26) consists of two parts: the first involving He is 

the sum of the energies that each electron would have if all other 

electrons were absent, the second is the total of all electron-

electron repulsion energies. However wave function (22) does not 

satisfy the antisymmetry requirement, but this is corrected by 

converting the single product to a Slater determinant of spin orbitals 

(29) 

Provided the spin orbitals are mutually orthogonal by substituting 

(29) into (23), CK» is obtained 

k 

E = \ He + \' ( J - K ) + V 
~ rr ~ rs rs nn 

r=a pairs 
rs 

This differs from (26) by the terms K 
rs 

K rs 

(30) 

(31) 

J is called a coulomb integral and K an exchange integral. If rs rs 

•r and •s have different associated spin functions (i,e. one a and 

the other p) then from integration over the spin coordinates it 

follows that K is zero. rs 

55. 
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Applying the variation principle to wave functions (22) or (29) 

and requiring that the respective energie~ (26) and (30) be minimized i's 

sufficient to define the orbitals t and orbitals evaluated in this way 

are known as-SCF (self consistent field) orbitals. The orbitals defined 

with respect to (22) are Hartree orbitals while those defined with 

respect to the antisymmetrized product (29) are the Hartree-Fock 

orbitlils. The conditions which define the Hartree-Fock orbitais 

are now examined. 

Suppose that the function (29) does not give the lowest energy 

of the state. Then there is some other functions say 

(32) 

which has a lower energy. Assuming t~ differs only slightly from 

• and can be written a 

·•' = .• + c •. 
? a Ya t t 

(33) 

where tt is a spin orbital which is orthogonal to the set 

Providing ct is small t'a will still be normalized 

2 since renormalization only involves a term in ct • 

may be written in the form 

= 'Y + 

From (33), (32) 

(34) 
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(i.e. t' is formed by adding to t a small amount of the state 

'at which arises from the excitation of an electron from ta to tt~" 

For V to be'the best wave function of its type ct must be zero 

and this further requires that the Hamiltonian integral between 

t 
V and Va, Fat' be zero. 

(35) 

Expressing this integral in terms of the spin orbitals gives 

k 

Fat = H~t + ~aUJt.(i)t.(jl( r:)•t<il•s(j)d.id•j 

For this to be zero for any spin orbital, not just t , it is 
a 

necessary that the t be eigenfunctions of the operator F which 

has the property of depending on its own eigenfunctions. 

k 

F = He + \ ( J - K ) L s s 
s=a 

(38) 

where J and K are coulomb and exchange operators which are s s 

defined by their integrals 

(J s) at : .!J•a ( i) ts (j) ( !ij )•t (i) ts (j )d,.i d,.j 

(Ks)at 5 JJ+a(i)ts(j)(r~j)ts(iHt(j)d,.id,.j (39) 
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( (J ) and (K ) are the integralD J and K defined by s rr s rr · rs rs 

(28) and (31) and (J ) t = ·(K ) t). 
a a a a 

The potential governing the SCF orbitals therefore consists of 

the core potential, the coulomb potential of all the electrons, and 

an exchange potential for each electron. Since the coulomb and 

exchange potentials depend on the orbitals themselves an iterative 

method has to be adopted to calculate the SCF orbitals and the 

condition of self consistancy is reached when the orbitals are 

consistent with the potential from which they were determined. The 

eigenvalues of F (the Fock operator, Ft = s•> are the orbital energies 

Thus from (37) 

= F = He 
rr rr 

(J - K . ) 
rs rs 

(40) 

s=a 

The sum of the energies of all occupied spin orbitals is 

k k k k 

I Br = )ac + I I (J - K ) (41) 
4-. rr rs rs 

r=a r=a r=a s=a 

Comparing this with (30) and noting that J = ·K 
rr rr 

k k 

I I(J - K ) = 2 I(J K ) rs rs rs rs 
(42) 

r=a s=a pairs 
rs 

gives 
k 

E = L 1r L (Jrs - K ) + v rs nn 
(43) 

r=a pairs 
rs 

Thus for SCF orbitals the total electronic energy is not just the 

sum of the orbital energies plus the nuclear repulsions energy. 



In the case of SCF orbitals for a closed-shell configuration each 

orbital is occupied by two electrons with a and ~ spins and 

expressions (30), (37) and (40) become 

Total energy, E • 2 \ He + 2 \ ( 2J L rr L rs 
r pairs 

rs 

k 

K >+LJ +V rs rr nn 
r 

+ ) [2J.J• Ci>t u>( -
1
-)tt<iH U>d,..d,.. 

""' a s r ij s 1 J 
s=a 

-JJ•a (i) ts ( j) (r ~j)ts (i)tt (j )d,.i d'T"jJ 

k 

Orbital energy e = He + \ (2J - K ) = F 
r rr L rs rs rr 

s=a 

(44) 

·(45) 

(46). 

where the summations are now over all occupied orbitals and not 

spin orbitals. 

If the SCF orbitals are represented by a linear combination of 

basis functions 

= ) c n. 
L v""v 
v 

(47) 

then by substituting (47) into (45) and picking out terms in c ct 
ap v 

F 
llV 

it is found that 

s::~a p a 

c c 
ps as [2f.·r~ (i)rtJ Cj>( -1 )rtJ <Or~J (j)d,..d,.j J1

" p r.. v a 1 
~ 1J . 

(48) 
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The SCF orbitals for a closed shell system in this form are then 

determined by solving the secular ~quations 

\c. (F - ES ) 
L v IJ.V IJ.V 

0 (49) 

v 

through the determinant 

F - ES I 
IJ.V IJ.V = 0 (50) 

Th k R th I • 108 d • i ese are nown as oo aan s equat1ons an an 1terat ve 

procedure starting with an initial estimate of the values of the c's 

is necessary for their solution since F itself depends on the 
IJ.V 

coefficients c. The values of c (eigenvectors) are then used as 

input for the next iteration and the process is repeated until input 

and output vectors agree within a given accuracy. i.e. they are 

self consistant. 

3) BASIS FUNCTIONS AND BASIS SETS 

The molecular orbitals used to describe a system of nuclei 
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and electrons are generally expanded in terms of a linear combination 

of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and the atomic orbitals are further 

described as a linear combination of functions, ~ known as the 

basis functions. Thus 

~0 = (51) 

= (52) 
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The types of basis function X used in Hartree-Fock calculations 

fall into two distinct classes depending on whether the radial portion 

of the function is a single exponential Slater type function.· 
2 

(.e-zr) f 1 ( -err ) or a gaussian type unct on e 

a) Single Exponential Functions 

The use of exponential functions was first suggested by Slater109 

and the functions are of the type 

X (r I a. q;) = . (53) 

Where N is a normalization factor, n is the principal quantum 

number and z is the orbital exponent, the value of which determines 

the radial maximum of the orbital from the nucleus. The angular 

dependence is given by the spherical harmonic terms Y1mCe,¢). In 

their simple analytical form Slater functions are not orthogonal but 

they can be made so by taking appropriate linear combinations. 

b) Gaussian Type Functions 

The use of gaussian functions was first suggested by Boys110 

and they have the form 

2 
Nrn e-ar 

where n is the anabgue of the principle quantum numbe~ in the Slater 
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function case and can take the values 1, 1 + 2, 1 + 4 etc. Angular 

dependance may be introduced by multiplication by the spheri~al 

harmonics Ylm(e,~) or may be introduced in the form 

P q s -ar 
Nx y z e 

2 

where p,q and s are integers and these are known as cartesian 

gaussians. - The use of gaussian functions considerably simplif~es 

multicentre integral evaluation since it can be proved that the product 

of two gaussian functions on different centres is another gaus-sian 

function positioned on the line joining the two original centres. 

Thus, for example, integrals of the type 

J ~(g)a ~(g)b 1 
----r ~(g) ~(g)d dT 

12 c 
(54) 

(where ~(g) etc. are gaussian type functions) are simplified t9 
a 

the form 

(55) 

Shavitt111 has given a general discussion on the properties 

and uses of gaussian functions and integrals involving gaussian 

functions. However, for the s type function the form of a single 

gaussian does not resemble the form of a true atomic orbital particularly 

in the nuclear region where the cusp is lacking (Fig. 2.1). 

In the case of the neon atoms, for example, a basis set of ten s 
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Fig. 2.1 

and six p gaussian functions is required to imptove on a SCF 

energy given by a basis of four s and two p Slater functions. 112 

Therefore, while the use of gaussian functions greatly facilitates 

the evaluation of multicentre integrals in molecular calculations 

a much larger basis set is required to obtain the accuracy given 

by Slater functions. 

Another method of using gaussian functions was developed 

independantly by Pr e~sJ13 and Whitten1 ~4 This is the gaussian 
2 

lobe method and uses only ls type gaussian& (Be-ar ) but the 
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functions are not required to be atom-centred and linear combinations 

of these lobe functions are used to simulate s, p, d etc. orbitals. 

One of the simplest ab initio methods possible is the floating 

115 spherical gaussian orbital (FSGO) method introduced by Frost. 

For closed-shell molecules, n/2 ls· type gaussian functions are 

used to construct a single determinantal wave function. However, 

these spherical gaussian& are allowed complete flexibility and the 

energy of then-electron wave.function is minimized with respect 

to both their positions and orbital exponents (ai). 



c) Minimal Basis Sets 

A minimal basis set is one which includes only one function 

for each occupied atomic orbital with distinct n and 1 quantum 

numbers for the component.atoms of the molecule. The functions 

used in minimal basis sets are usually Slater functions. When using 

minimal Slater basis sets the question arises of what value of the 

orbital exponent z should be used. 

rules to determine 

z = lz-s) 
* n 

Slater116 proposed a set of 

(56) 

in which Z is the charge on the nucleus, s is a screening constant 

* depending on the other electrons in the atom and n is an effective 
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quantum number. H Cl ti and Co-workers ll7,118 h h d owever, emen ave approac e 

the problem more directly by optimizing z values in repeated atomic 

SCF calculations, on the ground states of atoms, until sets of 

orbital exponents yielding the lowest possible (minimal basis set) 

SCF energies were obtained. These atom optimized minimum basis sets 

may be used directly in molecular Hartree-Fock LCAO SCF MO calcuiations. 

Further lowering of the total energy of the molecule may be obtained 

by re-optimizing the exponents z by repeated molecular SCF 

calculations. However, this can become a computationally expe~sive 

procedure and it is generally better to extend the size of basis set. 



One of the main advantages of minimal basis set calculations 

is their conceptual simplicity and most semi-empirical methods 

119 e.g. CNDO are in principle based on a minimal Slater basis set. 

To avoid the difficulties which arise in the calculation of two~ 
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electron integrals in polyatomic molecules when using Slater-functions 

each Slater function may be expanded in terms of a linear combination 

f . f ti 120•121 s h i . k o gauss1an unc ons. uc an expans on 1s nown as an 

STO-nG function where n is the number of gaussian type functions used 

in the least squares fit to the Slater function. This circumvents 

the difficulties of calculating multicentre integrals over Slater 

orbitals while retaining the conceptual simplicity of minimal basis 

set calculations. 

d) Split Valence Basis Sets 

As a variant of the STO-nG orbitals Pople and co-workers have 

made extensive use of the ST0-4.31G122 basis set in which the core (ls) 

orbital is described by a least squares fit of four gaussian orbitals, while 

the valence orbitals are also described by four gaussian orbitals but 

an extra degree of freedom is allowed by splitting off the outer gaussian 

function of the valence orbital and allowing this to vary independe.ntly. 

This more flexible description of the valence orbitals allows for their 

distortion on bond formation in molecules. 

e) Double Zeta and Extended Basis Sets 

A double zeta basis set has twice as many functions as a minimal 

basis set (i.e. two Slater functions with different exponents for each 

atomic orbital). These have again been optimized from atomic ground 
123,124,125 

state SCF calculations. To obtain SCF energies very close 
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to Hartree-Fock energies a larger than double zeta basis set is 

required and this is known as an extended basis set. 126 •127 Table(2.1) 

shows the ground state SCF energies obtained from minimal, double 

zeta and extended basis set calculations for the first row atoms. 

Table 2.1 

Ground State SCF Energies Using Slater Basis Sets (a.u.) 

Minimum117 Double Zeta 125 Extended 126 

Li -7.4185 :.. 7.4327 -7.4327 

Be -14.5567 -14.5724 -14.5730 

B -24.4984 -24.5279 -24.5291 

c -37.6224 -37.6868 -37.6886 

N -54.2689 -54.3980 -54.4009 

0 -74.5404 -74.8043 -74.8094 

F -98.9421 -99.4013 -99.4093 

Ne -127.8122 -128.5351 -128.5471 

f) Gaussian Basis Sets 

Gaussian basis sets of various sizes have been optimized for 

the ground states of atoms by varying the exponents and minimizing the 

SCF energy. However, as mentioned·previously, a larger number of 

gaussian functions is required compared with Slaters in order to 

obtain the same accuracy. The numbers of integrals to be computed 

depends approximately on the fourth power of number of basis functions 

used as given by the formulae 

Number of one electron integrals (p) = 

Number of two electron integrals = 

n(n+l) 
2 

p(p±l) 
2 

(57) 
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Thus for molecules using basis sets of a quality equal to those 

of Slater functions the storage space required for the integrals 

can become excessive. The other time consuming step in the 

calculation is the solution of the SCF equations using the Roothaan procedure 

108' 128 ( . . 1 t. 1 t th f th f "th t1me approx1mate y propor 1ona o e ou~ power o e 

number of basis functions). Also the procedure is interative and 

large basis sets .generally need more iterations in order to attain 

convergence-. These problems may be overcome by reducing the degree 

of variational freedom 

\io = 

.--. 
••• 1 

= 

The coefficients Qf the atomic orbitals c. in the LCAO 
1 

approximations are always allowed complete variation freedom. However,. 

the number of basis functions describing the atomic orbitals may be 

reduced by fixing some of the coefficients a . relative to each other 
IJ.1 

d . 1 . h 1' b. . f . . f . 1"14' 129 an man1pu at1ng t e 1near com 1nat1ons o gauss1ans as one unct1on 

thus saving considerable time per iteration as well as greatly reducing 

the number of integrals to be stored. These are known as contracted 

basis sets .and.- the coefficients ai.J.i are known as contrac-tion (or 

. ) ffi . t D . lJOh 1' d h . . ' expans1on coe c1en s. unn1ng as out 1ne t e 1mportant po1nts 1n 
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devising contraction schemes and these are i) to retain maximum 

flexibility in the valence region and. ii) to allow a function to vary 

freely if it contributes strongly to more than one atomic orbital 

in the atom. A double·zeta gaussian basis s~t is one in which two 

contracted gaussian functions contribute to each atomic orbital. 

g) Polarization Functions 

In principle to reach the Hartree-Fock limit a complete (and 

necessarily infinite) basis set is required. This is obviously 

. 131 132 impracticable but as Nesbet has emphas1zed ' the inclusion of 

functions with higher 1 values (e.g, p or d functions on hydrog~n, 

d or f functions on nitrogen etc.) than occur in the atom can improve 

the energy and also give more reliable values of other prope~ties of 

chemical interest. Such functions are known as polarization functions. 

4) MULLIKEN POPULATION ANALYSIS 

Although the electron density distribution within a molecule is 

conti~uous it is a useful concept to assign a charge to each atom in a 

molecule. 133 Such populations are given by a Mulliken population analysis 

and are known as gross ato~ic populations. For a diatomic molecule 

the net atomic population of an atom arising from the ith MO of the 

normalized form cAi.A + cBitB is given by nicAi
2 

for ato~ A and 

nicBi2 for atom B where ni is the ~umber of electrons in the ith 

molecular orbital. Thus n.cA. 2 is the number of electrons associated 
1 1 

. h A . th .th 1. 1 b' 1 w1t ·atom 1n e 1 mo ecu ar or 1ta • The electron density between 

the two nuclei arising from the ith moiecular orbital is g~ven by the 



overlap population 2nicAicBiSAB where SAB is the overlap integral 

The gross atomic population is then· 

found by assuming that the overlap population can be divided equally 

between the two nuclei.and then added to the net atomic population. 

Thus, ni (c~i2 + cAicBiSAB) is the gross atomic population 

of electrons on atom A in the ith molecular orbital. This m~y 

readily be extended to polyatomic systems in which the molecular 

orbitals •i are expressed in terms of basis functions ~- If there 

are two electrons per molecular orbital the total electron density p 

is defined by 

p = 2 

occupied 
\" 2 
L ti 
i 

= 

where P is the density matrix defined·by 
.JlV 

occupied 

p = 2 \ c .c . 
JlV L Jl1 V1 

i 

2 The diagonal element P~ is the coefficient of the distribution ~ 

and measures the net electron population for this orbital. The off 

diagonal elements P are overlap populations related to the charge 
j..I.V 

density associated with the overlap ~Xv· 

~ is then ·defined by q ll 

= p + \ p s 
~ L j..I.V JlV 

v .,. Jl 

The gross population for 
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where S~v is the overlap integral J ~Xvd~ 
to atom A is then.given by 

Charge = z -A 
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The charge assigned 

where ZA is the atomic number and the sum is taken over all atomic 

orbitals on atom A. 

However, ascribing the electron population to a given atom just 

because an orbital is centred on that atom is a simplification, 

especially if the orbital concerned is diffuse, and it is also·rather 

arbitrary to divide the overlap populations equally between the centres 

concerned. A Mulliken population analysis therefore only gives a rough 

idea of the electron distribution in a molecule and the calculated 

values of the charges at atoms depend quite ma~kedly on the basis set 

used~ But, in spite of the limitations, a population analysis is 

conceptually close to qualitative ideas about charge distributions in 

molecules. 

5) LIMITATIONS OF HARTREE FOCK CALCULATIONS 

While, given a large enough basis set and sufficient computer power, 

it is possible to approach the Hartree-Fock limit there are still 

certain limita~ions on the wave functions obtained. 

i) From the virial theorem (V = -2T where V is the potential energy 

and T the kinetic energy) it is obvious that an electron in a region of 

high potential will have a correspondingly high kinetic energy. Thus 

for core electrons, which are in a region of high potential, 

relativistic effects, neglected in the Hartree-Fock model, may become 
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important and this may have some significance with regard to 

calculations on core electron photoionization. However, as will 

become apparent in chapter .III relativistic corrections to shifts 

in core electron binding energies are smali. 

ii) The Hartree-Fock approximation takes into account the average 

interaction between an electron and all the other electrons in the 

molecule. It does not, however, take into account the instantaneous 

correlation of electronic motion which occurs since two electrons are 

unlikely to get very close to each other due·to interelectronic 

repulsion. The major correlation effect occurs between pairs of 

electrons in the same spatial orbital. 

E Total experimental E Hartree Fock + E 1 ... +E 1. re at~v1st1c corre at~on 

For diatomic molecules the molecular Hartree-Fock wave functions do 

not correlate with the Hartree-Fock wave functions describing the 

correct states of the separate·d atoms and the F 2 molecule is predicted 

134 to have a negative dissociation energy. In general, the most serious 

drawback of the Hartree-Fock approximation is its inability to describe 

molecule formation and dissociation correctly. However for chemical · . 

135 reactions involving only closed shell species Snyder and Basch have 

shown that double zeta calculations give good agreement with e~perimental 

heats of reaction. Also the work of Ditchfield, Hehre et a1 136 , 137 

on bond separation energies has shown that for isodesmic reactions 



even minimal basis set STOJG calculations give good values for heats 

of reaction. (Isodesmic reactions are reaction~ in which there is 

a retention of the number of bonds of a given formal type (i.e, 

single, double etc.) but wi"th a change in their relation ·to one 

137 another ). For reactions of this type changes in correlat~on 

energies are small. The effect of correlation energies on 

photoioniza·tion calculations will be discussed in chapter III. 

6) IMPROVEMENTS ON THE .HARTREE FOCK METHOD 

i) Correlated wave functions have been used. However, this 
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necessitates dispensing with the orbital approximation, and hence the 

conceptual simplicity is lost, These functions include interelectronic 

distance and although very accurate results may be obtained they ~re 

. . 138 139 140 
only feas1ble for small systems such as He ' and H2 . 

ii) The method generally used for approaching the correlation energy 

problem is configuration interaction (C.I,), 141 that is to allow the 

calculated Ha:rt_ree Fock ground state to in_teract with other doubly 

excited states of the same symmetry. (For closed shell states of 

molecules singly excited states do not interac·t directly with the 

ground state, However, since singly excited states can interact with 

doubly excited states there can be an indirect effect.) Thus the 

improved wave function l is given by 

' = + c '1'2 ••••••• 



where ~ is the ground state Hartree-Fock wave function and 
0 

from the virtual orbitals which resulted from its computation 

excited states ~l' ~2 etc, of the appropriate symmetry are 

cons truc·ted, The function is then opt~mized, by the variational 

method, to determine the best values of the mixing coefficients 

a, b, etc. 

iii) A further improvement on the Hartree~Fock method is the 

m~lticonfigurational SCF method142 which uses a wave function 

expressed as a linear combination of Slater determinants of the 

= a 'i'o + b ~1 + c ~2 + ...... . 

but not only are the best coefficients a, b etc found but also 

s"imultaneously the best forms of the consistuent wave functions are 

determined. However, this method.is difficult to implement for 

complex systems. 

7 ~ COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR AB INITIO CALCULATIONS 

Several standard packages are now available for performing 

non empirical molecular _calculations, The writing and development 

of these programs has reQuired many man-years of labour to produce 

efficient programs and they tend to have been written by teams of 

people, Once programs have been written th~y tend to be generally 

available through organizations such as the Quantum Chemistry · 

Program Exchange. Initially efficient programming techniques and 

73, 
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optimum use of compute~ resources, such as core store, drum and 

disc store and magnetic tape, often took second place to the 

implementation of a working program. Mo·st modern programs are 

derive~ from two approaches-which differ in their basic design 

philosophies, which will be discussed later. 

The essential stages in ab initio molecular orbital calculations · 

are: 

i) The computation of· i~tegrals over the basis functions. 

ii) The transformation of these integrals over the contracted· 
functions. 

iii) Assembly of the Fock matrix. 

iv) Diagonalization of the Fock matrix. 

Steps (iii) and (iv) are repeated until the required degree of 

self consistancy is obtained. The relative timing within the SCF 

section may be divided ·approximately 

70% Assembly of Fock matrix 

30% Diagonalization of Fock matrix 

Hence, for efficient running of the SCF section of the program the 

integrals should be stored on a fast random access facility (i.e. 

magnetic disc rather than tape). 

The large number of integrals involved (approximately proporti"onal 

to the fourth power of the number of basis functions) requires that 

the integral evaluation procedure be as efficient as possible and may 



also raise problems about the most efficient ~ethods of integral 

storage and retrieval. The core requirements of the program are 

also important especially if the program is to be run in a 

multiprogramming environment.· However, since the prog~ams are 

generally written largely in FORTRAN it is difficult to introduce 

dynamic arrays efficiently and so the same amount of core storage 

is required for a small molecule as for the largest systems which 

can be studied with that pro$ram. 

Other desirable features,·as far as practical use of the 

program is concerned, include: 

i) General applicability .t~ all molecular systems (size being 

the only limiting factor). 
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ii) They should be largely machine indepe~dent so that they may be 

implemented on different types of computer. 

iii) The system should require minimal input i.e. it should be 

possible to create and store prior data files of standard 

exponents and -contraction coefficients to avoid the necessity 

of punching and inputtipg large decks of cards thereby increasing 

the possibility of mechanical or human error. Also, the input 

should be in as flexible a format as possible. 

iv) Since the claculations require large amounts of computer time the 

program should include restart facilities in both the integrals 

and SCF sections. This allows long calculations to be run in 

steps and in the SCF section also allows monitoring of the output 

to ensure that correct convergence is occuring. 



v) Facilities to check data input without actually performing 

ariy calculations are useful to check for human error and may 

prevent wastage of machine time. 
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vi) The program should have facilities for adding, removing or 

changing basis functions and/or atoms and also facilities for 

mov~ng atoms without having to reca~culate those two electron 

integrals which are not affected by such changes to the system. 

Such facilities greatly reduc·e ·the amount of computer time 

required for many studies of chemical interest. 

a) Programming Philosophies 

The ab initio molecular orbital programs currently in use have 

generally followed one of two basic programming philosophies which 

are based on the"POLYATOM and IBMOL programs which employ gaussian 

basis- functions. 

i) POLYATOM207 

The requirements of the POLYATOM system were, in order of 

importance:-

1) The system should be general in the sense that it should not be 

restricted to, for example, diatomic or linear triatomic molecules. 

2) The system should be largely machine independent, that is it 

should be workable on an IBM, a CDC or an ICL machine with the minimum 

of change. 

3) The system should be heavily segmented with the segments having a 

standard type of interface. 



The aim of these requirements was entire generality, 

and in any conflicts, efficiency was sacrificed to this aim. In 

order to minimize integration time the symmetry characteristics 
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of the basis functions under the operations that constitute the point 

group of the molecule were used to gener·ate a list of integral 

labels for integrals that were zero by symmetry and to group together 

those integrals that were equal to wi~hin a sign so that only one 

member of the group needed be evaluated. A list of integral labels 

in a standard order was produced and used as input to the integrals 

section of the program where a file of labels and values was produced. 

This is then used as input to the next section of the program which 

assembles and diagonalizes the Fock matrix. loihen this section of 

the program is complete a file containing the matrix of coefficients 

. is produced and this provides the prime input for the PROPERTIES 

program. This segmentation of the program into several sections 

reduces the amount of core storage required and it is therefore suited 

for implementation in a multiprogramming environment. 

ii) IBMOL 

The IBMOL programs, developed in IBM laboratories, are oriented 

towards dedicated use with large core requirements (~ 500K) since the 

various stages are not segmented. Much of the program is written in 

FORTRAN but many of the subroutines are written in even faster, lower 

level machine dependent language (ASSEMBLER). Thus the IBMOL programs 



are not suitable for implementation iri a multiprogramming environment 

and are not readily implemented on other than IBM machines. The 

integral evaluation also differs in that all the integrals are 

evaluated and stored sequentially. (Any symmetry present in the 

molecule is defined explicitly in the contract-ion data). Since 

labels are not stored with the integrals the storage required for 

the integrals :is reduced, Also for molecules of low symmetry time is 

not spent in searching for i~tegrals which could be equal or zero by 

symmetry (the time taken to generate such a list and labels is 

proportion to approximately the third or fourth power of the number 

of· basis functions whether or not zero or equal integrals occur in 

the molecule). 

b) A Brief Description of the Programs Used in this Work. 

Three program packages for non empirical LCAO SCF MO 

calculations have been employed in t~is work. They are ALCHEHY, 208 

187 188 . IBMOL 5 and ATMOL 2, and were 1mplemented on the Rutherford 

Hi~h Energy Physics Laboratory IBM 360/195 computer. 

i) ALCHEMY 

This program performs calculations with Slater basis sets but 

is, at present, limited to calculations on linear molecules and also 

requires a large amount of core (about 500 K bytes ) and is therefore 
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no.t suited to a multiprogramming environment. The program is written 
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in FORTRAN in order to be largely machine independent. The input 

required is relatively simple and flexible in format since FORTRAN 

NAMELIST input has been employed throughout. The-input requirements 

for the integrals section are essentially the geometry ~f the molecule 

in atomi~ units (Z-coordinates only), and for each basis function 

the N, L and M (positive only) quantum numbers, and the orbital 

exponent of each basis function. The one centre integrals are 

calculated analytically and the others numerically. The integrals are 

ordered and stored on disc for use in the SCF section. This section 

requires an initial estimate of the eigenvalues (i.e. the coefficients 

of the basis functions) which are generally obtained from CND0/2 

calculations for the valence orbitals and by inspection for the core 

orbitals. The output from the program includes a population analy·sis 

and provision for the computation of several expectation values as well 

as the total energy and the final eigen values and eigenvectors. 

Punched card output of the final vectors may be obtained and these 

may be used as starting vectors for calculations on similar molecules 

or in configuration interaction calculations on the same molecule. 

However, since no configuration interaction studies were carried out 

in this work this will not be discussed further~ 

A typical breakdown of the.c,p.u. time required for. integral 

evaluation and SCF time is given below for c
3
o2 wh~ch was a minimal 

Slater basis set calculation and consisted of 20 Slater type functions 

(px and py are equivalent). 

Calculation 

2-electron integrals 
l~electron integral~ 
SCF 

Total 

Time "(sec.) 

835 
126 

8 

939 
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IBMOL 5 

IBMOL 5, like ALCHEMY, ~as developed at the IBM research 

laboratory in San Jose and, like ALCHEMY, is not segmented and 

requires a large amount of core storage, The ~nput deck is large 

since the program uses gaussian functions and there are no built in 

library facilities for the storage of standard contraction coefficients 

and exponents. The data required for the integrals section of 

the program include the nuclear coordinates and charges and for 

each centre the exponents of the gaussian functions and their symmetry 

(e.g. S, P, P etc.). 
X y 

Th{s is followed by contraction coefficient 

data. Three contractions are possible. The first contraction is 

used to contract functions of the same type on the same centre. 

The second contraction may be used to contract functions (defined by 

the first contraction) of different types on the same centre and thus. 

may be used to construct hybrid orbitals. The third contraction 

defines the third contracted basis set in terms of the functions 

defined in the ~revious contraction and may be used to construct 

. symmetry adapted functions (e.g. a planar molecule may be factored 

·into a and n components). 

The SCF input is in N~LIST format and an initial estimate of 

the eigenvectors for each occupied molecular oratal in each symmetry 

grouping.is required. For the valence orbitals these are usually 

obtained from CNDO calculations while for core orbitals they may 

readily be obtained by inspection. 



Facilities exist for del~ting, (but not adding), basis 

functions and also for the recalculation of those two electron 

'integrals which are changed when ·an atom is moved or the basis 

functions on an atom changed while retaining the two electron 

integrals not concerned with that centre. Restart faciiities 

are available in both the integral evaluation and SCF sections. 

The output does not include a population analysis and this has 

to be obtained from a separate program using the punched card 

output of the final vectors. 

A typical breakdown of the c.p.u. times required for the various 

sections of the program is illustrated by a calculation on CHF
3

. 

This consisted of 100 gaussian type basis functions contracted to 

59 and w~s further symmetry factored into blocks of 39 and 20 

depending on the symmetry of the orbitals under reflection through 

the p·lane of symmetry. 

Calculation 

2-electron integrals 

1-electron integrals 

SCF 

Tot,al 

iii) ATMOL 2 

Time (sec,) 

3,487 

2 

220 

3, 707 

ATMOL 2 consists of a group of programs rather than just one 

large program (e. g. separate integral and SCF ·progra.1-.s). The core 

_81. 
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storage required for each of the programs (typically 220K bytes) 

is therefore not as large as that required for ALCHEMY or IBMOL 

and ATMOL is therefore suited to a multiprogramming environment. 

Restart facilities are available in both the integral and SCF 

programs and a library file is available for the storage of standard 

contractions thus reducing the amount of input required. The 

integral program uses gaussian functions although a program, 

compatible with the ATMOL group of programs, for use with Slater 

basis functions has recently been introduced. 209 Extensive integral 

file handling facilities are provided by the service program and are· 

useful for carrying out move calcu~ions, the addition or removal of 

basis functions and for staging integrals from tape to disc to obtain 

more efficient running of the SCF programs. The integrals are 

stored in blocks which also carry information concerning the labelling 

of integrals. (e.g. if the integral contains the basis functions 

~' Xj' ~and x1 where Xi denotes the ith basis function then 

information on the values of i,j, k and 1 is also stored). 

The symmetry properties of the molecule may be used to improve 

the efficiency of the 2-electron integrals calculation since in a 

highly symmetric molecule many integrals will be zero or equal to 

within a sign and these need not be recalculated. Centres of 

symmetry are declared in the integrals input and these may include 

local synunetry as well as symmetry centres for the molecule as a 

whole. The efficiency of the integrals calculation is also improved 



by orienting the molecule within the coordinate system so as to 

maximize the number of 2~electron integrals which are zero by 

symmetry, The ATMOL programs therefore follow much of the 

programming philosophy of the POLYATOM system, 

Symmetry adapted functions may be introduced in the SCF 

section if required and in general the input for the SCF programs 

of ATMOL is more flexible than that fo.r IBMOL. Beside the input 

of trial vectors an initial set a trial molecular orbitals may be 

obtained by use of the START directive when the trial mole.cular 

orbitals are formed by diagonalization of the 'unscreened' one 

electron Hamiltonian operator matrix. Trial molecular orbita1s may 

also be formed ·by input of the ·expected value of the negative of the 

diagonal element_s of the Fock matrix at self consistanc;y (these 
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values depend on the basis set used but are approximately invariant· 

under change in molecular environment). The open shell SCF programs 

contain a LOCK directive which, if used~ causes the iterate~ molecular 

orbitals to be selected on the principle of maximum overlap with the 

trial molecular orbitals. This directive is used in this work for 

the open shell calculations on core hole states using the closed 

shell eigenvectors as· input for the trial molecular orbitals. 

The output from the SCF programs includes eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors for both occupied and virtual orbitals. (Punched card output 

of these vectors may also be obtained and used as input for trial 

vectors in other SCF calculations or in population analyses). A 
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Mulliken population analysis and the dipole moment are also included 

in the output although a separate, and more versatile, Mulliken 

population analysis progra~ is also available. 

A STO 4.31G calculation on CF4 , w~ich consists of 100 gaussian type 

orbital. contracted to 45 r.equired the following times 

· Calculation 

2-electron integrals 

1-electron integrals 

SCF 

Total 

Time (sec.) 

558 

2 

71 

631 

This calculation, however, was performed before the incorporation of 

the symmetry r~utine into the integrals evaluation program. The· 

effect of the use of symmetry in the calculations is clearly 

illustrated in the case of a STO 4.31G calculation on methane 

(26 gaussian functions contracted to 17) where the integral 

evaluation time was 18 second without the symmetry routine but only 

3. 7 seconds when the symmetry of the molecule was taken into account. 

c) Open. Shell SCF Calculations using ATMOL 2 

The open shell SCF calculations reported in this work were 

carried out by the ATMOL 2 Restricted Hartree-~ock SCF program which 

minimizes the energy of a single determtnental wavefunction constructed 

from doubly occupied and singly occupied molecula·r orbitals. (The 

singly occupied molecular orbitals have a common spin factor). The 

210 aims of this program and those of Roothaan are identical in cases 



where.the state studied is not orbitally degenerate. In the case 

where.states are orbitally (spatially) degenerate the ATMOL 2 RHF 

program yields molecular orbitals which opti~ally describe only one 

component of the degenerat·e manifold, whi~_st Roothaan' s procedures 

yield molecular orbitals which are used to construct the set of 

degenerate wavefunctions. Thus, the ATHOL 2 RHF-SCF programs always 

minimize a one component e~ergy expression of the form 

whereas Roothaan' s· procedures minimize 

g 

( I < • i I X I • i > I < .• i I • i >. ) ./ g 

i=l 

where each wavefunction +. is constructed from a common set of 
1 

molecu~ar orbitals and g denotes the degeneracy. In ~eneral, the 

energy of a degenerate state produced by ATMOL 2 will be lower than 

that given by Roothaan's procedure. ~l~o, the discontinuities in the 
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energy surface which are observed with Roothaan's'symmetry equivalenced' 

procedures when Jahn Teller distortions of molecular geometry are 

studied do not occur using the spatially unrestricted methods of 

ATMOL 2. However, the total wave function produced by ATMOL 2 may not 

be an eigenfun"ction of all the synmetry operators which conmute with 

the total Hamiltonian whilst that produced by the met~ods of Roothaan 

will. 
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In the RHF. procedures the doubly occupied spatial orbitals 

are degenerate regardless of whether the spin of the electron is 

parallel or antiparallel to that of the unpaired electron(s). 

However, this restriction may be removed to yield the sp~n unrestricted· 

. 211 
Hartree-Fock wave function. (i.e. one electron per spin orbital 

rather than two electrons per doubly occupied and one electron per 

singly occupied spatial orbital). Thus for each doubly occupied 

spatial orbital in the RHF proced~re two orbitals, corresponding to 

a and p spins are calculated with consequent increase in computing 

time. This p-rocedure yields energies slightly lower than the RHF 

212 procedure. The main objection to ~e_UHF method213 is that the 

resuleing single determinant wave function is not an exact eigenfunction 

2 of the spin operator S . i.e. it does not satisfy the condition 

~e . = S(S + l)!Jt e 

1 h h h . t" . 1 . f' d 214 a t oug t 1s equa 1on 1s near y sat1s 1e . No UHF calculations 

were performed in this work. 

8) SEMI-EMPIRICAL LCAO SCF MO CALCULATIONS 

Even minimal basis set calculations of the non-empirical type 

become computationally very expensive for molecules of a moderate size. 

One of the main obstacles in ab initio calculations is the large 

number of three and four centre two electron integrals which require 

calculation. A number of semi-empirical methods based essential~y 



on a minimal basis set of Slater functions have therefore been 

devised in which the number of integrals requiring calculation is 

reduced either by approximating them to zero or by estimating them 

from empirical data. This can greatly reduce the computational time 

required and allow larger systems to be studied. · 

a) Semi-empirical All-valence Electron, Neglect of Diatomic Overlap 

Method (NDDO) 

The approx~ations involved in this method are:-

i) Only the valence electrons are specifically accounted for, the 

inner shells being regarded as an unpolarizable core. 
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U) Only atomic orbitals of the same principle quantum number ·as that 

of the highest occupied orbitals in the isolated atoms are included in 

the basis set. 

iii) Diatqmic differential overlap is neglected 

if the orbitals ~ and xj are not on the same atom, and 

unless Xi and xj are atomic orbitals belonging to the same atoms A 

and ~ and x1 are atomic orbitals belonging to the same atoms A or B. 



Inner electrons are therefore neglected by treating them 

as part of a core whose charge will be approximately equal to that 

of the nucleus minus one unit charge per core electron. Also by_ 

only co~sidering valence electrons the initial number. of integrals 

to be calculated is greatly reduced. All three and four centre 

integrals also are set to zero as are some two centre integrals. 

Little work has been carried out within the NDDO approximations, 

however, since with modern computers comparable non empirical 

minimal basis set calculations are only about an order of magnitude 

slower. 

b) All Valence Electron Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap 
(CNDO) Method 

Even using the above approximations the number o·f integrals 
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requiring to be calculated is still large and further simplifications 

are necessary. However, the approximations must be made such that 

143 the results are independent of the choice of coordinate systems •. 

In the complete neglect of differential overlap method both one 

and two centre integrals involving differential overlap are also set 

to 143,144,145. w i i h 1 i i . . 1 zero. . r t ng t e e ectron c nteract1ons 1ntegra s 

II x! c~> 1 
r 
~v 

as fAB the Fock matrix elements Fij become 

= + CPAA- i Pii> rAA + L 
B f. A 

(58) 

(59) 



.. (i ~ j) (60) 

where atomic orbital Xt is centred on atom A and Xj on atom B 

and Pij are the components of the charge density and bond order 

matrix. 

= (61) 

and PAA is the total charge density on atom A 

A 

= I pii (62) 

i 

The core matrix elements Hii may be separated into two components, 

the diagonal matrix elements of xi with respect to the one-electron 

Hamiltonian containing only the core of its own atom (Uii), and the 

interaction of an electron in ~ on atom A with the cores of the 

other atoms B. 

H .. 
11 

... u .. 
11 

(63) 

and therefore equation (59) may be written as 

F .. 
11 "" uu + (PAA- ~Pu>rAA + L (PBBrAB- vAB> 

B~A 

"(64) 

and the total energy may be expressed as the sum of one and two 

atom terms 

E + (65) 
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where 

and 

+ 

A B 

AA 

~ II (piipjj 
i j 

1 2 
- 2 P ij) r, AA 

EAB = LL (2 pijHij- t p~jfAB) + (ZAZB iAB- PAAVAB 

i j 

where R is the dis.tance between nuclei A and B. 

The neglect of the one centre interactions involving 

differential overlap between two orbitals result in some one-

centre exchange integrals such as (2s2p 2s2p ) being omitted. 
X X 

(66) 

(67) 

This renders the method incapable of introducing quantitatively 

Hund's rule effects i.e. that two electrons in different atomic 

orbitals on the same atom have a lower repulsion energy if their 

spins are parallel. However this omission is not serious for 

calculations on ground states of closed shell molecules. 

The integrals are estimated by the following methods: 

i) One electron integrals Uii" 

obtained from spectroscopic data 

An estimate of this integral is 

= -I 
i 

(68) 

where Ii is the ionization potential of an electron from the orbital 
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145. 
~ belonging to atom A (referred to appropriate average atomic states). 



An alternative procedure would have been to use atomic electron 

affinities Ai and 

- A i 
.. (69) 

However in order to account for the tendency of an atomic orbital 

to both acquire and loose electrons the relationship used in 

CND0/2 calculations is 

= (70) 

= ( 71) 

ii) One centre two electron integrals fAA. These are calculated 

as the electrostatic repulsion energy of two electrons in a Slater s 

orbital irrespective of the fact that the orbitals concerned may be 

·p or d orbi tala. Thus 

rAA II~ <~> 1 2 
W2) = Xg (v) dT d,. 

r ~ \1 A ~\I A 

iii) Two-centre two-electron integrals fAB' These are calculated 

as 

rAB .. II~ <~> ~ <v> dT dT (73) 
A B ~ \1 
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where y_ and x_ ·bA ·~B are the Slater a-type orbitals for atoms A and B. 

These integrals represent the interaction between electrons in valence 

atomic orbitals on atoms A and B.. (This is the two-centre coulomb 

integral involving valence s functions and is close to an average 

of all such integrals involving atoms A and B). 144 

146 these integrals have been listed by Roothaan. 

Formulae for 

iv) Two-centre One-Electron Integrals Hij (Resonance integrals). 

This integral is taken as·being directly proportional to the 

overlap integral Sij between the orbitals x1 and Xj centred on A 

and B respectively. 

= (M) 

where Slater atomic orbitals are used to calculate Sij" To·preserve 

rotational invariance ~:B should be characteristic of ~ and xj 

but independent of their coordinates. The parameter ~~ is therefore 

0 taken as an average of a ~ parameter for each atom 

~ = AB (75) 

0 where the parameters ~A etc. are chosen experimentally to repro4uce 
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results obtained from experiment or ab initio calculations~44 • 145 • 147· 



v) Coulomb Penetration Integrals VAB 

144 
In the CND0/1 method the penetration terms (Z8 fAB- VAB) 

.were evaluated by approximating the coulomb penetration integrals 

as 

• dT 
.IJ. 

(76) 

where z
8 

is the core charge on atom B, Xs is the Slater 2s 
A 

orbital of atom A and rtJ.B is the distance of the electron tJ. from 
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. 146 
B. Formulae for these integrals have also b~en listed by Roothaart. 

A major failure of the CND0/1 method was its inability to give reasonable 

values for bond lengths (these were too short) and bond energies (too 

large) for diatomic molecules. This was compensated for in t~e 

145 CND0/2 method by neglecting the penetration terms by setting 

(77) 

The final form of the Fock matrix in the CND0/2 method is then given 

byl45 

Fu 
1 1 

ii-l)]fAA+ L CPBB-zB>rAB = - 2 (Ii + Ai) +[(PAA-ZA)- 2(P 

B'J'A 

Fij ~0 
siJ 

1 
rAB (78) = - 2 pij AB 

Initial estimates of the LCAO coefficients are obtain~d from a 

Huckel-type theory using matrix elements 145 

= 

= (79) 



d h fi 1 1 . h d b i . . h 144' 145 an t e na so ut1on approac e y an terat1ve sc erne 

until the desi~ed amount of self consistancy is obtained in the 

values of the coefficients. 

When the molecular orbitals •m have been determined the charge 

density may be analyzed in terms of the basis functions Xt· For 

two electrons in each occupied molecular orbital the total char$e 

density P is given by 

occ. 
p = 2 L •m = (80) 

m 

where Pkl is the density matrix defined in equation (61). The 

diagonal element Pkk is the coefficient of the distribution ~ and 

measures the electron population of that orbital. The off diagonal 

elements Pkl are overlap populations related to the overlap region of 

atomic orbitals k and 1. In order to assign a specific charge· to 

each atom a Mulliken population analysis is used. 

population for an orbital k is given by 

qk = Pkk + L Pkl 8kl 
ki'l 

The total 

(81) 

where Skl is the overlap integral. However, since overlap is 

ignored in the CNDO approximation the s·econd terms of equation (81) 

drop out to give 

... (82) 
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and the total charge density on atom A is then given by the 

sum over all the atomic orbitals centred on A 

P· • AA 
(83) 

and the net charge on atom A is given by 

Charge • PAA- ZA 

where ZA is the effective atomic number (i.e. the atomic number 

minus the number of core electrons). 

In CND0/2 calculations the Hartree-Fock equations are solved 

after most of the integrals have been eliminated, set equal to zero, 

or calculated from empirical data. Table (2.2) shows the number of 

two electron integrals which require evaluation in a calculation on 

propane at various levels of sophistication. 

Table 2.2 
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Two electron integrals required to be evaluated for a calculation 

on propane 

Intesrals Hartree-Fock NDDO CNDO 
(minimal basis) 

1 centre 368 173 11 

2 centre 6652 568 55 

3 and 4 centre 31206 0 0 

Total 38226 741 66 



The CRDO calculations reported in this work were carried out 

148 using the standard program CNINDO written in FORTRAN IV. This 

program can perform CND0/2 calculations on molecules containing· the 

elements hydrogen to chlorine and iterations are performed until 

. -6 consecutive values of the total e~ergy agree to within 10 a.u. 

The prog.ram was, however, modified s~ightly so that the convergence 

·limit_ could be changed if required and it was also redimensioned ~o 

that calculations on molecules containing up to 120 basis functions, 

(rather than the previous maximum of 80), could be performed. A 

further modification wasaso introduced so that Jd orbitals could be 

excluded from calculations on second row elements if required. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION 

OF ESCA CHEMICAL SHIFTS. 
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1) INTRODUCTION 

Besides the use of empirical parameters characteristic of 

51 directly bonded groups, there have been five distinct, but 

interrelated, approaches to the quantitative interpre~ation of 

chemical shift data and these are:-

i) The equivalent cores approach 

ii) The charge potential model 

iii) Koopmans' theorem calculations 

iv) Core hole state calculations 

v) The quantum mechanical potential at the nucleus model 

It is convenient to discuss the theoretical background and uses 

of each of these models separately andm indicate the relationships 

between the- models where they occur. The main aims of the work 

presented in this chapter are:-

i) To test the use of the equivalent cores approximation using 

heats of reaction obtained from molecular orbital calculations. 

ii) To compare the equivalent cores approach, Koopmans' theorem 

calculations and core hole state calculations from the point of vtew 

of the basis set dependence and the accuracy of the calculated shifts. 

No such detailed comparisons have previously been reported. 



iii) To obtain information about relaxation effects which occur 

on photoionization of a core electron. 

iv~ To obtain information on the validity of both the weak and 

strong forms of the equivalent cores approximation. 
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In this study molecular orbital calculations have been carried 

out on two series of molecules:-

i) A series of small molecules containing hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, 

oxygen, fluorine and sulphur. 

ii) The closely related series of the fluoro and chloromethane& in 

which regular trends are expected to facilitate interpretation. 

For the majority of the molecules in (i) and all the molecules in 

(ii) gas phase values of binding energies and shifts have been reported 

and this allows a direct comparison with the theoretical calculations. 

~) Equivalent Cores Method. 

The equivalent cores approximation was developed by Jolly and 

Hendrickson44 to calculate shifts in core electron binding energies 

from ground state thermodynamic data and states that 

'When a core electron is removed from an atom in a molecule or 

ion, the valence electrons relax as if the nuclear charge on the 

atom had increased by one unit'. 



Thus atomic cores that have the same charge ~re considered to be 

chemically equiva~ent. The following example illustrates how this 

principle may be used to estimate the gas phase shift in c
1

s binding 

energy between the carbon atoms in methane and fluoromethane. 

i) The carbon ls electron binding energy in methane BCH is given 
4 

by the energy of the process 

*cH + + e 
4 

where * indicates a vac~ncy in a core level (Cls in this case) 

ii) + * 5+ 
" NH4 + C ~ = 6 

0 
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This reaction is the exchange of the *c5+ core and the equivalent 

N5+ core. According to the principle of equivalent cores the energy 

of this reaction, 6 J 
0 

is zero. 

Summing reactions (i) and (ii) gives 

iii) CH4 
N5+ ~ NH + *5+ 

~ BCR + 6o + + c + e = 4 
4 

A similar reaction may be written for CH
3
F, or any other ~ompound 

containing a carbon atom. 

iv) 

The difference of reactions (iii) and (iv) gives 

(v) 
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The stro~g form of the equivalent cores approximation given 

above states that 61 = 6
0 

= 0 and hence the difference in c1s binding 

energies between methane and fluoromethane is given by the energy of 

r!!action (v). However, reaction (v) still gives the shifts ln 

binding energy if_61 = 6
0 

i.e. if the energy of core exchange 

is independent of the molecular environment (this is known as the 

weak form of the equivalent cores approximation). Some typical gas 

phase data are shown in table (3.1) 50 and in general indicate good 

agreement between exp-erimental and thermodynamic shifts. Extension 

to solid samples requires the estimation of the energies of the 

44 149 processes outlined in Chapter !.4. ' • The main restriction 

to the use of the equivalent cores method is the lack of and/or 

inaccuracy of thermodynamic data especially ~ith regard to the positive 

ions involved in the reactions. 

However, the heats of reaction may be obtained from SCF calculations 
121,122 

on the molecules and ions in their ground states. Pople and co-workers 

have shown that for reactions involving closed shell species even 

minimal basis set (STO 3.G) calculations, which are computationally 

relatively inexpensive, can reliably reproduce heats of reaction. 

Particularly accurate results are obtained in the case of reactions 

in which the number and type (i.e. single, double etc.) of bonds a~e 

the same in both reactants and products since correlation energy 

changes are very sm~ll. Such processes have been designated 

isodesmic reactions and it is exactly this type of reaction which is 

involved in the equivalent cores method of calculatine shifts. Since 

heats of reaction are involved there is also the possibility that 

semi-empirical calculations, which are computationally inexpensive; 
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Table 3.1 

Experimental and Thermodynamic Binding Energy Shifts50 

Atomic level Compound Experimental Chemical 
Shift Reaction. Energy 

Nls ~3 0 0 

Nls (CH
3

)2NH - o. 7 -o. 7 

Nls (CH
3

)NH2 - 0.3 -0.4 

Nls HCN 1.2 0.95 

Nls _!NO 3.2 2.6 

Nls N2 4.35 3.5 

Nls NO 5.5 4.4 

Nls N2F2 6.8 6. 3" 

Nls N02 7.3 6.8 

cls CH4 0 0 

cls co 5.4 4.1 

cls C02 6.8 6.9 

cls CF4 11.0 12.3 

Xe 3d5/2 Xe 0 0 

Xe 3d5/2 XeF2 2.95 2. 7 

Xe 3d5/2 XeF4 5. 5 5.4 

Xe 3d5/2 XeOF4 7.0 6.3 

Xe 3d5/2 XeF6 7.9 7.85 



may be used to predict, at least qualitatively, the required ~hifts. 

/ . 
(However, this may be expected to be strongly depen~nt on the 

150 parameterization used and some recently reported calculations 

using MIND0/1 give better results than .the CND0/2 calculations 
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reported in this work). Thermodynamic data refer to the isoelectronic 

cations with their nuclei in the equilibrium positions but since 

66 151 photoionization is a rapid process compared with nuclear motion ~-

it is more realistic to consider the cations to have the same geometry 

as the parent molecule. This condition may be imposed in molecular 

orbital calculations. Also by using the same geometry for the 

molecules and isoelectronic cations in ab initio LCAO MO SCF 

calculations many of the two electron integrals may be retained and 

this greatly reduces the amount of computing time required. By the 

very nature of the equivalent cores approximation if the element being 

studied has more than one core level then identical shifts in binding 

energy are predicted for all core levels. 

b) Charge Potential Model 

The charge potential model relates core electron binding energies 

with the charge on the atom from which core ionization takes place 

and the potential from the charges in the remainder of the molecule17 

E = + kq. + 
1 

~ 
r .. 

1J 
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where 

E is.the binding energy 

E0 is a reference level 

qi is the charge on atom i 

k is a constant (approximately the one-centre repulsion in~egral 

between a core and valence electron on atom i). 

The summation term is an intra-molecular Madelung type potential 

but in an io~ic compound the summation should be taken over the 

complete lattice. 

0 E and k depend on the definition of atomic charge and in an LCAO MO 

SCF treatment on the basis set used. 

A non-rigorous derivation of the charge potential model may be 

made from Koopmans' theorem152 (Figures 3~la,b,c). The crucial 

feature in the derivation of the charge potential equation is ·the 

constancy with varying electronic environments of many of the terms 

which arise. 

Since the charge potential model may be derived from Koopmansi 

theorem it also potentially suffers from the same defficiencies 

as Koopmans' theorem. Thus any large differences in, or non 

systematic variations of, relaxation entergies between atoms in 

different chemical environments will be noticable in both Koopmans' 

theorem and charge potential calculations. (This difficulty may., 

however, be overcome by regarding k and E0 as empirical parameters 

derived from a series of similar molecules). 

The use of semi-empirical calculations (CND0/2) to obtain molecular 

charge distributions allows the charge potential model to be used 

on large organic systems and Chapter IV will contain a more detailed 
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discussion of the qualitative development of the charge potential 

model and a detailed examination of its use in the field of organa-

halogen chemistry for predicting ground state charge distributions 

in molecules. 

c) Koopmans 1 Theorem 

153 Koopmans• theorem equates the binding energy of an electron 

with the negative of the orbital energy and is derived below. 

For a closed shell molecule ~ described by the Slater determinant 

of spin orbitals 

= 

the total energy is written as 

k 

EM = I E I (J - K ) + v r rs rs 
r=a pairs 

rs 

where the orbital energies E are expressed as 
r 

E 
r = H rr 

c 
+ ( J - K ) rs rs 

s=a 

nn 

(1) 

If an electron is removed from spin orbital • but the wave 
a 

functions of the other electrons are left unchanged, then the 



energy of the positive ion EM+ having the wave function 

is given by 

E + 
M 

and from (1) 

E + 
M 

k 

= L He + I (J - K ) + V rr rs rs nn 
r=b pairs 

rs 
r'i-a, s'i-a 

= E - He + 
M aa 

= E - E M a 

k 

\ (J - K ) L as as 
s=a 

Therefore -E can be equated to the ionization potential (E+-E) 
a 
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which is the energy required to ionize the molecule, providing that 

the ionization process is adequately represented by the removal of an 

electron from an orbital without change in the wave functions of 

the other electrons. 

Not only does Koopmans• theorem neglect relativistic and 

correlation energy contributions to the binding energy but also the 

relaxation energy associated with the reorganization of electrons 

which occurs on photoionization. Hartman and Clementi154 have shown 

in calculations on argon, that most of the relativistic correction is 

associated with the core electrons and that for argon the ls contribution 



in its ions is essentially the same as in the atom. (In the 

10+ extreme case of Ar the correction changes by only 0. 72eV 

compared with the atom). 154 These data verify the assumption of 

155 Scherr et al. that the relativistic contribution of any 

subshell is independant of the number of electrons in the outer 

shells. Thus differences in relativistic corrections to shifts in 

core electron binding energies between a particular core level for 
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atoms in different chemical environments are small. 151 Some typical 

estimates of the total relativistic energies and correlation energies 

for first row atoms are shown in table 3.2. From an analysis of 

atomic data for first row atoms it is also known that the magnitudes 

of the correlation energies of the ls electrons are very similar and 

intra shell correlation energies are sma11135 (Table 3.3). 

Table 3.2 

Estimates of Relativistic Energies and Correlation Energies for First 

156 
Row Atoms 

E E (eV) 
-rel -corr 

Li -0,015 -1.423 

Be -0.060 -2.092 

B -0.164 -2.803 

c -0.376 -3.833 

N -0. 755 -5.162 

0 -1.344 -6.694 

F -2.255 -8.612 

Ne -3. 570 -10,827 



Table 3.3 

135 
Atomic Orbital Pair Correlation Energies 'ij~(~e~V~) __ __ 

Pair ij 

lsls 

ls2s 

ls2p 

2s2s 

2s2p 

2p2p 

2p2p' 

E 
corr 

c N 

-1.11 -1.11 

-0.04 -0.04 

-0.04 -0.04 

-0. 77 -0.37 

-0.38 -0.38 

-o. 10 -0.70 

-0.33 -0.33 

0 F Ne H 

-1.09 -1.08 -1.09 -1.11 

-0.04 -0.04 -0.04 

-0.03 -0.04 -0.04 

-0.35 -0.32 -0.29 

-0.32 -0.23 -0.19 

-0.70 -0. 70 -0.70 

-0.33 -0.33 -0.33 

where pi is the atomic orbital electron density for orbital i. 

Thus to a good approximation correlation energy corrections will 

remain reasonably constant for core levels (which are essentially 

localized and atomic in nature) and play little or no part in shifts 

in core electron binding energies. In a detailed study of the 

ionized states of the CH4 molecule with a basis set approaching the 

Hartree-Fock limit Clementi and Popkie157 have demoua~rated that for 
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the ls hole state the correlation energy is the same as for the neutral 

molecule. The differences between the experimental binding energies 
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and those measured by Koopmans' theorem are illustrated in figure 3.2. 

From the above discussion the relativistic and correlation energy 

corrections to the binding energies are relatively small and almost 

complete cancellation of these effects will occur when calculating 

shifts in core electron binding energies between molecules. For core 

levels the major difference between the Koopmans' theorem binding 

energy and the experimental binding energy is the neglect of the 

relaxation energy. Most of the electronic reorganization which 

occurs on core ionization is associated with the valence electrons as 

is illustrated by the radial expectation values of various electrons 

obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations on neon and its hole states158 

(Table 3.4). 

< r>ls 

<r >2s 

<r >2p 

Table 3.4 

Radial Expectation Values for Electrons in Neon and its Hole 
158 States (a,u.}. 

Ne Ne+ 
Atom 2p hole 2s hole ls hole 

0,1576 0.1576 o. 1578 0.1545 

0,8921 0,8603 0,8536 0. 8171 

0,9652 0.8759 0,8841 o. 7993 

Removal of a ls electron has very little effect on the radius of 

the remaining ls electron but the outer electrons contract markedly. 
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Since relaxation is associated largely with the valence electrons the 

relaxation energy is expected to vary somewhat with the electronic 

environment of the atom. Koopmans' theorem calculations overestimate 

the binding energy by the relaxation energy and relative shifts are 

affected by differences in relaxation energies. Table 3.5 illustrates 

some experimental and Koopmans' theorem binding energy shifts for the 

160 c1s level in a variety of compounds. By comparing their double 

C2H6 

C2H4 

C2H2 

c2H4o 

CH
3

0H 

HC0
2
H 

C0
2 

co 

Cyclopropane 

Table 3.5 

c
1 

Shifts Relative to Methane (eV) 
- s 

~ 
. 17 103 exper1mental ' ~ Koopmans' 

-0.2 0,2 

-0.1 0,9 

0.4 1.4 

2.0 2.4 

1.9 2.0 

5,0 6.0 

6,8 8.3 

5.4 5.5 

-0.2 0.4 

Theorem 159 

zeta calculations on fluoromethanes with the single zeta calculations 

161 162 of Ha and Allen, Brundle et al, have concluded that for a 

reasonably quantitative description of binding energy shifts using 

Koopmans' theorem a basis set of doube zeta quality, or better, is 

required. (The basis set should also be physically balanced). Also 

unless relaxation energies are constant, or vary in a regular manner, 

within the series of molecules studied a very good quant~tive agreement 
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cannot be expected, 

d) Hole State Calculations 

The binding energy of a core electron in an atom or molecule M is 

the energy of the reaction 

* + M + e AE =BE 

where * indicates a vacancy in a core 2vel. In the light of the 

previous discussion on correlation and relativistic corrections, the 

energy of this reaction may be obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations 

on the ground state molecule and on the core hole state of the. ion. 

However, for the hole state calculations there is no absolute guarantee 

that variational upper bounds to the true total energies for the io~s 

are obtained since the computed hole states are not necessarily orthogonal. 

to all lower energy states of the same symmetry. This could ·introduce 

errors of both a systematic and/or non-systematic nature. However, the 

results reported in this work (in which the configurations were 'locked' 

163 to those of the ground state, the eigen vectors of which were used 

for the initial trial molecular orbitals), and those of other workers 

indicate that such difficulties have not arisen. 162 Figure 3.2 shows 

the relationship between experimental, Koopmans' theorem and hole state 

binding energies. 

The calculations of Bagus on the hole states of neon and argon show 

that while Koopmans' theorem yields inner shell ionization potentials 



which are too large, hole state calculations give quite accurate 

ionization potentials. 158 The first direct calculations of this 

164 . 
type on molecules were carried out by Schwartz for first row 

hydrides. Contracted .gausian basis sets were used (lOs, 5p /6s 3p) 

164 on the central atom and (5s/2s) on the hydrogen atoms. The 

results are summarized in table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 

ls Electron Bindin Energies (eV) 
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Molecule -Orbital Enersx Hole State E . 117 XEer1menta 
(Koopmans' theorem) 

BH
3 

207.3 197.5 

CH4 304.9 291.0 290. 7 

NH3 422.8 405. 7 405.6 

H20 559.4 539.4 539. 7 

HF 715.2 693.3 

Ne 891.4 868.8 870.2 

The hole state results are in very good agreement with the 

experimental values and appear to confirm Bagus' original content~on 

that single configuration SCF wave functions can provide practical, but 

158 not rigorous, upper bounds to the energies of inner shell hole states. 

The Koopmans' theorem binding energies overestimate the hole state (and 

experimental) binding energies by the electronic reorganisation energy 



which occurs on photoionization. Gelius and Siegbahn165 have 

tabulated the reorganization energies expected from different atomic 

shells by calculations on a series of atoms and h.ole states and 

comparing them with the Koopmans 1 ~eorem values. 

In many molecules there are several equivalent sites for the. 

core hole for example the two nitrogens of N
2 

or the six carbons of 

benzene. The problem therefore arises of whether the core hole is 

localized or delocalized over the equivalent sites. Snyder's 

166 model, based on Slater's shielding constants, predicts that 

delocalization of the hole over t centres which would produce a hole 

charge of 1/t and a relaxation energy per centre which is 1!t2 that 
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for the localized hole. This model also predicts a relaxation energy 

for ionization from a ls hole in a nitrogen atom to be 13. 7eV 

(c.f. ref. 165 which predicts 16.6eV) and this would be reduced to 

6.8 eV for N2 if the hole were de localized. Shifts in core 

ionization potentials between N2 and NH
3

, and CH4 and c2R2 are both 

predicted to within about leV by Koopmans 1 theorem 160 and do not show 

the gross diagreement expected if delocalization over the two equivalent 

sites had occured. The localization of hole states is also implicit 

in the thermodynamic equivalent cores method for predicting shifts 

where the hole bearing species of N
2 

is represented by ~0+ and the 

electrons + 50 of NO are relaxed compared to N2. Further evidence for 

the localized hole state being correct has been obtained by Bagus and 

Schaefer167 by direct calculations on o2+ hole states when good agreement 

with experimental ionization potentials (i.e. within ...... L. 5eV) was 



obtained only when the symmetry restriction that the molecular 

orbitals had g or u inversion symmetry had been removed. (The 

electronic structure of the valence electrons in the localized hole 

+ state then appeared to be that appropriate for FO ). The basis 

set used for these calculations was the large Slater basis set of 
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7s, 6p, 3d and 2f functions for each atom which had previously yielded 

very good agreement with the multiplet splittings and ls ionization 

. 1 . NO 168 potent~a s ~n . The observation of shake up satellites from 

169 fue Ols peak of co
2 

and from the Ols and outer carbon c18 pea~s of 

C 0 26 would not be expected for a delocalized hole since no change in 
3 2 

the symmetry and the molecule would have occured and the transitions are 

25 only monopole allowed. This provides further evidence in favour 

of core hole states being localized. 

170 Murrel and Ralston have carried out a detailed study of hole 

localization in He
2
+. This system has the advantage that the 1s 

hole state is the ground state of the ion and therefore a rigorous 

variational bound on the energy can be obtained since the ionized state 

is orthogonal to all states of lower energy. By using suitable 

·interatomic distances they extrapolated their results to N2 and their 

conclusions are that relaxation energy from a localized positive hole 

is appreciably more than that from two half charges even when core hole 

exchange is important. Thus for molecular orbital calculations on N
2
+ 

+ and NO with inner shell holes the full relaxation energy would be 

allowed for in NO+ but notin N
2
+, and the stabilization for the electron 

* + contraction is underestimated for N
2 

. On the other hand applying 
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Koopmans' theorem to the neutral molecules no orbital contraction 

would be allowed for in either molecule and shifts in core electron 

binding energies are therefore reasonably well described. 

e) Quantum Mechanical Potential at the Nucleus Model 

The electron distribution within a molecule is continuous and it 

is therefore somewhat arbitrary to aportion electron densities to 

individual atoms. Therefore the population analyses on which the 

charge potential model is based are only a rough guide to the charge 

distribution. As an alternative to the charge potential model therefore 

- 171 172 Schwartz has developed the potential at the nucleus model ' the 

main dFawback of which, as far as the average chemist is concerned, is 

lack of conceptual simplicity. The model however still only 

considers ground state properties and does not take into account 

relaxation energies (the incorporation of relaxation effects within this 

model will be discussed later). The quantum mechanical generalization 

of the potential at nucleus n arising from the doubly occupied MO's 

and the nuclei Z is given by 
m 

= -2I<~jo>l 
j 

1 
r 

ln 

z 
m 

R 
mn 

The contribution of the ls MO at the nucleus ~ls may be separated 

out leaving the external potential ~ext. Values of ~ls, ~ext an·d 

Koopmans' theorem binding energies for a representative series of 

molecules are shown in table 3. 7. The calculations were ab initio 
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Table 3. 7 

Calculated Potentials at the Nucleus and ls Orbital Energies171(eV) 

c 

CH
4 307.94 

C2H2 307.97 

HCN 307.93 

CH
3
F 307.98 

H2co 307.97 

co 308.07 

0 

415.6951 

415. 7332 

415. 7006 

HOF 415. 7387 

.:Jext 

93.7517 

92,4402 

91,2647 

90,4456 

89.1912 

88,9872 

192.2463 

191.0082 

189.2477 

188,9538 

304.8088 

306.3680 

307,7807 

307,9898 

309.3639 

310.4795 

559.2479 

560.6656 

562.6683 

562.8071 

LCAO SCF MO calculations using a gaussian basis set of doube zeta 

quality which had been found to give Koopmans' theorem shifts for 

the ls core levels in accord with experimental values. t
1 

is s . 

essentially constant for a given atom and the non trivial changes in 

the potential at the nucleus are due to changes in t!'.~·:':' The less 

negative the environment the greater is the ls binding energy as 
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measured by Koopmans' theorem and table 3.8 shows binding energy 

shifts calculated by changes ln the potential at the nucleus and 

Koopmans' theorem. 

Table 3.8 

Shifts in ls Orbital Energies and External Potentials171 (eV) 

c 

C2H2 1. 56 1. 31 1.19 

HCN 3.00 2.49 1.20 

CHl 3. 18 3.31 0,96 

H
2
co 4.55 . 4. 56 1.00 

co 5.67 4. 76 1.19 

0 

H
2
co 1.42 1.24 1.15 

co 3.43 3.00 1.14 

FOH 3.56 3.29 1.08 

F 

FOH 1. 72 1. 55 1.11 

CH3F -0.56 -0.59 0,95 

N 

HCN 2.53 2.07 1. 22 
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Shirley173 has shown that the equivalent core method and the 

quantum mechanical potential at the nucleus approach represent the. 

same level of approximation and depend essentially on residual integrals 

of the type 

R 

.local 

= L [2J(N 

i;'Nls 

(orCls) 

ls,i) - K(Nls, i) -2 < ¢.(1) I~~ ¢.0)>] 
l. I lN l. 

remaining constant, Where the summation is taken over local 

orbitals i,e, those localized molecular orbitals174 which are connected 

to the atom under consideration. The potential at the nucleus model 

depends on R remaining essentially constant between molecules and the 

equivalent cores model requires this equality in the isoelectronic 

cations (the geometries of the ions having been constrained to the 

the same as those of the molecules). 

The potential at the nucleus approach may be extended to valence 

only treatments, 175•176 • 177 · Since the core orbitals at other nuclei 

screen these nuclei as far as the potential at the given nucleus is 

c:oncerned, the other core orbitals may be ignored in the potential 

calculation provided the nuclear charges are reduced appropriately,· 

Thus only the potential at atom A due to the valence electrons need 

be considered. 

1val = -2 
,- 1 \ 
2_ < ¢i I r: I ¢i > + L 

i;'core A B;'A 

where ¢i are doubly occupied molecular orbitals, rA is an electronic 

* position from A and Z B are the effective nuclear charges, It was 
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found, using CNDO calculations, that ABE ; A lval although a 

linear correlation was obtained 

ABE = a A t + b 

where a and b are parameters found from a least squares fit to the 

data. There is little improvement compared with the charge potential 

model. However, further improvement can be obtained by letti_ng 

both the local- and other-atom contributions be adjustable in the 

form 

ABE = aqA + bV + c 

Davl.·s and Sh1.'rley178 h t d d h t · 1 th ave ex en e t e po ent1.a at e 

nucleus model to allow for relaxation energies. The binding energy 

f 1 t b . 178 o a core e ec ron may e wr1.tten as 

1 ( ls) (1) 

where VR is a relaxation potential energy arising from the difference 

between the Hartree-Fock potential Vk of the passive orbitals in the 

final ls hole state and the initial state and this may be used to 

derive the relationship 

* 

* e( ls) ] (2) 

where 1(ls) is the orbital energy of a ls electron in the hole state, 



Writing each orbital energy as the sum of the interaction energy ~f 

the ls electron with its own nucleus plus a potential energy terms 

that includes interactions of the ls electron with other electrons 

and other nuclei gives · 

e(ls) = < ls I h I ls > + < ls I V I ls > (3) 

Combining equations (2) and (3), taking differences (as between two 

compounds) and noting that the first terms of equation (3) are 

negligibly sma11171 (cf. table 3. 7) gives 

~B (ls) 1 * ~ - 2 ~ < ls IV + v I ls > (4) 

'l'o a good approximation the right hand side of equation (4) can be 

replaced by the difference in the potential energy at the host nucleus, 

¢, between one molecule and another. Thus for shifts in carbon ls 

binding energi~s 

* In CNDO calculations there is no way to calculate ¢(C ) directly. 

The equivalent core approximation is therefore invoked to allow 

for the relaxation of electrons due to the increased core charge 

= 6~[¢ (C) + ¢(N)] 
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Results for carbon atoms show good agreement both with and without 

the relaxation correction but in the case of nitrogen compounds the 

inclusion of relaxation effects greatly improved the calculated shifts. 

2) EQUIVALENT CORES-SHIFTS FROM CNDO CALCULATIONS 

The use of CNDO calculations for the calculation of shifts in 

core electron binding energies by the equivalent cores approach could 

represent an alternative to the charge potential model (Chapter IV) 

for the interpretation of shifts using semi-empirical SCF MO calculations 

which do not explicitly co.nsider core electrons. The advantage of 

such calculations is that they are computationally velatively cheap 

and it is possible to investigate quite complex molecules for which ab 

initio treatments are not yet feasible. 
119 

Calculations were performed with the standard CND0/2 parameterization 

to calculate ~nergies for reactions of the type, 

CH
4 

X 
-n n 

+NH+ 
4 

NH X+ 
4-n n + n = 0-4; X = F,Cl 

The energies for the nitrogen-containing cations were calculated both 

with geometries the same as the isoelectronic carbon species and also 

with geometries appropriate to the cations themselves. Optimum 

. + bond distances were obtained from energy minimizations fo~ CH
4

, NH
4 

, 

The energies calculated for these species 

are listed in table 3. 9 and the calculated binding ei•~rgy shifts 

179 180 together with the experimental gas phase values ' of shifts 

relative to methane are shown in table 3.10. The trends within a 
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Table 3.9 

Total Energies from CND0/2 Calculations (eV) 

(1) (2) 

n CH F. 
4-n n 

NH. F + 
4-n n 

NH F + 
4-n n 

0 -275.263 - 390. 721 - 390.953 

1 - 1009.501 - 1125.622 - 1126.431 

2 - 1744.018 - 1860.695 - 1862. 126 

3 - 24 78.805 - 2595.936 - 2598.045 

4 - 3213.891 -3331.349 - 3334.201 

CH
4

_
11

Cl NH 4-n 
Cl+ NH4-n Cl+ 

1 - 694~580 - 810.833 - 810.838 

2 - 1114. 526 - 1231.603 - 1231.605 

3 ..:. 1535. 130 - 1653.042 -1653.260 

4 -1956.403 - 2075. 159 -2075.806 

(1) Nuclei with some coordinates as corresponding carbon compound. 

(2) Nuclei relaxed, 
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Table 3. 10 

Equivalent Cores Results from CND0/2 Calculations (eV) 

Com2ound Heat of Reaction Ex2erimental Shift 179,180 

(1) (2) 

CH4 0 0 0 

CH3F 0.66 1.24 2.8 

CH2F2 1.22 2.42 5.6 

CHF 
. 3 1.68 3.55 8.3 

CF4 2.00 4.62 11.0 

CH3Cl o. 79 0.57 1.6 

cu2c1
2 1.62 1.39 3.1 

CHC1
3 2.46 2.43 4.3 

CC14 3.30 3. 71 5.5 

(1) Taking nuclei as fixed 

(2) Assuming relaxation of nuclei 

given series of ~olecules are well reproduced for both geometries 

of.the nitrogen cation. However separate correlations are obtained 

for the fluoro- and chloro-methanes and the calculated shifts greatly 

underestimate the experimental· shifts. These results indicate that 

equivalent core shifts calculated by the CND0/2 method (without specific 

paramaterizatio~ for reproducing thermodynamic data) should be" viewed 

with ~aution even for a qualitative prediction of shifts.· The use of 

~emi-empirical calculations of the MIND0/1181 •182 type extends the 

correlation between calculated equivalent ·core shifts and experimental 
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shifts to a larger number of molecules of varying structure but, 

with the paramaterization used, the experimental shifts are still 

1 d . d 150 great y un erest1mate . 

3) A -COMPARISON OF EQUIVALENT CORES, KOOPMANS' THEOREM AND CHARGE 

POTENTIAL SHIFTS FROM MINIMAL SLATER BASIS SET CALCULATIONS. 
"\ 

In the light of the previous discussion, and the partial success 

of the equivalent cores method using semi-empirical calculations, 

it is of interest to employ minimal Slater basis set LCAO MO SCF 

calculations to predict ESCA shif~s by the equivalent cores method, 

and to compare these with shifts obtained using Koopmans' theore~ and 

the charge potential model. The molecules chosen for this comparison 

were:-

HCN, FCN, co, 

These molecules were chosen because there are several core levels 

to investigate, ·the relaxa.tion energies may well be different for the 

·variety of bonding situations and also for most of the molecules 

experimental gas phase data are available thus allowing a direct. 

comparison of theo.ry and experiment, . 

The calculations were performed using the ALCHEMY molecular 

orbital program for linear-molecules. The basis sets used were 

117 minimal Slater·sets employing single zeta best atoms exponents 

(Appendix I) but with the inclusion of 3d orbitals (z = i.2) for the 

sulphur atoms and an ·expo~ent of 1.2 for hydrogen ls orbitals, The 



geometries of the molecules183 (Appendix II) and the is~electronic 

cations were taken to be the same thus eliminating energy changes 

due to nuclear relaxation. The total energies of the molecules and 

isoelectronic cations are listed in table 3.11 and the other 

calculated data are listed in table 3.12, ~ogether.with the gas phase 

experimental binding energies and shifts for the Cls' -N
1

s and o
1

s 

levels where kno~~ 7 , 26 , 103 , 160 , 184 The agteement between the 

calculated equivalent core shifts and the experimental shifts is good 

for both inter and intra molecular shifts. A least squares fit to 

the data gives the relatio~ship 

oM: exp. = -0.02 + 1.17.M: eq.core 

(±_0.06) 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.97. This is quite close to the 

ideal correlation of 

oM: exp = 0.00 + 1.00 ~E eq.core 

However a least squares fit to the Koopmans• theorem results 

obtained from the same calculations gives the relationship 

oM: exp = -0.03 + 0.84 AE Koopmans 

C± o.l4) 
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C02 

co 

C302 

C'2H2 

HCN 

·FCN 

N2 

NNO 

ocs 

cs· 
2 

Table 3.11 

Total Energies of Molecules and Ions from Minimal Slater Basis· Set Calculations (eV) 

-5084.102 NO+ 
·2 -5521.216 OCF+ -57;38. 422 

-3056.471 NO+ -3494.871 CF+ -3709.051 

-7136.95 7 oNeco+ -7575.628 OCCCF+ -7792.235 

OCNCO+ -7579.153 

-2084.247 liNCH+ -2526.453 

-2518. 969 liNN+ -29-59. 744 HCO+ -3062.201 

-5195.622 FNN+ -5634.885 FCO+ -5739.263 

-·2953. 978 NO+ -3494.666 

-4979.073 ONO+ -5521.084 NNF+ -5633.964 

NOO+ -5517.453 

-13849.905 ONS+ -14288.440 FCS~ -14504.655 

-~~2614. 56 7. NS + 
2 -23055.045 . 

OCC1+ 

scci+ 

-15524.602 

-24289.822 

~ 
N 
\C 



Compound 

.Carbon 

HCCH 

HCN 

FC~ 

co 

C02 . 

occco 

occco. 

cs2 
ocs 

Nitrogen 

N . 
2 

NNO 

NNO 

HCN 

FCN 

Ta-ble 3."12 

Calculated and-Ex2erimental Data for Carbon1 .Nitroaen and Oxisen (eV) 

Equivalent orbital Koopmans' Experimental+ atomic charge Madelung Potential 
core shift energy theorem Shift Binding q. .I ~ Ene.rgy~BE) shift . 1 

"·i;'j r .. 
1J 

0 -309.5~ 0 291.3 .. 0 -0.2346 1.88 

1.43 -310.61 1.05 293.3 2.9 -0.1631 2.32 

. 2. 94 -313.29 3. 73 - - 0.1531 -1.·88 

3.81 -311.39 1.83 295.9 4.6 0.1740 -2~22 

~.09 -315. 75 6.19 297.5 6.2 . 0.4322 -5.37 

3.54 -314.85 5.29 294.9 3.6 o.·2900· -4.00 

. o.o1. -309.04 0.52 291.5 0.2 .-0. 3086 4.94 

~~73 -312.82 3.26 29.3. 1 1.8 0.0881 -0.82 

3. 67 -3l4.39 4.83 295.2 3.9 0.2602 -2.87 

·o -430.02 0 409.9 0 ·o 0 

-1.32 -429.05 -0.97 408.5 .:.1. 4 -0.0289 1. 30 

.2. 31 -434.93 4.91 412.5 2.6 0 .• 1713 -2.10 

-2.54 -427.98 -2.04 406.1 -3.8 -0.0982 -0.34 

-2,. 95 -:421.42 -2.60 - - -0 . .1399 1. 81 

.. 
. : ~ ... : . 
... 

• ~· .:.r• •• · .· .. 

\ q. 
BE - L...:.J. 

"289.4 

291.0 

298.1 

302.9 

298.9 

286.6 

293.9 

298.1 

409.9 

407.2 

414.6 

406.4 

r .. 
.1J 

1-' 
w 
0 



Co~pound 

OXIS!m 

c~2· 
co 

ocs 

NNO 

occco 

. · 

Equivalen.t 
core shift 

0 

1. 74 

-0.43 

-0.57 

-0~96 

Table 3. 12 - continued . 

Calculated and Experime·ntal Data for Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen (eV) 

. orbital 
energy 

-563.94 

...;.566.30 

-565.60 

-562.92 

-565.31 

Koopmans'. 
theorem shift 

0 

"2. 36 

1.'66 

-1.01 

-1.37 

. + 
Experimental 

Binding 
energy .(BE) shift 

540.8 0 

542.1 1.3 

- -
541.2 0.4 

539. 7 . -1.1 

Atomic C~arge 

qi 

-0.2161 

-o .. 1740 

-0.1469 

-0.1423 

~0.1357 

+ Refs. 17, 26, 103, 160, 184 . 

·. 

Made lung 
Potential 

\ ·~ 

L r .. 
•,J. • . 1J 1rJ · 

4.02 

2. 22· 

. 2. 63 

1. 90 

2.43 

- q. 

L ?:. BE - . 

538.1 

538.6 

539.3 

537.3 

1J 

....... 
w .... 
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with a correlation coefficient of 0.75. Thus not only do the 

Koopmans' theorem shifts overestimate the magnitude of the experimental 

shifts, they also show a poorer co~relation (i.e. more scatter) than 

the equivalent ·core calculations. Any non regular yariation of 

reorganization e~ergies ?etween. molecules· will increase the scatter 

in this correlation between calculated and experimental shifts. The 

Koopmans' theorem binding energies overestimate _the experimental 

binding en~rgies and this illustrates mainly t~e neglect of electronic 

reo~ganization e~fects. 

. . 
The Koopman~'·theoreip·binding··energies arid shifts for the sulphur 

core le.vels are shown in table 3. 13. For cs
2 

and COS there are 

predicted to be ·only slight differences in shifts between the 

correspo~ding 1~, 2s .and 2p levels but the shifts themselves are 

also small. The equivalent cores calculations also predict a 
. . 

small shift between the sul_phur ·COL"e levels ( tbe sulphur core levels 

in OCS being Q.56ev· more tightly bound than in cs
2

) but this shift 

is in the opposite direction from that predicted by Koopmans'. theorem. 

-Table 3.13 

Orbital Energies and Shifts for Sulphur Core Levels (eV) 

Orb.it-al Energies Shift+ ---
c~2 ocs 

.sis -2502.54- -2501.71 -0.83 

s -240. 49 - 239. 76 -0. 73 2s· 

s . 
. -2p . 177.13 176.46 -0.72 

+ Shift of ocs relative to cs
2 
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This provides a stringen~ test of the predictions obtained from the 

two methods. Intuitively, the equivalent core. shift seems more 

reasonable since the. greater electronegativity of oxygen compared with 
; 

that of sulphur would be expected to increase the binding energies 

of the remaining atoms in the molecule. In fact recent exp~rimental 

.184 
data show that the s

2 
electrons in OCS ~re more tightly ~ound than 

. p 

those in cs2 by 0.8eV in good agreement with the equivalent cores 

calculations •. 

The other most noteable success of the equivalent cores model 

as compa·red with Koopmans •· theorem is the. prediction of the shift between 

~h~ carbon atoms i~ OCCCO where the experimental shift is 3.4eV and the 

calcul~ted ·equivalent core shift is ·3.52eV. Koopmans' theorem 

estimates of this shift are 5.93 (Sabin and Kim185 ), 5.81 (this work): 

and.4.9S (G~lius et al 26), this-calculation being of double zeta· 

qualify. 

Charge potential results from minimal Slater basis set cal.culations 

A least squares analysis of the data for the Cls .bi~ding energies 

gives the values E0 = ·293.6 and k = 20.5 <± 1.5). However, not enough 
c c 

data· are available t~ obt~in statistically significant E0 and k values 

for nitr_ogen and oxygen. The c 1 ~ charge poten~ial and Koopmans' theorem 

shif·ts are 'plotted "agains.t the exp_erimental· shifts (rel~l;:.ive 1;:0 acetyl~~e~) .. 

· in figure 3-. 3. There is a large ~catt~r around the ideal corr~lation 

line.in both cases (c.f.· the equivalent cores shifts figure 3.4).· 
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While some of this scatter may be attributable to the use of a 

minimal basis set, it is significant that the qualitative disagreements 

with the experimental results are similar in each case, thus 

illustrating the close relationship b~tween the charge pot~ntial 

·model and Koopmans' theorem. For exampie, both the charge potential · 

model and Koop~ans! theorem unde·restimate the experimental c
1

s binding 

energy shifts in HCN and CO but overestimate it in the case of cs
2

. 

4) A 'COMPARISON 0~ KOOPMANS 1 THEOREM·, EQUIVALENT CORES CALCULATIONS 

AND HOLE STATE CALCULATIONS.AS A FUNCTION OF BASIS SET 

From the results presented in the previous section it is clear 

'that even minimal Slater basis set calculations provide a good 

description of shifts in core electron binding energies using the 

equivB;l~nt cores m.odel. Also these predi~tions are better than those. 

obtained from Koopmans' theorem for-a w~de variety of molecules of 

differing electronic structures. This illustrates that the equivalent 

cores c-alculations do take some account of reiaxation energy d:i,fferences 

which occur on core electron ionization. It is therefore of interest 

to p~tform ~ detaiied comparison of t~e sh~fts predicted by Koopmans 1 

theorem, hole state calculations and equivalent cores calculations · 

_and to determine the sensitivity to basis set for each of the methods. 

No such detailed ·comparisons has previously been performed, The 

molecules cho~e~ for this study wer-e closely related - th~ fluoronietlutnes 

and mono ·and di· chlorome_thane. Thes.e were chosen. because t}:ley · 

.-·· 
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have similar valence electron structures and the relaxation energies 

may therefore be expected to be similar or follow a regular trend. 

The hole state and Koopmans' theorem calculations allow a direct 

estimate of reorganiz~tion energies ·and the theor~tical investigation 

of the equivalent cores model allows an examination of both the weak 

and strong forms of this model. 

Ab initio LCAO MO SCF caiculations on the molecules CH
4 

F 
. -n n 

the i~oelectronic series 

out using a better than 

d bl t b . f t. . . d . ' . f t' lJO (A d. I) ou e ze a as1s set o op 1m1se gauss1an unc 1ons ppen 1x . 

These consisted of 4s contracted to 3s for hydrogen (scale factor 1.2) 

and 9s 5p con.tr.acted· to Ss 3p. for carbon nitrog·en fluorine, A 12s 9p186 

(Append·ix I) basis set was used for chlorine and this was contracted 

.to 7s, -Sp accord~ng to the .principles outlined by Dunning130 (Greatest 

variational freedom is.given (a) to those members of each group which 

are most strongly concentrated in the internuclear regions and (b) to 

those functions which contribute st~ongly to more than one orbital). 

For ease of reference this basis set will be referred to later as 'the 

+" h.1:ge basis set'. These ~alculation.s~ except for CH2c12 and NH2~12 · 

. . 187 
were performed u~ing the IBMOL V LCAO SCF MO program. The· 

calculations for c~2c12 an'd NH2c1 2+ and the following calculations 

were_performed using the ~TMOL 2 group ~f programs. 188 
Calculations 

+ * . . 
on the series. CH

4
· F ·, NH4 F and CH4 F (where * indicates a -n n -n n -n n · 

.vacancy in the ~ls·sh~ll) ~ere ca~ried out using the followin~ baSis 

sets: 
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i) The core orbitals were represented by four contracted 

.gaussians and the valence orbitals, including H
1 

(scale factor 1.2) 
. s 

were represented by four gaus~ian functions contracted to groups of 

3 an~ 1 thus allowing ~ flexible description pf the valence orbitals 

(STO 4.3~G basis set). 

ii) ~ach orbital was represented by three contracted gaussian 

functions with a 1.2 s~ale factor for the H
18 

(STO 3G basis set). 

The exponents and coeffi"cients used· for these two basis sets wer·e 

189 
those obtained by Stewart from a least squares fit of gaussian functions 

to Clementi's STO SCF atomic orbitals. 127 

a) .. · Koopmans' t.heo:rem 

Koopmans' theorem predictions of shifts are expected to be basis 

set dependent and even for a large basis set at the Hartree-Fock limit 

ele~tronic relaxation is neglected. Therefore, unless the electronic 

relaxation energy is constant or varies in a regular manner for • 

particular series o·f molecules Koopmans' theorem cannot be. expected to · 

give a quantitative. description of shifts in core electron binding· 

energies. 

The Koopman_s' theorem pre~iction of the binding energies and shifts 

are compared with the .experimental values in table 3.14. The accuracy 

_w~th which the c1s bindin·g ~nergy shifts are predicted,. as would be 

expected, i.~creases with inc~eased flexibili.ty··of. the basis s~t (Fig-~re 

3.5) but even the large basis set overestimates the shift between CH 
4 

·and CF4 ~y approximately 22%. 



Molecule 

CH4 
CHl' 

CH
2

F
2 

CHF3 
CF

4 
CH3Cl 

CH2c1
2 

CH3F 

CH2F2 
CH3F 

CF· 
4 

3G 

BE 

. 305.43 

309.64 

313.90 

318.25 

322.69 

. -

794.50 

"705. 70 

706.91 

708.17 

Table 3.14 

Koopmans.' Theorem Predictions. for the Halomethanes 

.£18 ·shifts. and Binding Energies (eV) · 

4.31G Large Basis 

Shift BE Shift BE Shift 
.. 

0.0 304.35 o.o 304.95 o.o 
4.21 307.43 3.08 307. 75 2.80. 

8.47 310.82 6.47 310.81 5.86 

12.81 314 •. 42 10.0~ . 314.08 9.13 

17.26 317.96 13.61 317.38 12.43 

- - - 307.49 2~54 

309. 77 4.82 

! 18 Shifts and Bindin& Enersies 

o.o i13. 24 0.0 714.90 o. o· 
1.20 714.41" 1.17 716.13 1.23 

2.41 715.60 2.36 717.31" 2.41 

3. 67 716. 76 3. 52 . 718.46 3.56 

Experimental 

BE .Shift 

290. 7 0.0 

293.5 2". 8 

296.3 5.6 

299.0 8.3 

301.7 11.0 

292.·3 1.6 

293.9 3.1 

692.4 

693.1 

694.1 

695.0 

,_. 
w 
\0 
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. 38 
Gelius and Siegbahn have divided-the molecular electronic 

E reorg 
reorgan~zation energy from an atom A, A (mol), into two 

components 

=· E contt: 
A 

. . 

+ E flow 
A 

where the first term is the reorganization energy gained from the 

contraction of the· local charge ~istribution around nucleus A and is 

essentially atomic. The second term represents the redistribution 

of electron density in the rest of the molecule. Using the differences 

between the calculated binding energies from the negative of the Hartree-

Fock orbital energies (Koopmans' theorem), and the differences between 

the total energies of the atom and ion Gelius and Siegbahn estimated .· . . . . . 

the atomic !eorganization-energy for ls ionization of carbon to be 

13. 7eV. This value accounts for most .of the difference between the 

experimental and Koopmans' theorem values in the cases of the 4.31G and 

large basis set calculations while the differences for the 3G calculations 

are slightl~ larger. The estimate of a reorganization energy of 

22.·0 (or ·22. leV em_ploying a rel~tivistic. c.alculation?8 fo:r; F ls ionizatian 

accounts for most of the observed difference between experim~ntal binding 

energies and the iarge basis set calculations but overestimates the 

differ.ence in the cases of the 4. 31G and 3G calculations. Th:i..s may be 

a result 9f the poorer descripti6n of the system by the sm~ller ba~is 

sets. Howe~er, the f.act that wi-th an .improve.d basis set th~ shifts 

ar~·quite well ·described by Koopmans' theorem suggest~ that 

reorganization energy differences contribute to only a minor extent 

for these closely related motecules (c.f. Chapter III.4d). 
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b) Hole State-Calculations 

Hole state calculations, unlike Koopmans' theorem calculations, 

take ele.ctronic reorganization into account. Where there is more 

than one equiv~~ent centre in a mol~cule the question of localized 

versus non localized hole states presents computational problems. 

The available evi.dence is compelling in favour of the description of 

the core hole state in such systems being localized on ~he time scale 

of the ESCA experiment (c. f. Chapter III. 1. d). However, the theoretical· 

treatment of such states is more difficult"than for the delocalized 

hole states. The hole state calculations on the halomethanes have 

therefore been restricted to the carbon atoms for which there are unique 

hole states. The carbon ls binding energies were calculated,·using 

the STO JG and STO 4.31G basis sets, for the series CH4 F n = 0-4 by 
-n n 

taking the energy differences between the neutral molecule and the 

core ionized species. 

CH F 
4-n n 

CH F·+ 
4-n n + e AE 

The total energies for the species involyed are s~own in table 3.15 

and the calculated bin~i~g energies and shifts are listed in table 3."16. 

The binding en·ergies are in better agreement with the experimental 

values than were the Koopmans' theorem values. However, for the JG 

and 4.31G calculations the predictions of shifts are_not as good as 

· the Koopmans theorem predictions, but for double ze·ta calculations on 

. the._ground.states and core hole s~ates of CH
4 

F (n..:.. 0-3) Brundle, 
-n n 

. 162 
Robin and Basch have shown that the shifts are predicted with about 



n 3G. 

0 -1078.1863 

1 -37~0.4685 

2 -6363.0474 

3 -9005. 7991 

4 :-11648. 559 7 

CH .· F 
4-n n 

431G. 

-1089. 03~0 

-3776.3545 

-6443.9813 

Table 3.15 

Total Energies (eV) 

* + CH
4 

F. -n n 

Large 3G. . 4.31G. 

-l093.4i85 -780.6724 -796.1041' 

-·3783.1361 -3418.3047 -3'4 70. 1125 

-6473.2378 ~6056.0838 -6144 .. 2386 

~9121.6151. -9i63.4585 -8693.8839 -8818.3430 

-11798.8994 -11852·.3984 :...11331.5514-11492.2842 

CH
3
Cl -13580~5603 

C.H2c12 
-26067.4141 

3G. 

-1.514.496 7 

-4153.8329 

-6739.0207 

-9431.9449 

-12070. 5013 

NH. F + 
4-n n 

4.3IG . 

-1531.2662 

-4205.-5299 

-68 79. 89o'8 

-9554.1786 

-12228.2038 

.NH
3
Cl+ 

.NH2c12 
+ 

·Large 

-1537.7923 

. -4224. 5316 

-6911.4577 

-9598.3631 

-12283.9676 

-14023.0044 

-26508.2375 

....... 
+:'
w 
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equal accuracy by both methods. The hole state shifts show a 

large dependency on the basis s~t used "(F"igure 3~6).· 

. Tabl~ 3,16 

Hole.State ·calculations 

Bindin$ Energies 
. + c . and·· Shifts· 

-ls 

3G 4,31G 
. 180 

Experimental 

BE Shift BE · · Shift BE Shift --
CH · 

.4 
297,51 o.o 292. 93· 0,0 290. 7 0.0 

CH
3
F 302.16 4,65 296.24" 3.31 293.5 2.8 

CH2F
2 306.96 9,45 299.74 6.81 296.3 5.6 

CHl. 311.92 14,41 303.27 10.34 299.0 8.3 

CF
4 317.01 19,05 306.62 13.69 30l. 7 11.0 

+ relative·to CH
4 

c) Equivalent Cores Calculations 

The carbon ls bindin_g energies in CH
4 

F (n = 0-4) were 
-n n 

calculated.us~ng the ST0~3G, S~0-4.31G and large basis sets and for 

GH3Cl and CH2c12 uSing the large basis set. The total energie·s for these 

species and th~ir isoelectronic nitrogen cations ~re listed in 
. . 

table 3.15. The result~ are shown in table 3.17 anc show an i~crease 
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Table 3.17 

Eguivalent Cores Shifts+ (eV) 

3G· . 4. 31G · Large Experimental179 .•180 

CH4 0.0 o.o· o.o o.o 

CH3F 2,95 3,05 2.82 2 .• 8 

CH2F
2 

6.34 6.31 5.99 5.·6 

. CHF3 
10.16 9,66 9.31 8,3 

CF
4

. 14. 37· 12.92 .12,"64 11.0 

CH
3
Cl l. 1? 1.6 

CH
2
c1

2
·. 3. 39. 3. 1 

+ relative to CH4 

in accuracy With the increase in flexibility of the basis set used. 

There is, however, a much smaller dependence on the basis set used 

(figure 3. 7) than is the case for either the Koopmans' theorem or· 

hole state calculations and even the ST0-3G, basis set gives a good 

predict~on of tli.e s_hifts. There is still a tendancy to overeBtimate 

the shifts and for the large.basis set calculations the equivale~t 

cores shifts are closely similar to the Koopmans' theorem shifts, 

The equivalent ~ore predictions for the c18 shift~ in CH3~t and 

CH
2
c1

2
. (table 3. 17) are in go_od agreement with the experimental 

values: this is in contrast to the Koo~mans' ~heorem predictions which 

are poorer than the corresponding large basis set Koopmans·• theorem 
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predictions for the cls shifts in the fluoromethanes (.table 3.14). 

This· provides further evidence for the comparative lack of s.ensitivity 

to the basis set used for the equivalent cores method. 

Th~· a~curacy with which the equivalent cores method ·pr~d.icts 

shifts depends ·on the' constancy of the energy' of core exchange· 6. 

An expression for. the constancy of 6 may be obtained by considering 

the following p~ocesses 

*·cH . F + + . N~ 
4-n n 

*cH F + 
4-n n 

+ . *c~ 

+ NH + 
4 

} 

.) 

*cH + 
4 + 

~· 
N 

NH F + + *cH + 
4-n n 4 

6E =· 6 
n 

6E = -6 
0 

6E = 6 -6 
n o 

where 6 -6 is the difference in the energies of core .exchange. 
n o 

Using the tota·l energies listed in table 3. 15 'val~es of 6 -6 were . · . n o 

calculated for t·he fluoromethanes using the .ST0-3G and STO 4. 31G 

ba.sis sets and these are shown in table 3. 18. 

Table 3.18 

6 - 6. 
n o 

n STO.JG STO 4.31G 

CH' . 
4 0 0.9 0.0 

CH:l· 1 -1.70 -0.26 

.CH
2

F
2

· 2' -3.11 -O.·!i-9 

CHF
3 

'3 -4.24 -0.67 

CF4, 4 . -5.31 -0.76 



Large_ deviations of 6 -6 from zero are predicted by the STO-JG 
n o 

·calcula.tions but an ;l.mprovement in the basis set to. ST0-4. 31G 

greatly reduces the deviation of 6 -6 from zero and it is likely n o 

that a further improvement in basis set would predict the values of 

6 -6 to be nearer zero. . Using the same basis set• values of the n o 
*5+ 5+ total energies of C and N may also be obtained and these ~re 
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shown in Table 3.19 and this was used to obtain values for the energy. 

of core 

*c5+ 

N:>+. 

e~change in 

* CH t 
4 

methane ( 6 ) • 
0 

. N5+ NH + *5+ 
+ ----+ + c ~ = 6 4 0 

·Table. 3.19 

Total Energies of Cores (eV) 

4.31G 

-483.6457 -486.7477 

-1202.5878 -1212.6848 

This gives va-lues of -13.7812 and -9.2350eV for li using th:e ST0-3G 
0 

and ST0-4.31G basis sets. These values are obviously strongly _basis 

~et dependent but app_ear to approach zero, o.r at least a value 

"closer to ze·ro,. a·s the bai.is set improves. Although the ST0-3G and 

ST0-4.G qesc_riptiqns of the cores are t:tot. good they are consistent 

with the calculations repo"rted above. These·calculRtions suggest that 



the weak form of the equivalent cores approximation (6 -6 = a 
. n o 

·constant)· is· a reasonable description of the situation but that 

the strong form (6 = 6 = 0) may not be valid. 
n o. 

Tlis latter point 

will be mentione-d·. la~er from an experimental point of view 

(Chapter III. s). 

The values of 6 -6 are equaf to the differences between the 
n o 

hole state shifts and the equivalen_t core shifts 

. CH
4 

F + NH + ~ NH
4 

F + + CH4 Equivalent core shift 
-n n . 4 -n n 

* CH + * + : 
CH F· .+ ) CH

4 
F + CH4 Hole state shift 

4-n n 4 -n n 

* CH
4 

F·+ + NH+ NH .F + * +· ) + .· ~H~· .· &; = 6 -6 
-n n· . 4.· 4-n n n 0 
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The energy of core exchange would therefore be predicted ~o be independent 

of molecular environmen-t when ·equivalent core. and hole state calculations 

predict the s~e values of shifts. 

d) Reorganization Effects. 

Th~se calculations on the fiuoromethanes,' together with those of 

162 Brundle et al. . show that for these closely related molecules there 

is very little difference between binding energy shifts predicted by 

Koopmans' theorem, hole state, and equivalent· cores calculations if 

a large· flexibl~ basis set is used: Since the hole state and 

equivalent core calculations ~ake electronic. reorganization ~nto account 

but Koopmans' theorem does not, then for this closely related series of 

molecules, differences in reorganization energies therefore can make 

only mi-nor contr"ibutions to the· binding energy shifts. In this 

·. 



connection it.is of interest to persue th~ analysis of the 

reorganization energies using the model suggested by Gelius and 

38 Siegbahn, ~he dominant contribution is that arising from the 

local cha~ge dis.tribut_ion (EA con_tr)"_ and .t:~is may be expressed as 

E contr
A = k·'q + 1 1 

A A 

151. 

·wh~re qA is the charge on atom A before ionization, k' is a constant 

(2.5 eV in an -atom38 •166 ) and 1' is the r~organization energy due to 

orbital contraction. around a· neutral atom in the molecule (13, 7eV 
. 38 

for a carbon atom ). Estimatei of the reorganiz_ation energy 

obtain"ed from· differences "between Koopmans 1 theorem and hole stat~. 

bind~ng energies. are shown in table 3.20 together with atomic charge~ 

·for ·the 4.31G-basis set calculations. These.overall r~laxation energies, 

which include effects from the redistribution of electron density in 

the remainder flow . · of the molecule (EA ) , are essent1_ally_ constant. 

It is unrealistic to col!lp~re directly the atomic reorganization 

energy ·data of Gelius and Siegbahn with that calculated for the 

fluoromethanes because of the differences in basis sets used, However 

the prediction ofanear·constancy of relaxation energies for the 

fluoromethane·s is interest_ing since from the analysis of Gelius ~nd 

Sie~bahn this would on~y be expected if ~he sum of the charge dependent 

. contra 
t;~_rm 1n E A · . and the change 

; flow 
in EA was a constant. ThiS. implies 

that EAflow shp~s a simila~-but opposite .dependency on the charge o~ the 

atoms bonde-d •to" carbon such that ~he sum total rema:i,.ns essentially constant. 
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Table 3,20 

Charges and Relaxation energies (4.31G Basis Set) 

Molecule Atom Charse Relaxation Enersl (eV) 

(Koopmans 1 
• BE - Hole State BE) . 

CH4 c -0.875 11.4 

ll +0 .. 219 - . 

. CH3F c -0.281 11.2 

H +0.226 

-F -0.399 

CH2F2 c +0. 373 11.1 

H +0.251 

F -0.379 

CHF3 c +0. 754 11.1 

H +0.308 

F -0.354 

CF4 c +1. 328. 11.3 

F -0.332 



5) EQUIVALENT CORE ESTIMATES OF.CORE ELECTRON BINDING ENERGIES IN 

ATOMS FROM IONIZATION POTENTIAL DATA 

153. 

Besides the use of the equivalent cores 9:pproximati_on for- obtaining 

estimate•· of shifts in core· electron. binding energies it may also be used 

"to obtai,n estimates ·of core eiectron binding·energ"ies for free ·atoms 

using experimental ioniz~tion.potential data. rn favourable cases this 

may be used· to obtain an experimental estimate of. the energy of core 

exchange 6. For example conside.r the_ following processes for a 

nitroget:t atom. 

i.) P·hotoionization of a 1s electron 

~ = ~ls 

ii) Exchange of the electron deficient nitrogen core and the 

equivalent-oxygen core 

Summing reactions (i) and (ii) reaction (iii) is obtained: 

= 

The energy of this reaction differs from the ls electron binding energy 

.in a nitrogen atom by the energy of core exchange 6. The energy of 

reaction (iii) may be obt~ined by splitting it into two process~s, 

(iv) and (v) the energies o~ which may be obtained from the sum of 

successive·ionization energies. 



(iv) 

(v) 

Hence 

6 

aE = L (IPN)i 

i=l 

6 
\ 

aE· = - L (IP o> i 
1=2 

6 , .. 
L, (IP ). 

0 1. 

i=2 

. Using ·-ionization potential data f_r.om Moore '.s tables 190. gives a 

·value of· 399.4 eV for the energy of·reaction (iii). The nitrogen 

ls binding energy for molecular nitrogen is 409.9 ev17 and that for 

154. 
-· = 

the atom would not be exp~cted.to be significantly different and hence 

the estimated value of- 6 is -10.5 eV. (Since the atom has zero 

charge in both_ ins~ance_s. the charge potential model 17 predicts the 

binding energies to be the same. There may be differences in electronic 

reorganizatio~ energies on photoionization between the atom and 

molecule but the ~nalys~s of Gelius and Siegbahn suggest~ that such 

differences are 'likely to be small and arise from the inclusion of the 

t E f~ow) erm A • The only relevant experimental data is from a study 

of high· temperature molecular beams of bi'smuth which shows. that 

molecular bismuth has a 4£ binding energy leV ~ess than atomic bismuth. 191 

. . 
For the majority of elements ionization from more than one core 

level is possible. In mag'nes:ium, for. example,· core ionizat~~ns from 

the ls, 2s and '2p levels are possible and the binding energies ~y be 
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estimated from the following reactions: 

Mg 1s. 

}1.~(1s 228·22p63s2 > + · ~1 11+os2 > ... Mg11+cts
1

)+Al+(ls
2

2s
2

2p
6

3s
2

> + .e 

11 . . 11 

+. 6 = 
\. 
L (IPMg)i. L (IP Al\ 

i=l i=2 

Mg2s 

.· 2 2 6 :2 9+ 2 2 9+ 2 1 + 2 2 6 "2 ~ 
Mg(ls 2s 2p 3s ) + Al. (ls 2s ) ... Mg (ls 2s )+Al (ls 2s 2p-·3~ ) + e 

"B + 6 
2s 

+ 

= 

3 

= L .(I~Mg)i. 
i.O.l 

g· 

L (IP Al) i 

i=2 

3 ,. 
L (IP Al )i 

i=2 

There is ·no reaso_Q to assume that the values of 6 will be the same 

for thes.e. three reactio_ns. · Subj~ct to the availability of ionization 

potentiai data190 ' 192 . ·the core electrpn_ binding. energie~ for the 

elements Li to Ar have been estimated using the equ-ivalent cores 

approximation. These estimates, together with an approximate val~e 

tlf,ken from th~ compilation of. binding energies (for solid samples) 

. 1 
given by Sie~bahn et al. are shown in table 3.21. For oxygen 



Table 3.21 

Eq~ivalent Cpre Binding Energies from Ionization P~tential Data (eV) 

Li Be B ·C .. N 0 F Ne 

Equivalent Core 6~.8 118.3 194.6 287.6 399.4 ~30.9 

Approximate .B·. E. a. 55 111 188 284 399 532· 

290.4b. 409.9c 543.5~ 
6 .=-2. 8 6 = -1q.5 6 = -12.6 

Na Mg Al Si p s Cl Ar 

ls Equivalent core - 1279.0 1531.0 

Approximate B.E. a 1305 1560 

2s Equivalent core -17.3· - 9.3 2. 87 17.8 

Approximate B.E.a 63" 89 118 149 

2p Equivalent core 37.4 55.5 78.3 103.4 131.4 . 161..6 195.2 228.9 

~pproximate B.E.a 31 52 73 99 135 164 200 245 

(2p3/2) . 170.3 e 248.5£ 

6 = -8.7 6 = -19.6 

(a) Ref 1 (b~ c18 bin~ing energy in benzene, ref. 103 (c) ~ls binding energy in N2 ref. 17 

(d) ls binding energy in ~2 (weighted mean of. mul~_iplet states) ref. 17. (e) 2p
312 

bin4ing energy 

for zero· atomic charge estimated from ref. 17 (f)_. ~p312 binding energy for free atc;>m .ref. 17.' . 

.. . 

....... 
VI 
a-
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nitrogen and argon the gas phase value for the. molecule17 is 

also listed and for carbon and sulphur an estimate of the gas phase 

binding energy for· an atom of zero cha~ge has been made. These 

values permit·~ direct estimate of .the ene_rgy of core exchi.rige ("6) and 

these are also shown in Table 3.21. The core electron binding 

energie_s for the ls and 2p electrons are predicted well. The estimates 

of 6 are ne$ative and increase in magnitude wi.th increasing atomic 

number along a row of the periodic tabre. ~t does~ however, app~ar 

that· 6 ma>'· be ~ositive for the more metal"tic eiement"S. 

The predicted·binding energies for the 2s levels range from 

-17. 3eV for so"dium to +17·. 7eV. for silicon. This incorrect prediction 

of 2·~ binding energies is initia!"ly. ra~her surprising since 2s bind~ng 

energies are ~ntermediate between ls and 2p binding energies which are 

both predicted·well. The equivalent core reactions fo-r the 

interpretation_of the ls and 2p electrons for the second row elements 

involve the ass~mption that the potential experienced by the electrons 
. . 

in the 2s, 2p and 3s orbitals for the fprmer and 3s for the latter are 

comparable for the hole sta·te and its co~responding equivalent core 

species. Since, for the ls and ·2p leveis the.radial ·maxima 

(e.g. for Mg ls 0.0854,· 2s 0."5464, 2p 0.4838 and 3s 2.5862 a.u. 193 ) 

for the levels in which the holes are created are much smalle.r than 

for the relevant 'outer orbitals' than the net effect as far as the 

outer .orbitals· are concerned is the s_ame as increasing the nuclear charge 

by one unit. ·For the equivalent core react~ons for the 2s electro~s-, 

·however, the rad-ial max~ma of the orbitals are closely similar to those 

for the 2p orbitals and therefore the_screening .of the 2p electrons 
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from the nucleus by the 2s electrons is much smaller. In the 

case of 2s ionization therefore, the 2p electrons will not relax as 

if the nuclear charge had been increased by one unit so that the 

basic assumption of the equivalent core approach is invalidated. 

The 2p ionization energies used· in t~e calcu~ation of 2s binding 

energies for Na_, Mg ap.d ·Al were therefore re-examined using Burns' 

194 109 a-tomic. shielding parameters and Slater's rules. A quadratic 

fit to the depen~ance of the ionization energies on effective ·nuclear 
. . 195 . . 
charge. was taken (e.g. for Mg the corresponding ionization energie~ 

of Na, Mg and Al were considered for the quadratic fit and as a f~rt~er 

check the series Ne, Mg, Si was also taken. Excellent agreement 

between the two was found}. The relationship obtained was used to 

estimate the ionization energies of th~ 2p electrons when there is 

·vacancy in the 2s level. These estimates of the 2p ionization energies 

wer.e then used in place of the·. corresponding equivalent core ionization . 

energies but othe-rwise the calculations were as before. Burns' shielding 

parameters, which assu~e-that one 2s electron 'shields a 2p electron 

··from the nucleus by O.Se gave estimates of the 2s binding energies for 

Na, Mg'and Alto be 123.8, 152.2 and 185.0 eV respectively. This 

overestimates t.he binding energies somewhat but does. give much more 

radistic values th~n the straig~tforward ~quivalent cores approach •. 

The Slater's rule analysis, which pred·icts a shi'elding of a 2p elec~ron 

by one 2s electron of 0. 35e, ov~res.timates ~he 2s binding energies 

further with va.lues of 164. 1, 198 ~ 6 and 23 7. 6eV for Na, Mg ai).d Al 

respectively. By :f,ticr,ementing. the value~ of the- shielding of a 2p 



electron by a 2s electron in units of 0.1 the best value of the 

shielding constan~ was fourid to be~. 7. This gave values of 68.6, 

88.8 and 113.4 eV for the 2s binding energies in Na, Mg and Al. 
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These results illustrate· that, ·as would be expected, the equivalent 

cores method gives accurate results for core electrons which are highly 

sh~elding with respect to electrons· of lower binding energy and a 

qualitative description of the deviations from this is obtained by 

using shielding constants • 

. 6) A COMPARIS~N ~F ASS~GNMENTS OF ~ls .BINDING ENERGIES BASED ON 

KOOPMANS' THEOREM·AND THE CHARGE POTENTIAL MODEL 

The results. presented in thi.s chapter have shown that good 

predictions of core.electr~n binding energies can be obtained from 

non-empi~ical calculations using Koopmans' theorem, equivalent cores 

calculations and hole state calculatiops, but that the accuracies of 

the predictions from these methods have different basis set 

dependancies. For accurate predictions by Koopmans' theorem, 

calculations of double zeta quaiity are required and ar~ ·~btain.ed only 

if relaxation contri.butions to shifts are negligible. However, there 

are severe limitations on the size of molecules which can ,be studied 

by non-empirical calculat~ons especially if double zeta quality is 

required. Therefore computationally inexpensive, but theoretically 

·valid, models are =requir.~d. . The ~ost .widely used of these if! the· 
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charge potential model i-n conjunction with charges obtained from 

CNDO calculations. (The charge potential model will be discussed 

in. more d~tail ·fn chapter IV). However, with. increased computer 

_power .and efficient programs the range of molecules which can be 

studied at the non-empirical level is expanding. As p~rticular 

examples- fluorobenzene and toluene have been· studied with double 

zeta qual~ty basis ~ets of qptimized .9s and Sp gausian functions 
. . 

for carbon' and fluorine contracted to 4s and· 2p, and 4s functions 

contrac~ed to 2s for hydrogen (scale factor 1.2) (Appendix I). 
·. . . 187 . 

These calculations were ca~ried out using the IBMOL 5 computer 

program. CNDQ/2 calcu.lations have also been carried out on these 

molecules. A comparison of the predicted.shifts between the 

computationally expensive ab initio calculations-and the computatio~al~y 
. . 

inexpensive ~ND0/2 calculations provides a-stringent test for the 

assignments obta~ned from the charge potential model. The ab initio 
. . 

and charge potential (k. Ill 25) results are listed in table 3.22. 
1" . 

The shifts relative to c1 and the. order of the predicted assignments 

(in decreasing binding energy) are also shown in table 3.22. There is 

found to be good agreement between the order predicted by both methods .. 

The on_ly ex!,::eption is_ the predicted ordel'ing of the ortho and" para 

carbon.'atoms in to~uene but in· both -cases these are predicted to be 

the same to the first d_ecimal place and this is well :within the 

experimental error of measurements of c9re electron binding energies. 

Th-is close agreement between assignments. predic.ted ·by double zeta 
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ab initio calculations an~ by the charge potential model using 

se~i-enipirical CND0/2_ calculations allows the charge potential 

model to be used with confidence for larger molecules for which ab 

initio calculations are not yet possible. The·two examples given 

above, especiai_ly toluen·e, provide very stringent tests· since the 

shifts in core electron binding energi-es are_very small. 

Table 3.22 

A comparisQ~ of. ab initio and semi-Empirical Calculations 

Ab initio CND0/2 

(Koopmans' Theo·rem) (Charge. potential k-= 
c 

Molecule Atom _-·mt Shift· Order Shift Order --
- 'F 

··6 1 - 309.81 
: 

2,6 307.37 

3,5 307. so 
4 307.25 

7cH 
- 3 "1 307.13 I 

0 
2,6. 306. 72 

3 ,"5 306.88 

4 306. 75 

7 306.51 

0 1 

- 2.44 3 

- 2,31 2 

- 2.56 4 

o- 1 -

- 0.41 4 

0.~5 2 

- 0~38 3 

0~62 5 

.o 
- 2.83 

- 2.58 

- 2.93 

·a 

- o. 71 

0.57 

- o~ 73 

o. !6 

1 

3 

2 

4 

1: 

3 

2 

4 

5 

25)t 

r ·-A~ average value of k = 25 ~ound from extensive studies of clpsely 

related molecules· (c. f. Chapter ·IV) was einployed in the ch~rge poten-tial 

calcula~ions •. With slight adjustment of parameters better overall 

agreement in detail could undoubtedly be obtained between the shifts 

for tnese two molecules obtained from the charge potential model 

and Koopmans' theorem. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CHARGE-POTENTIAL MODEL AND MOLECuLAR 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 
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1) BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT 

It was observed at an early stage in ~he development of ESCA 

that the binding energy of a core level tended to increase with increase 

in oxidation state of the element. .Some typical sh~fts in binding 

energies for a few eleme~ts in· so.lid samples are ~Jhown in table (4. 1). 

.. 1. d196 1 d b f h and were compi e from some of the ear y ata o t·ained rom t e 

ESCA g~oups in Uppsala and Berkeley. 

Table 4.1 

Oxidation St-ate 

·. -2. -1 0 +.1 +2 +3" +4" +"5 +6 -:t-7 

Element 

Nls 0 +4.5 +.5.1 +8.0. 

sls -2.0 0 +4.5 +5. 8 

Cl2p 0 +3.8 ~ +7. 9 +9.5 

Cu ls ... 0 . +0, 1 +4.4 

I 4s 0 5.3 6.5 

Eu3d ·0 9.6 

While there is a gene~al increase in the binding with increasing 

oxidation state this increase i"s not smooth and varies between elements. 

Chemical shifts. were first interpreted in terms of an ionic model1 , 197 

If charge is added to or removed from the valence shell, as in the 

case of bond or ion formation, the elect.rostatic potential within the 

valence shell is changed. If,. for example, q electronic charges are 
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removed from the valence shell .to.i6nity the potential energy -is 

lowered by the amount 

.9. 
.AE = r 

(1) . 

where r is the -radius of the valence sh·eu. However, the e~ectron 
. . 

is not removed to infinity but to a finite distance R within the 

molecule. The shi~t is then give~ by 

! \.: 
R-fi (2) 

although in a crystal the lattice contribution has to be calculated. 

F·or ·higher states of oxidation the valence electrons contract (r 

decrease$) and the shift per degree of oxidation should increase. 

. 17 
(Siegbahn et al. have carried o~t some SCF calculations using 

modified Hartree•Fock~Slater wave functions which agree with this). 

Also, .. provided the·valence electro~ do not penetrate the atomic core, 

the ~odel predicts the same shifts ~or all core electrons, but if there 

is penetration -of valence electrons into .the core different shifts for 

4ifferent core ~evels may occur. As far as inner electrons are concerned, 

n~ighbourin~ io_n_s can, ~o a first approximatic:m, be regarded as point 

charges since 1he· overlap ~s negli~i-b~y small. Therefore, in a .. crystal, 

to evaluate the =·direct effect of the .lattice charges on the binding · 

energy a summation of potentials from the point cha~ges in the crystal 

is required. In the point charge model the crystal pctential Vi 



at the nucleus of atom i is 

v. = 
l. L 

q . 
.:.:.1 
r .. 
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where rij are inter-ionic distances 

j;'i 1J and q. is the charge ·anion j (3) 
J 

These arguments may be extended in ~o~e detail to covalent 

compo~nds 17 and figure 4.117 -shows the radial distribution of an electron 

in a carbon ls and 2s Slater· orbital and tne potential electrostatic 

component v
2

s from the spherical component of the L-shell electron 

distribution, This potential levels off near the nucleus and is 
. . 

almost constant iri the region of m~ximum K~electron density, A 

redistribution of the valence electrons i'n the molecule compared to 

the atom, which involves the partial removal or addition of a valence 

·electr-on on a particular atomic site, thus gives rise to an almost 

uniform change of the effective potential experienced by the core 

elect·rons on that atom, The change in potential as a consequence of 

redistribution of the-valence electrons on the formation of a molecule 

may be split in~o two components, one associated with the· change of 

the valence electron population on the atom under consideration and 
. . 

the other, a two centre interaction, ori~inating from the electron 

·distribution in· the remainder of th~ molecule which is considered as 

an array of point char~es centred on the atoms. 

e~ergies E. may be written·as 
1 

E. 
].. 

= E .. + 
1 

where: qi is the charge on atom i 

Thus 'the binding 

(4) 

k represents the average interaction between a core and 

valence electron on the atom 

r .. are 'the interatomic distances (the -summation is an 
1J 
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intra-molecular Madelung type potential) 

is a reference level. 

The assumption of point ·charges is equivalent to assuming that there 

is no overlap between the core electron density on atom A and the 

valence electron densities on the other atoms in the molecule and this 

approach forms a natural basis for relating ESCA chemical shifts wi"th 

CNDO ··molecular orbital calculations. 17 

Some earlier ESCA work considered shifts to be proportional only 

1 196 198 to the charge on the atom ' ' • 

6E = k'q (5) 

however, the term I ~ is not negligible and the proportionality 
j'J'i ij 

constant k' was considerably modified with respect to k in equation (4). 

However, results obtained from equation (5) do often give good 

correlations between calculated charges and chemical shifts17 and this is 

useful in conjunction with charges obtained from Pauling's relation 

between electronegativity and the partial ionic character of a bond. 199 

I = 2 
1 - exp [-0.25(xA - ~) ] (6) 

179 However, Thomas has found that for a series of halomethanes the 

c1s binding energy shifts (relative to methane) are proportional to the 

sums of electronegativity differences, where the difference is 

between the electronegativity of the ligand and hydrogen and the sum 
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is over all ligands 

(7) 

The correlation is better than that obtained using equation (6) 

since it extends over fluoro, chloro and bromo methanes179 rather 

than giving separate correlations~ 7 

. 0 
When using equation (4) it is usual to treat k and E as empirical 

parameters 4nd to obtain them from a least squar~s fit between 
,-· !1 

E - 2~ rij and qi (E being the measured binding energy and the q's 
j,.i 

the calculated charges). A representative tabulation of data obtained 

by Siegbahn et a1. 17 is shown in table 4.2. The values refer to 

gas phase data and a value of k equal to 21.9 eV/unit charge was used. 
c 

. 200 
Elison and Larcom have slightly imp:x:oved the correlations 

obtained from the charge potential model by considering s and p charges 

separately an4 using different k values for the s and p charges. However, 

the only really significant improvement obtained with this increase in 

parameters occurs in the case of carbon monoxide where the predicted 

c1s binding energy shift is now in good agreement with the experimental 

value. However, the calculations discussed previously (Chapter III) 

and the following discussion would seem to suggest that the deviations 

may be due to differences in relaxation energy which the additional 

parameters encompass. 
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Table 4~2 

Binding Energies of Compounds referred to 1"7 
c CH4 (290. 7 eV) 
-ls 

Pauling Charge CNDO charges 

qj 
.caB qp qi I Calculated Shift(4) 

jf'i 
rij 

CH4 0 -0.16 -0.08 1.00 -0.1 

QH3cH20H 0.2 -0.12 -0.16 2.95 o.o 
~0 

0.6 -0.12 -0.14 2.93 0.5 CH
3
C 

- ' H 

CH30H 1.6 0.10 0.17 -2.39 2.1 

(CH3)2C=O 3.1 0.44 0.30 -4.21 3.2 

. 0 
CH C~ 3.2 0.40 0.30 -4.12 3.3 

:F 'H 

co 5.2 0.55 0.02 -0.32 0.9 

C02 6.8 0.88 0.61 -7.53 6.8 

HCFJ 8.1 1.26 ·0.68 . -7.52 8.4 

· The charge potential model may be derived directly from 

Koopmans' theorem (c.f. Chapter III.l.b) and therefore suffers from 

the same deficiencies as Koopmans' theorem predictions i.e. the 

neglect of relaxation energy effects. o· However, by .treating E and k 

as empirical parameters these ·deficiencies are largely account~d 



for within a series of closely related molecules. In fact values 

of k for a·given element do vary slightly between different series 

of related compounds. The values of k and E0 also depend on the· 

definition of atomic charge and, in an SCF-MO treatment, on the basis 

set used. 93 Values of k for carbon reported by Clark et al. for 

some series of organic compounds studied in the condensed phase are 

shown in table (4.3). Charges obtained from CND0/2 calculations 

were used. 

Table 4.3 

k Values for Carbon (eV/unit charge) 

Class of Compound k 

halogenated monosubstituted benzenes 24.6 

acetyl compounds 25.0 

aromatic hydrocarbons and perfluoroanalogues 25.0 

halogenated methanes 28.7a 

26.6b" 

pyridine and the six-membered ring diazines 22.4 (all) 

169. 

25.5 (hydro) 

five membered ring heterocycles 

the fluorobenzenes 

the chlorobenzenes 

a including d orbitals on chlorine 

b excluding d orbitals on chlorine 

24.3 (chloro) 

20.9 (fluoro) 

25.4 

23.5 
Jl.Ja 

23.2b 
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For a aeries of closely related compounds relaxation energi~s are 

likely to be similar and relaxation effects are accounted for by 

0 treating k and E aa empirical parameters aa mentioned previously. 

When a la electron is ejected the remaining electrons in the molecule 

contract towards the positive hole to m~nimize t~e total energy··and·the 

amount of relaxation may depend markedly on the bonding situation.e.g. 

contract halomethanea where there are four single bonds from which the 

positive hole can draw electron density without creating positive centres 

elsewhere, with carbon monoxide from which electron density can only flow 

from the oxygen atom and the bond. Attempts have therefore been.made 

to account for the relaxation of valence electrons which occurs during 

the photoionization process. 178 •201• Both these methods invoke the 

equivalent corea approximation to simulate the final core hole state~ 

The analysis of Davia and Shirley178 is based essentially on the quantum 

mechanical potential at the nucleus approach (c.£. Chapter III.l.e) while 

that of Jolly201 is based more directly on the charge potential model arid 

ia outlined in some detail below. 

The charge potential model ia initlally considered in the form· 

EB = kQ + V + 1 (8) 

(V corresponds to \ 
L r 

j ; i ij 
and 1 to E0 in the previous formulation 

(Equation 4) and Q is the charge on the atom which looses the core 

electron). 
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Q and V depend only on the initial state of the molecule. However· 

during the time required for the ejection of a core electron from an 

atom in a molecule the valence electrons shift towards the nucleus· of the 

. 44 50 158 166 167 atom in which the hole is created. ' ' ' ' • This concurrent 

valence electron relaxation is believed to be essentially complete in the 

time of the photoionization process. Therefore, if it is required 

to calculate accurately the binding energy by a hypothetical 'sudden 

process' in which the valence electrons are assumed to remain fixed, 

neither the valence electron distribution of the initial molecule nor 

that of the final core hole state ion can be used. A valence electron 

distribution, probably close to the average of the two extremes, should 

give the correc~ energy. 

Ionization of a ·core electron from atom A in the molecule AX is 

represented by 

AX -t *AX+ + e (9) 

Assigning valence eleetron charges in the initial and final states on 

atom A as Qi and Qf leads to 

Q. -Qi 
A 

1 
X ... X + e (10) 

Assuming that the appropriate valence electron populations for 

calculating the energy of a sudden electron ejection are the average 

of the initial and final populations the photoelectric process may be 



divided into three parts 

(11) 

(13) 

It is ·assumed that reactions (10) and (12) have the same energy 

i.e. the binding energy EB. (Reactions (11) and (13) are therefore 

of equal energy but opposite sign.) 

The energy of reactions (12) may be evaluated as the sum of the · 
(Qi+Qf-1)/2 

core binding energy for a ffee A ion and the electrostatic 

removal of an electron from that site in the molecule 

E a 
B 

(14) 

Relating the core binding energy of a free monatomic ion to the ionic 

17 charge Q 

(15) 

By setting Q = (Qi + Qf - 1)/2 and combining equations (14) and (15) 

the following relationship is obtained. 

= (16) 

172. 
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This half ionized core model differs from the ·charge potential 

model in that the charges used correspond to the average of the 

initial and final valence electron distributions instead of the 

ground state atomic charges. The final state charges are estimated 

from the charges in the corresponding isoelectronic equivalent co~e 

cation. Using this method with CNDO charges improvements were found 

for c1s binding energies but slightly p~orer correlations were 

obtained for Nls and o1s binding energies. Equation (16) could be 

modified by use of a weighted average rather than the simple average. 

However from the point of view of the practical chemist it is 

preferable to predi~t properties from the ground states of molecules 

and also to be able to predict ground state properties from other 

observations. The charge potential model in its standard form 

is conceptually simple and relates to ground state properties. · It 

may also be inverted to yield ground state charge distributions from 

measured binding energy shifts (this work). It is this form of the 

charge potential model which will be cons~dered in this work. 

2) USES OP THE CHABGE POTENTIAL MODEL 

Figure 4.2 demonstrates how the charge potential model may be 

used by chemists. and illustrates the data required and information 

obtained from its use. For a particular core level values of k and E0 
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are obtained from the measured binding energies Ei and the charge 

distribution is usually obtained from CND0/2 calculations. Both the 

charge potential equation and the CNDO program require a knowledge of 

the geometry of the molecule (i.e. the atomic coQrdinates). Since 

this information is not usually available, especially for complex 

183 systems, standard bond lengths and angles are employed. · (In 

principle an optimized geometry could be obtained ~y minimizing the 

total energy obtained from the CNDO calculations. However 1 for. 

most systems of interest to organic cheadsts such geometry optimizations 

are completely impracticable on the grounds of the number of va~iables 

involved, the computational expense, and ttme which· would be involved). 

0 Once value.s of k and E have been established for a system the 

charge potential model may be used, in conjunction with calculated 

charges, to assign peaks within a spectrum. This is particularly 

useful when assigning binding energies, which differ only slightly, 

to various atoms within a molecule. Knowledge of E0 is not essential 

for assignment since it is the ordering of the binding energies which 

72 85 86 is important. Clark et al. 1 
' have made extensive use of this 

method of assigning binding energies. If also, from a study of ·similar 

compounds under the same experimental conditions, peak shapes and line 

widths are known to a high degree of accuracy, (knowledge also required 

for detailed deconvolution& of partially resolved peaks), then the 

charge potential model may be used to calculate spectra and these·may be 

simulated and plotted out by use of the Du Pont 310 curve resolver 

(c.f. chapter V). Comparison between experimental s~e~tra and spectra 
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calculated for several possible structures may sometimes be used 

as an aid to differentiate between the structures. The Madeluni 

type potential terms ~ and theoretical values of E-E0 were 

j,.i 
calculated using the versatile program NEWPOT described in appendix III. 

Since the charge potential model has proved successful in predicting 

chemical shifts from charge distributions the main aims of the work 

presented in the remainder of this chapter are to determine 

i) whether the charge potential model can be used in ~n inverted form 

in order to obtain detailed charge distributions within molecules from 

experimental ESCA data as an alternative to molecular orbital calculations: 

and if so:-

ii). Whether a detailed or simple deconvolution of the spectrum is 
.. 

required (if a detailed deconvolution were required a molecular orbital 

calculation would be required to assign the binding energies thus 

rendering the technique of little practical value). 

iii) Whether the shifts involved need to be large, as with fluor9carbon 

compounds or whether good results may be obtained from molecules in·· 

which the shifts are small (e.g. hydrocarbons) or moderate (e.g. 

chlorobenzenes). 

iv) Whether the technique can be applied to large molecules with 

complex structures (even CND0/2 calculations on moderate to large sized 

organic molecules become computationally expensive). 
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3) CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS - THE INVERSION OF THE CHARGE POTENTIAL MODEL 

A description of the charge distribution within a molecule.~& often 

a useful rule of thumb guide in discussing the chemistry of complex 

systems e.g. the prediction of probable sites of reactions or for 

prelimina~y assignment of other spectroscopic data where the ~nterpretation 

may not be straightforward but may depend to s~ extent o~ the charge 

distribution. The charge potential model provides a possible :~thod for 

obtaining charge distributions in molecules directly from experimental 

data 

Ei = Eo + kqi + L qj/rij 
jt'i 

Consider, for example_, __ a molecule containing four atoms. The charge 

potential model leads to the equations (values in atomic units) 

El Eo klql + 
q2 

+ 
q3 

+ 
q4 

= - 1 rl2 rl3 ;rl4 

E2 - Eo = 
ql 

+ k2q2 + 
q3 

+ 
q4 

2 r21 r23 r24 

E3 -Eo = 
ql 

+ "2 + k3q3 + 
q4 

3 r31 r32 r34 

E4 
0 ql q2 q3 

k4q4 - E 4 • + - + + 
r41 r42 r43 

0 The E and k values are characteristic of the core level concerned 

and have previously been determined by a study of similar compounds. 

The geometry of the molecule is known, or estimated, and therefore_the 

internuclear distances rij are known and E is just the measured experimental 

binding energy. There is therefore a series of four equations with 

four unknowna,the charges, and these may be solved uniquely to 
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obtain the charge distribution in the molecule. This may obviously 

be extended to any number of atoms. For a neutral molecule, however, 

there is the additional equation 

This condition will not be imposed on the charges but will be mentioned 

later. The charge distributiomwere obtained with the·aid of ~be 

program CHARGES (Appendix III), and the standard IBM program SQLN~02 , 

although a new and more versatile program ATCH has since been written 

(Appendix III). 

a) Charge Distributions in Aromatic Hydrocarbons and their Perfluoro 

Analogues 

71 Clark and Kilcast have reported binding energy data, CND0/2 

charges and detailed assignments for a series of aromatic compounds and 

their perfluoro analogues. Their data are shown in table 4.4. An 

analysis of these data by linear least squares regression gives the 

0 values E • 284.6eV and K • 25.0 <± 0.6) eV/unit charge. 
t: c 

However· 

the Fls binding energy shifts are very small and the Fls spectra appear 

as single peaks which are only slightly broadened compared with 

perfluorobenzene as standard. It is therefore not possible meaningfully 

to deconvolute the Fls spectra and the fluorine atoms within a molecule 

were all assigned the same binding energy. The shifts in Fls binding 

energies between molecules were also very small. It was therefore not 

0 possible to obtain reliable values of ~ and E F from a least squares 
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Table 4.:.! 

Detailed bindina eneraiea, aaaisnmenta and CRDO charaea for a aerlea of b!dracarbana and f1uoracarbona 71 

Herocarbona Pluorocarbana 

Position '~o 'II BE '~c 'lp BEe c 

1 0,006 •0,006 284,9 0.155 -o.us 289,5 

1,4,.5,8 -0,004 -0.006 284.8 0.180 -o.167 289,3 

2,3,6,7 0.001 -0,008 284.5 0.154 -o.161 288.7 

9,10 0.034 - 285.3 -0.016 - 287.4 

1,4,5,8 -0.007 -0.002 284.8 0.186 -o.171 288.7 

2,3,6,7 0.002 -0.006 285.3 0.152 -0.163 289,0 

9, 10,11,12 0.014 - 285.6 -o.o04 - 286.8 

1,2 -0.009 0.009 283.9 0.169 -0.179 288.3 

3,8 0,029 0.008 284.9 0.248 -o.167 289.5 

4, 7 -0.011 0.004 284 • .5 0.11.5 -0.162 288.8 

.5,6 0.013 0,007 284.9 0,227 -o.165 289.0 

9,10 -0.008 - 284 • .5 -0.078 - 286.4 

11 0,011 - 284.9 0.046 . - 287.2 

12 0.019 - 284.9 -o.061 - 287.2 

~ 

ItO, I 

690.9 

690.9 

690.6 

690.6 

690.6 

690.6 

690.6 

690.6 

,... ...., 
\D 
I 



fit to these data. 179 From a study of the fluoromethanes for 

which the shifts in Fls binding energy are appreciable, however, a 

value of k, ~ 30 eV/unit charge was obtained. Taken in conjunc·t~~n 

with the absolute binding energies and computed CND0/2 charge 

distributions for the perfluoro aromatic compounds the value 

0 
~ • 30 yielded a value of E F ~ 693.2eV. 

For a solution of ·the equations yielding the· charge 

0 distribution within :a IIIOlecule values of k and E are required for all 

the elements in the molecule. In the particular case of hydrogen a 

problem arises since the ls orbital is simultaneously a core and . 

180. 

valence orbital. In hydrogen-containing molecules therefore there are 

no energy levels characteristic o·f the Hls orbitals and hence direct 
·a 

evaluations of E H and ~ cannot be made. The values used belqw 

(EH-E0 R • 0.1 and~ • 25.0) were obtained by trial and error with 

calculations on methane and benzene taking the relationship Lqi = 0 

i as the criterion of good values. The value of ~ is not· 

critical and in benzene, for example, the use of ku = 30 rather than 

25 changes the charge on hydrogen by only 0.001. 

0 0 0 Using the parameters E c • 284. 6, E F = 693. 2, (E-E )H = 0. 1, · · 

kc = 25.0, ~ • 30.0 and ~ • 25.0 together with the binding energies 

and assignments in table 4.4 the charge distributions in the aromatic 

hydrocarbons and their perfluoro analogues were calculated. Table 4.5 

shows a comparison of these'experimental charges' with those obtained 

from the CND0/2 SCF MO calculations. (The same molecular geometries were 

used for the two methods). The CNDO charges are well reproduced ·and 



Table 4.5 

Experimental aad CIDD/2 Charsee for a Serlea of Hydrocarbon• and Pluorocarbona 

Hzdrocarbona 
Molecule Poaitloa ~ Hzdrosen ~ 

!!1!!.6. .9!!2 Difference Ezptl. ~ Difference !!I!!.!:. CIIDO 

1 ..0.007 ..0.006 0.001 -0.004 -0.006 0.002 0.168 0.155 

1.4.5,8 0.001 -0.004 0.005 -0.002 -0.006 -0.004 0.201 0.180 

2.3,6.7 -0.013 0.001 -0.014 0.006 -0.008 0.014 0.138 0.154 

9,10 0.025 0.034 -0.009 - - - -0.035 -0.016 

7/-~..-....'-.2 
1,4. 5,8 -0.018 -0.007 -0.011 -o.oo5 -0.002 -0.003 0.178 0.186 

2,3.6,7 0.028 0.002 0.026 -0.017 -0.006 -0.011 0.168 0.152 

'''-'~-../'3 t.1o.11.12 0.025 0.014 0.011 - - - -o.007 -0.004 

1.2 -0.040 -0.009 -0.031 0.023 0.009 0.014 0.171 0.169 

3.8 0.020 0.029 -0.009 -0.003 0.008 -0.011 0.237 0.248 

4.7 -0.020 -o.on -o.oo9 0.007 0.004 0.003 0.144 0.115 

s.• 0.014 0.013 0.001 -0.004 0.007 -o.ou 0.195 0.227 

91 10 -0.006 -0.008 0.002 - - - -0.067 -0.078. 

ll 0.019 0.011 0.008 - - - 0.029 0.046 

Fluorocarbon• 

Difference Ezptl. 

0.013 -0.164 

-0.021 ·-0.163 

-0.016 -0.152 

-0.017 

-0.010 -o. 169 

0.016 -0.167 

-0.003 

-0.002 -0.162 

-0.011 -0.178 

0.029 -0.165 

-0.032 -0.169 

0.011 

-0.017 

Fluorine 

CNDO 

-0.155 

-0.167 

-0.161 

-0.171 

-0.163 

-0.179 

-0.167 

-0.162 

-O.lU 

Difference 

-0.009 

0.004 

0.009 

0.002 

-0.004 

0.017 

-0.011 

-0.003 

-0.004 

.... 
C» .... 



there is senerally asreement to within ± 0.02e. The overall. 

correlations between the ezperimenti and CNDO charges, as found by 

a least squares ~it to the data, are:-

fluorocarbons 

(carbon and fluorine) 

hydrocarbons 

(carbon and hydrogen) 

all molecules 

(carbon, hydrosen and fluorine) 

qezp • 

qexp • 

0.000 + 0.99qCNDO 

<± 0.02) 

0.002 + 0.97qCNDO 

(,±0. 22) 

O. 001 + l.OO~NDO 

<.±<>. 01) 

The correlation for-the hydrocarbons is not quite as sood as that 

for the fluorocarbons and this illustrates not only the difficulty in 

obtainins suitable parameters for hydrogen, but also the fact that 

182. 

much smaller shifts and ranses of charges occur in the hydrocarbon series. 

In order to obtain the charge distribution an initial assisnment 

of binding energies is required. For example, in the case of 

perfluorobiphenylene there are three distinct environments for carbon 

and hence six possible assignments of bindins energies. Table 4.6 

shows the charse distributions obtained from each possible assignment. 

It should be noted that comparatively small charses are obtained on 

bridgehead carbona (i.e. those not bonded to fluorine) even when they·are 

assigned high bindins enersies and that small charges are obtained on 



Table 4.6 

Charge Distributions in Perfluorobiphenylene from various assignments of the c1• Binding Energies. 

(E-E0
) 
-c 

(a) A B c 

4.1 4.4 2.2 

4. 1 2.2 4.4 

4.4 4.1 2.2 

4.4 2.2 4.1 

(b) 2.2 4.1 4.4 

2.2 4.4 4.1 

(c) 2.2 4.25 4.25 

CND0/2 Charges 

(a) A= ring positions 9,10,11,12, 

B = ring positions 1,4,5,8 

C =ring positions 2,3,6,7 

(b) Assignment obtained from CNDO charges 

(c) Average deconvolution 

A 

0.053 

0.085 

0.067 

0.095 

-0.007 

-0.011 

-0.009 

-0.004 

CHARGES 

Carbon Fluorine 

B c B c 

0.198 0.060 -o. 176 -0.135 

0.034 0.193 -0.145 -0.165 

0.175 0.064 -0.172 -0.135 

0.032 0.179 -0.145 -0.161 

0.178 0.168 -0.169 -0. 167 

0.200 0.150 -0.173 -0.163 

0.189 0.159 -o. 111 ..;0.16'5 

0.186 0.152 -0.171 -0.163 

.... 
co 
w 
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carbon atoms bonded to fluorine if they are assisned low binding 

energies. The only two reasonable assignments are those which assign 

the lowest bindins energy to the bridgehead carbona. Without a 

direct comparia~ with the charges and assignments obtained from the 

CHDO calculations it would be difficult to state unambiguously which 

of these two assignments was correct. It ia therefore of inte~eat 

~o calculate the charge distribution assuming an average ahift 

for the carbon atoms bonded to fluorine. This is also ahown in 

table 4.6 and is itself in very good agreement with the CNDO charges. 

This implies that it should be possible to obtain good charge 

distributions within a molecule without making detailed deconvolution& 

of spectra. 

Figure 4.3 shows the c18 spectrum of perfluoroindene (normalized 

to a horizontal base line) and two deconvolution& of this spectrum. 

The first deconvolution simply splits the spectrum into three peaks 

which have the area ratio, in order of decreasing binding energy, 1:6:2 

and these peaks may readily_be assigned to the CF2 carbon, the Cf carbons 

and the bridgehead carbona respectively. The second deconvolution is 

more detailed and was obtained by fitting nine gaussian type curves 

of equal area and half width (1.4eV) to the spectrum. (The line- shape, 

widths and areas were taken from the relatively well resolved peak _at 

highest binding energy corresponding to the ~F2 carbon). The individual 

c1s levels are now leas readily assigned and a CNDO charge distribution 

has to be obtained. The charges thus obtained were used in conjunction 

with the charge potential model (k • 25.0) to obtain theoretical shifts c 
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CHARGE DISTRIBUTION IN PERFLUOROINDENE 

F r . 
-0·16«1 -0·171 

BE(ev) 2U•O 

Simple Deconvolution 

-t.·· 

Detailed Deconvolution 

F-O.I""f 

Figure(4.3) 



CNDO Charsea 

Posit!.!!!!, 
c F 

1 0.424 -0.197 

2 0.098 -0.148 

3 0.196 -0.171 
4 0.190 -0.169 

5 0.168 -0.156 
6 0.153 -0.157 
7 0.213 -0.168 
8 -&.067 

9 -0.012 

(a) (E-E0
)F .. -2.4 

Table 4.7 

Charae dlatrlbutlona in prefluoroindene 

F r r 

r 

r 
r r 

Sl!!le Aaalsnment(a) 

(E-E0
) Charaea 

c F 

7.4 0.438 -0.205 
. 4.4 0.137 . 0.156 

4.4 0.187 -0.162 

4.4 0.190 -o.164 

4.4 0.161 -0.159 

4.4 0.161 -0.159 

4.4 0.192 -o: 164 

2.4 -0.067 . 

2.4 -0.036 

Detailed Aaalanment(a) 

(E-E~) 
c· 

Cbarpa 

7.4 0.442 

3.9 0.111 

4.2 0.186 

4.3 0.184 

4.5 0.169 

4.3 0.144 

5.0 0.227 

2.6 -o.060 

2.2 -o.o46 

r 
-o.204 

-0.149 

-0.159 

-0.162 

-o.16o" 

-o.158 

-o.172 

~ 

CD 
(J'\ . 
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for each carbon atom and were then compared with the experimental 

values to obtain the detailed assignment. The charge diatribu~i~na 

for perfluoroindene obtained from the CNDO calculations, from the . 

simple-deconvolution and from the detailed deconvolution are shown 

in table 4.7 and figure 4.3. The experimental charge diatribu~iona 

obtained are both in very good agreement with the CNDO charges and 

that for the first deconvolution is extremely good considering the 

simplicity of the deconvolution and assignments involved. These 

calculations show clearly that reasonable charge distributions within 

quite complex molecules can readily be obtained by simple deconvolution& 

and assignments, although some slight loss of detail may occur compared 

with detailed assignments. 

b) Use of Experimental Charge Distributions for Detecting Sample 

Charging Effects 

One importa~t source of error in determining absolute binding 

energies using the ESCA technique is the alight build up of charge.w~ich 

may occur when studying insulating solids. This has been discussed 

previously (Chapter I.S). Calibration with respect to hydrocarbon 

contamination and sample backing are methods which have been used to 

overcome this. However, when studying organic molecules these 

approaches obviously have very limited applicability and the usual 

technique employed in this laboratory has been to study very thin films 

of the sample on a conducting gold backing. This technique minimizes 
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SIMULATED. SAMPLE CHARGING FOR PERFLUOROBIPHE:NYLENE 
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C atom C 
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C atom A 

molecule 
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.-

charge 
0·2 

0-10 

-0-10 

- 0-20 
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sample chariing effects, although in some cases some uncertainty·may 

still remain. It is therefore of interest to simulate this effect 

and to determine ita effect on the experimental charges by changing 

the binding energies of all the atoms within a molecule by the same 

189. 

amount (an increase in binding energy tmpliea a positive charge on the 

sample). This has been carried out for the particular case of 

perfluorobiphenylene by incrementing the experimentally determined core 

binding energi~a in steps of 0.2eV to stmulate changes in binding 

energies cause~ by sample charging of between± leV. The results are 

shown in figure 4.4. There is a slight linear increase of expertmental 

charge with increased positive charging effect for each atom in the 

molecule, the rate of increase for the fluorine atoms being slightly 

larger than that for the carbon atoms. Although there is little effect 

on the experimental charge of each individual atom, the total effect on 

the apparent charge of the whole molecule is quite significant and 

this rangeabetween -0.172 and+ 0.196. Thus once reliable values of 

k and E0 have been obtained, it should be possible to use the 'total 

experimental charge' on a molecule (i.e. Lqi) to estimate the extent 

i 
to which sample charging has occured. (For no charge build up 

L. qi Rl o>. 
i 

c) Charge Distributions in Large Molecules 

The inverted charge potential model yields very good results for 

simple fluorocarbon compounds of moderate size as was shown by comparison 

with the CNDO results (Chapter IV.3a). The compounds 

dodecafluorotricyclo[S,2,2,02•6] undeca-2,5,8triene(I) and 
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tetradecafluorotricyclo[6,2,2t&• 7] dodeca2,6,9triene203(II) provide 

examples of complex systems containing a wider variety of ba.nding 

situations.· The size of these molecules means that the CNDO charge 

distributions are computationally expensive to obtain and they_are · 

also near the size limit imposed by the CND0/2 program presently in use. 

They therefore present a rigorous test of this experimental method · 

of determining charge distributions. 

The samples, liquids, were condensed as thin films on a gold .. 

backing on a cooled probe. The line shapes used for the deconvolution& 

were derived from the relatively well resolved peak at highest binding 

energy for both (I) and (II) and were approximately gaussian. 

spectra are quite well resolved and are shown in figure 4.5 together 

with the ~econvolutions into their component peaks. Compound (II) ·has 

four component peaks with area. ratio, in order of decreasing binding 

energy, 4:2:4:2. By comparison with the known molecular formula, 

together with the fact that increasing the number of fl.uorinesbond~d to 

a carbon atom increases its ls binding energy these 

' I the ( ,CF 2) carbons, the tertiar.y ( -p> carbons, 

are assigned to 

the vinylic. c-8-r ) 
carbons and the bridgehead ( =c~ ) carbons respectively. Compound {I) 

has five component peaks in the area ratio 3:2:2:2:2. The two type~ 
II 

of vinylic -CF carbons have slightly different binding energies(289.9 
I 

and 289.4eV) but are still readily distinguishable from the tertiary -CF 

' carbons at higher binding energy {290.9eV). The experimental binding 

energies and assignments are listed in table 4.8. Using these binding 

energies and assignments, (the average vinylic QF binding energy being 
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used for campo~nd (I}) together with the parameters derived previously 

(Chapter IV.3.a} the experimental charge distributions were determined 

Table 4.8 

Experimental binding energies and assignments for compounds I and II 

Compound (I} Compound (II) 

Environment Binding energy Area Binding energy Area ratio 
of atom (eV} ratio (eV} 

cls cls 

' 292.3 3 292.3 ·4 _,cF2 

I 
-CF 290.9 2 290.6 2 

I 

II 289.9 2 
-c-F 289.65 289.4 4 

289.4 2 

~ 
288.0 :.c 

' 
2 287.8 2 

Fls Fls 

All F atoms 690.9 691.0 

and are shown in figure 4.6. In order to obtain the direct comparison 

between experimental and theoretical charge distributions required to · 

test the method for these complex systems CNDO calculations were carried 
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out and the results are also shown in figure 4.6. However, the 

calculations were rather lengthy and required about 12 minutes _of 

c.p.u. time on an IBM 360/67 using an energy convergence limit of 

0.0002 a.u. 

A least squares fit between experimental and CND0/2 charges 

gives the relationships· 

qexp Ill o.oo + 1.10 qCNDO for compound I 

<± 0.01) 

qezp ... o.oo + 1.08 qCNDO for compound II 

<± 0.01) 

This is remarkably good considering both the size and complexity of 

the molecules and the correlation coefficient in both cases is· better 

than 0.99. The overall correlation for the two molecules is shown 

figure 4. 7. 

d) Experimental Charge Distributions in the Fluorobenzenes 

The fluorobenzenes represent systems which contain three elements 

per compound and therefore provide a more stringent test of the parameters 

k and E0 previously determined. 72 Clark et al. have carried out binding 

energy measurements, CND0/2 calculations and detailed deconvolution& · 

on the complete series of fluorobenzenes studied in the condensed phase. 

The peaks corresponding to the £-H and £-F carbon atoms were well resolved 

with an average shift of about 2.3eV between them. Typical Cls spectra 

and their simple deconvolution& into £-H and £-F peaks are shown in 

figure 4.8. Since average binding energies have been shown to give 
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experimental charge distributions in good agreement with CND0/2 

calculations (Chapter IVa,c) the bindlng energies used for these 

calculations were.obtained from the centroids of the C-Hand C-F - -

197. 

peaks even in cases of low symmetry. In many cases of high s1mmetry, 

(e.g. 1,4 difluorobenzene) there is only one possible assignment but 

in other cases (e.g. c
6
F5H where there are three environments-of 

.£-F carbona) detailed deconvolution& and CND0/2 calculations woutd be 

required for a detailed assignment. However, the experimental charges 

ar~ required to be determined independantly of any molecular orbital 

calculations. 

The parameters for carbon and fluorine used in these calculations 

were those previously obtained from the study of the aromatic hydrocarbons 

and fluorocarbons (Chapter IV.J.a). 

~ = 30 eV/unit charge k 
c 

- 284.6eV 

= 25 eV/unit charge 

The experimental binding energies and E-E0 values used in the calculations 

are listed in table 4.9. The calculations of the binding energies were 

carried out initially using the same parameters for hydrogen a• 

0 previously i.e. ~ = 25.0, (E-E )H = 0.1. However, a direct 

comparison with the CNDO results indicated that while the fluorine 

charges and the charges for the C-F carbon atoms were in good agreement 

with the CND0/2 charges the charges for the C-H carbons were too high 



Table 4.9 198. 

Average Experimental Binding Energies for the Fluorobenzenes 

Compound C-F C-H F 

BE E-E0 BE E-E0 BE E-E0 

c c F 

1-F 287.8 + 3.2 285.6 + 1.0 689.6 3.6 

1,2-F 288.2 + 3.6 285.8 + 1.2 689.8 - 3.4 

1,3-F 288.4 + 3.8 286.1 + 1.5 689.8 - 3.4 

1,4-F 288.3 + 3. 7 286.2 + 1.6 689.8 3.4 

1,2,3-F 288.2 + 3.6 286.0 + 1.4 690.1 - 3.1 

1,2,4-F 288.5 + 3. 9 286.3 + 1. 7 690.1 3.1 

1,3,5-F 288.8 + 4.2 286.3 + 1. 7 690.3 - 2.9 

1,2,3,4-F 290.0 + 5.4 286.7 + 2.1 690.5 - 2. 7 

1,2,3,5-F 289.2 + 4.6 286.9 + 2.3 690.5 2. 7 

1,2,4,5-F 288.8 + 4.2 286.4 + 1.8 690.4 ·- 2. 8 

1,2,3,4,5-F 289.2 + 4.6 286.9 + 2.3 690. 7 -: 2.5 

Perfluorobenzene 289.5 + 4.9 690.9 - 2.3 
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(+ ve) while those for hydrogen were too low (-ve). However the trends 

in the charges were followed. Table 4.10 shows the typical case of 

Table 4.10 

l!l!erimental Cbarse Distributions in 113 Difluorobenzene as a· Function 

of 
0 

(E-E )H'-

(E-Eo)H 

0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 CND0/2 

cl,3 0.228 0.227 0.226 0.222 0.220 0.255 

c2 -0.022 -0.034 -o.o5o -0.075 -0.103 -0.104 

c4,6 0.010 -0.001 -0.015 -0.043 -0.070 -0.070 

c5 0.046 0.035. 0.021 -0.006 -0.034 0.043 

'1,3 -0.196 -0.199 -0.204 -0.212 -0.221 -0.200 

H2 -0.018 0.003 0.031 0.085 0.139 0.041 . 

H4,6 -0.027 -0.007 0.018 0.069 0.119 0.023 

H5 -0.035 -0.016 0.007 0.054 0.101 0.006 

1,3difluorobenzene. Since the discrepancy occurred in connection · 

with the hydrogen and carbon atoms attached to hydrogen, (for hydrogen 

0 values of k and (E-E) are somewhat arbitrary), the charge distribution 

0 was recalculated using various values of (E-E )H and these results are 

0 also listed in table 4.10. The values (E-E )H • l.OeV and 

~ • 25.0 were taken as a reasonable overall compromise although the 

deviations were slightly greater than those of the previous compounds. 
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Charge Distributions in the Fluorobenzenes 

Compound Position Carbon Hydrogen Fluorine 

CN00/2 Expt. CND0/2 Expt CND0/2 Expt. 

1-F 1 0.229 0.209 ._0,205 -0.203 
2,6 -0.049 -0.028 0.017 0.032 
3,5. 0.027 0.005 o.ooo 0.020 

4 -0.012 0.003 -0.001 0.019 

1,2-F 1,2 0.190 0.191 -0.190 ..;.0.191 
3,6 -0.031. -0.025 0.025 0.028 
4,5 0,002 0.009 0.006 0.015 

1,3-F 1,3 0.255 0.226 -0.200 -0.204 
2 -0.104 -0.050 0.041 0.031 

4,6 -0.070 -0.015 O.Q23 0.018 
5 0,043 0.021 0.006 0.007 

1,4-F 1,4 0.214 o. 214 -0.203 -0.203 
2,3,5,6 -0.029 -0.006 0.024 0.016 

1,2,3-F 1,3 0.208 0.182 -0.184 -0.179 
2 0.142 0.152 -o. 174 -0.172 

4,6 -0.054 ..;0,018 0.030 0.022 
5 0.021 0.015 0.012 0.011 

1,2,4-F 1 0.169 0.188 -0.187 . -0.185 
2 0.210 .o. 190 -0.184 -0.185 
3 -0.087 -0.038 0,048 0.025 
4 0.234 0.218 -0.197 -0.192 
5 _.0,052 -0.007 0.029 0.013 
6 -0.013 ·-o.oo5 0,031 0.014 

1,3,5 1,3,5 0.274 0.234 -0.194 -0.189 
2,4,6 -0.126 -0.051 0.046 0.022 

1,2,3,4-F 1,4 0.187 0,196 -0.180 -0.177 
2,3 0.160 0.166 -0.167 -0.170 
5,·6 -0.036 -0.003 0.037 0.002 

1,2,3,5-F 1,3 0.227 0.203 -o. 177 -o. 180 
2 0.120 0.168 -0.170. -0.174 

4,6 -0.110 -0.025 0.054 0.005 
5 0.254 0.233 -0.190 -0.189 

1,2,4,5-F 1,2,4,5 0.188 0.194 -0.180 -0.177 
3,6 -0.070 -0.043 0.056 0.021 

1,2,3,4,5 1,5 0.206 0.197 -0.174 -o. 112 
2,4 0.138 0.165 -0.164 -0. 167 
3 0.178 0.167 -0.160. -0.166 
6 -0.094 -0.026 0.061 0.005 -

·Per F benzene 0.155 o. 168 -0.155 0.164 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS in ·some 
. FL00R0BENZENES 
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The."charge distributions for the remainder of the fluorobenzenes 

were therefore calculated using this parameter set and are shoWn in 

table 4.11. The correlation between CND0/2 and experimental charges 

is extremely good and a least squares analysis of the data gives the 

relationship 

- O.Oo4 + 0.913 qCNDO 

<± 0.024) 

With the exception of the para carbon atom in monofluorobenzene,. the 

aigns.of the charges are all correctly predicted. Fluorine charges 

are predicted with great accuracy and the experimental and CND0/2 

charges on the carbona attached to fluorine are also very close. The 

trends in the ordering of charges are also reproduced well and_aome 

examples are illuat~ated in figure 4.9. Some of theaemmmplea have 

been taken from molecules of low symmetry to emphasise that the order 

of the charges is well reproduced for all atoms including hydrogen. 

(These examples also include molecules for which detailed deconvolution& 

would have been required for a complete assignment). 

e) Experimental Charge Distributions in the Chlorobenzenes 

The chlorobenzenea represent an interesting series of compounds 

to study from the point of view of experimental charge distributions 

since the shifts in c1s binding energies are leas than those obtai~ed 

in the fluorobenzenea, (about 1.4eV compared with about 2.3eV between 

substituted and unsubstituted carbon atoms). In second row elements, 
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such as sulphur or chlorine, there is also the question of whether 

or not 3d orbital participation in bonding is important. Where· 

comparisons are available with non-empirically calc~lated wave functions, 
. 204 

as for example in the case of thiophen, they show that C~0/2 

calculations over emphasise the importance Qf 3d orbitals in the 

bonding of second row atoms. This factor must be bourne in Ddnd 

when using CND0/2"calculations aa a model for interpreting ESCA 

cheudcal ahifta. 

Molecular core binding energies have been measured and detailed 

deconvolution& carried out for the chlorobenzenea studied in the 

205 
c~ndenaed phase. CND0/2 calculations have also been performed 

205 . 
on these molecules using baaia seta which included and ezcluded 

3d orbitals (this work). These data, together with a recalc~lation 

of the CND0/2 charges excluding 3d orbitals for a aeries of 

77c halomethanea show that the inclusion, or ezciuaion, of 3d orbitals 

may affect the k values of both chlorine and carbon (Table 4.12). 

Table 4.12 

k-Valuea in Chlorocompounda 

Halogenated methanea k - 28. 7, kCl ~ c 

k = 26.6, kCl ~ c 

k - 31.3, kCl ~ c Chlorobenzenea 

k = 23.2, kCl ~ c 

(a) Including 3d orbitals on chlorine 

(b) Excluding 3d orbitals on chlorine 

31 (a) 

24.5 (b) 

30 (a) 

31 (b) 
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The k values for chlorine are subject to much lar·ger errors 

than those for carbon, especially in the case of the chlorobenzenes 

where the range of shifts was extremely small. The k values 

found for carbon when d orbitals are included in the chlorine basis 

set are significantly larger than when d orbitals are exclude~. ·s~nce 

the role ~f 3d orbitals in second row atoms is overemphasised b1 

CND0/2 calculations, the discussion of the charge distribution is 

based on the analysis which excludes 3d orbitals from the chlorine 

basis set. 

The parameters used were 

284.6 

25 

1.0 

• 25 

These maintain consistancy with the previously used values which·have 

· been shown to give good results for fluorobenzenes and aromatic · 

fluorocarbon compounds. The parameters for chlorine 

0 
E Cl 203 24.5 

were taken from the analysis of the chlorine-containing halomethanes 

when the 3d o-rbitals had been excluded from the basis set. These 

values, although ·still subject to large error, are more reliable than 

those obtained from the study of the chlorobenzenes themselves since 

a greater range of shifts in chlorine core electron binding energies 
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TYPICAL C1s and Cl 2P- SPECTRA of CHLOROBENZENESt 
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Average Binding energies for the chlorobenzenes 

Compound C-H C-Cl Cl2p3/2 

BE E-E0 BE E-E0 BE E-E0 

1-Cl 285. 7 1.1 287.1 2.5 201.0 -2.0 

1,2-Cl 285.45 0.85 286.8 2.2 201.3 -1.7 

1 ,3-C1 285.9 1.·3 287.2 2.6 201.2 -1.8 

1,4-C1 285.8 1.2 286.9 2.3 201.1 -1.9 

1,2,3-Cl 285.9 1.3 287.4 2.8 201.4 -1. 6" 

1,2,4-Cl 285.9 1.3 287.2 2.6 201.1 -1.9 

1,3,5-Cl 285.6 1.0 287.1 2.5 201.4 -1.6 

1,2,3,4-Cl 286.1 1.5 287 .. 6 3.0 201.4 -1.6 

1,2,3,5-Cl 286.1 1.5 287.5 2.9 201.3 -1.7 

1,2,4,5-Cl 286.1 1.5 287.4 2.8 201.4 -1.6 

1,2,3,4,5-Cl 286.2 1.6 287.5 2.9 201.4 -1.6 

1,2,3,4,5,6-Cl 287.6 3.0 201.4 -1.6 

E0 = 284.6 c 

0 
E Cl = 203.0 

2P3/2 



is involved. The use of these parameters for carbon and chlorine 

also maintains complete independence of the experimental charges 

for the chlorobenzenes and the CND0/2 calculations performed on them. 

The c1s spectra are readily deconvoluted into the components 

corresponding to £-Cl and Q-H carbons using the Du Pont 310 curve 

resolver and are in the area ratio corresponding to that of the 

numbers of the two types of carbon. It was these average £-Cl 

and C-H binding energies which were used in the following analysis 

of the charge distributions. This again maintains the independence 

from the CND0/2 calculations which would be required for a detailed 

assignment and also average binding energies provided good results in 

the fluorocarbon cases. The chlorine binding energies used are the 

Cl2p312 components of the 2p
112

,
312 

doublet, the resolution of the 

two components being the same in both symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
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cases. Typical c18 and c12p spectra are shown in figure 4.10 together 

with the deconvolutions into their component peaks. The average 

experimental binding energies for the chlorobenzenes and the values 

of E-E0 used are listed in table 4.13. The experimental charge 

distributions and the CNDO charges calculated excluding 3d orbitals 

are shown in table 4.14. The comparison with CNDO charges is not as 

good as those found previously but the ordering of the charges within 

molecules and general trends are still reproduced quite well. The 

correlation between calculated and experimental charges is 

= 0.002 + 0.951 qCNDO 

<.±<>.015) 
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Table 4. 14 

Charge Dlstrlbutlona in the Chlorobenzenes 

Compound Position ~ HYDROCEN CHLORINE 

CND0/2 Expt' CND0/2 E•pt' CND0/2 Expt' 

1-Cl 1 0.125 0.130 -0.155 -0. 141-
2,6 -0.022 -0.011 0.013 0.031 
3,5' 0.023 0.009" 0,000 0.017 
4 0.004 0.007 -0.002 0.002 

1,2-Cl 1,2 o. 120 0.100 -0.136 -0.114 
3,6 -0.008 -0.019 0.017 0.033 
4,5 0.003 -0.001 0.005 0.024 

i ,3-C1 1,3 0.140 0.127 -0.144 -o. 132 
2 -0.051 -0.022 0.031 0.029 
4,6 -0.024 -o.o04 0.017 0.020 
5 0.038 0.016 0.006 0.013 

1,4-C1 1,4 0.123 0.113 -0."148 -0.133 
2,3,5,6 -o.006 -o.ooj 0.0183 0.025 ":' 

1,2,3-C1 1,3 0.127 o; 116 -0.127 -0.117 
2 0.098 0.096 -0.114 -o. 111 
4,6 -0.022 -0.008 0.021 0.021 
5 o.on 0.014 ~.010 0.013 

1,2,4-C1 1 0.105 0.111 -0.128 -o. 127 
2 0.127 0.112 -0.124 -0.126 
3 -0.032 -0.022 0.034 0.032 
4 0.133 0.127 -0.139 -0.'135 
5 -0.021 -0.004 0.022 0.023 
6- 0.001 -0.003 0.022 0.024 

1,3,5-C1 1,3,5 0.155 0.129 -0.134 -0.118 
2,4,6 -0.054 -0.040 -0.034 -0.037 

1,2,3,4-C1 _1,4 0.111 0.119 -0.120 -0.120 
2,3 0.104 0.101 -0.106 -0.112 
5,6 -0.014 -0.017 0.025 0.017 

1,2,3,5-C1 1,3 0.134 0.118 -0.116 -0.121 
2 0.083 0.099 -0.108 -.0.115 
4,6 -0.047 -0.020 0.036 0.025 
5 0~139 0.135 -0.130 -0.128 

1,2,4,5-C1 1,2,4,5 0.111 0.112 .:..o.n8 -0.116 
- 3,6 -0.024 -0.015 0.038 0.025 

i,2,3,4,5-C1 _ 1,5 0.117 0.114 -0.111 -0.114 
2,4 0,089 0.097 -0.101 -0.110 
3 0.111 0.098 -0.098 -o.110 
6 -0.040 -o.oll 0.040 0.023 
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Considering the uncertainties involved in the k and E0 values for 

chlorine and the rather arbitrary way in which the parameters . 

~ = 25 and (E-E0 )H = 1.0 were assumed this relationship is 

surprisingly good. Further studies of related systems should provide 

more reliable values of k and E0 for the elements involved. 

4) A NOTE ON THE USE OF CND0/2 CALCULATIONS ON MOLECULES CONTAINING 

SECOND ROW ELEMENTS FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF SHIFTS IN MOLECULAR 

CORE BINDING ENERGIES. 

17 71 72 As has been shown in this and other work ' ' the charge 

potential model used in conjunction with charges obtained from CND0/2 

calculations forms an excellent basis for the discussion~ ESCA 

results for molecules containing first row atoms. However for second 

row elements the charges calculated by the CNDO method are dependant 

on the inclusion, or exclusion, of 3d orbitals from the basis set. 147 

There is the possibility that calculations employing different basis 

sets may lead to different assignments of binding energies within a 

molecule. That such differences in the predicted order_of binding 

energies can, and often do, occur is illustrated by the examples in 

table 4.15 which shows the predicted orders of binding energies and the 

CNDO charge distributions using the two basis sets. 

Such differences in the predicted orders of binding energies only 

occur, however, for atoms which have small differences in binding 

energy and with the present instrumentation (A.E.I. ESlOO) the 



Molecule 

1,3 Cl 

1,2,3 Cl 

1,2,4 C1 

1,2,3,5 

Table 4.15 

Comearison of Orders of Bindins Energies and Charse Distributions in some Chlorobenzenes usin& 

CNDO calculations including and excludin& 3d orbitals 

INCLUDING d ORBITALS EXCLUDING d ORBITALS 

Position Calculated Order Charges Calculated Order Charges 
of Cls Binding of c

18 
Binding 

Energies c Cl H Energies c Cl H 

1,3 1 0.091 -0.159 - 1 0.140 -0.144 
2 2 0.030 - 0.025 4 -0.051 - 0.031 
4,6 3 0.020 - 0.016 3 -0.024 - 0.017 
5 4 0.010 - 0.009 2 0.038 - 0.006 

1,3 2 0.098 -0.136 - 1 0.127 -0. 127 
2 1 0.113 -0.124 - 2 0.098 -0.114 
4,6 3 0.016 - 0.020 4 -0.022 - 0.020 
5 4 0.004 - 0.013 3 0.011 - 0.010 

1 2 0.082 -0.123 - 3 0.105 -0. 127 
2 3 0.073 -0.121 - 1 o. 127 -0. 124 
3 5 0.018 - 0.033 5 -0.032 - 0.034 
4 1 0.088 -0. 141 - 2 0.134 -0.139 
5 4 0.027 - 0.023 6 -0.021 - 0.022 
6 6 0.017 - 0.024 4 0.001 - 0.022 

1,3 2 0.098 -0.128 - 1 0.134 -0. 116 
2 1 0.117 -0. 117 - 3 0.083 -0. 108 
4,6 4 0.025 - 0.033 4 -0.047 - 0.036 
5 3 0.082 -0.137 - 2 0.140 -0.130 

N 
1-' 

·o 



calculated differences are generally within the experimental 

error of the binding energy measurements (approximately± 0.2eV). 

The different theoretical assignments sometimes obtained by use of 

these different basis sets should not, therefore, lead to any 

serious missinterpretation of any results previously obtained~ 

5) DISCUSSION 

The above analysis of charge distributions from ESCA data 

was a direct attempt to reproduce the charge distributions obtained 

from CND0/2 calculations and very good results were obtained even 

for complex molecules using simple assignments of binding energies. 

0 Since in an SCF MO treatment the values of k and E depend on the 

definition of atomic charge and the basis set used there is the 

possibility that by use of suitable k and E0 parameters it may be 
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possible to predict the charges which would have been obtained from 

computationally much more expensive ab initio treatments of the molecules. 

The paramaterization used for hydrogen is somewhat arbitrary and 

0 a value of (E-E )H = 1.0 was found to give a better fit to the CNDO 

0 charges for the fluorobenzenes than the value (E-E )H = 0.1 used with 

the aromatic hydrocarbon compounds. The binding energies of the 

C-H carbons in the fluorobenzenes are greater than those in the ·aromatic 

0 hydrocarbons and this suggests that the optimum value of (E-E )H to 

use may depend somewhat on the binding energy shift of the atom to.which 

the hydrogen is bonded. In an independent, but essentially similar, 
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calculation of the charge distributions in some fluorobenzenes87 

Davis et al. eliminated the problem of paramaterization for hydrogen 

by considering that all the hydrogen atoms in a molecule had the 

same charge and imposing the condition that I qi = 0. While this . 
i 

procedure circumvents the problem, the values of ~ and (E-E0 )H 

used above predict the correct ordering of the hydrogen charges within 

molecules of low symmetry where the hydrogen atoms do not have equal 

charges (Figure 4,9). With solid samples the imposition of the 

condition Lqi = 0 also has the disadvantage that large deviations 

i 
from this relationship could not be used to detect charging effects. 

The k values· used by Davis et a187 were kc = 22.0 and kF = 32,5 and 

the sensitivity of the derived charge with change in k value was 

found to be slight. (This is in qualitative agreement with the.work 

reported here where the initially determined values of kc( and ~) 

reproduced the CND0/2 charge distributions well for other series of 

molecules even when a detailed analysis of that series of molecules 

in terms of CND0/2 charges gave slightly different k values, The E0 

values are not directly comparable since gas phase measurements were 

used by Davis et al., however E0 was taken to be the c
1 

binding 
c s 

energy in benzene. There is generally good agreement between the 

charges derived in this work, those of Davis et al. and the CND0/2 

charges. 206 Stuckey et al. have also successfully used the 

charge potential model for obtaining empirical charge distributions 

in molecules which contain carbon, nitrogen and oxygen or these elements 

and one other chemically unique atom. The parameters for carbon and 
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INTRODUCTION 

The work presented in this chapter illustrates how ESCA 

may be used to solve structural problems in chemistry which 

are not readily ameanable to solution by other methods. 'rhe 

application of ESCA to these structural problems may require the 

use of the charge potential model and CNDO calculations but in 

other, even quite complex cases, ESCA spectr~ may be ,~sed to 

distinguish between various possible structures. The examples 

presented in this chapter consist essentially of distinguishing 

between various isomers on the basis of the c
1
s ESCA spectra of 

t lie compounds. All the samples studied in these investigations 

were l}quids and the sample handling method was that outlined in 

chapter (I.S.b). 

1) ORIENTATION OF NUCLEOPHILIC SUBSTITUTION IN PERFLUOROINDENE 

a) Background 

The reactions of polyfluoropolynuclear aromatic compounds with 

nucleophiles· have occupied the practical and theoretical interests 

of a number of workers for several years. 215 • 216 • 217 ~ 218 • The 

positions at which nucleophilic attack occurs in two such compounds 

are shown below. 217 •218 

F F F F 

._.F F Q?j F 
F ... 

F F F F 
F F 
t 
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As is general with fluoroaromatic compounds substitution occurs 

at a position such that the carbon para to the position of substitution 

in the Wheland intermediate formed (approximation to the transition 

t t ) d t fl · t 216 (S h b i i . ld s a e oes no carry a uor1ne a om. uc su st tut on wou 

cause a large I repulsion between the fluorine p electrons and the 
1t 

ring 1t electrons on the neighbouring carbon atoms). 216 , 219 • However, 

in the above cases, substitution occurs in the aromatic rings and not 

at the most olefinic sites in the compounds. 203 Feast and Preston 

have recently synthesized perfluoroindene according to the following 

reaction scheme 

\ 

0 
..... 300 c 

hv 
( ----

0 -3 620 C, 10 nun 

(Silica) 

Perfluoroindene 

Molten 
KOH -2HF 
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It is therefore of interest to determine the site nucleophilic 

substitution in this compound which also contains an aromatic ring 

conjugated with a more olefinic double bond. Perfluoroindene reacted 

cleanly with sodium borohydride in diglyme and the reaction·could be 

regulated to give either the mono (C9HF 7) or di(c9u2F6) replacement 

products. 220 , 221 The di-replacement product was readily shown to 

be 1,1,4,5,6,7 hexa-fluoroindene by conventional spectroscopic 

examination222 while the mono-displacement product was shown by 1n 
19 and F n.m.r. spectroscopies to be a mixture of two isomers in a 

222 4:1 ratio. However, these isomers were inseparable on available 

gas chromatography packings. The infrared spectrum of the mixture 

. -1 
showed that the strong absorption at 1, 750ctn (-CF=CF-) present in 

perfluoroindene had been replaced by two bands at 1672 and 1628cm-~ 

(-CH=CF-) indicating that the mono displacetnent product was a mixture 

of 1,1,3,4,5,6,7- and 1,1,2,4,5,6,7 heptafluoroindenes (II) and (III). 

F F F F H 

F F F 
F 

H H 

F F F 

F 

I II III 

Identification of the major component in the mixture of II and 

III was not possible by 19r n.m.r. since the easily identified peri 

F-F coupling commonly found in other polycyclic aromatics does not 

occur in perfluoroindene, and arguments based on chemdcal shift 



correlations with those of the most nearly analogous structures 

222 for which data are available were unconvincing. Thus in this 

compound substitution with hydride ion occurs exclusively with the 

vinylic fluorine&. 

b) Simulation of the Cls· Spectra of Monosubstituted Perfluoroindenes 

and Identification of the Major Component. 

As was demonstrated in chapter (IV) and other work17• 71 • 77c,S6 
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an excellent correlation exists between experimentally determined c
18 

shifts in fluorocarbon and other organic molecules and the shifts 

derived from charge potential model using CND0/2 SCF MO charge 

distributions. Further reliance can be placed on the model sin~e it 

can be used to calculate charge densities for large complex molecules 

(Chapter IV.3c). The charge potential model was therefore used to 

simula~~:th~·c18 spectra. of isomers II and III (cf. Chapter IV 

figure 4.1) and 4:1 and 1:4 mixtures of the isomers i.n the following 

manner. 
. ·~ 

i) CND0/2 calculations were performed on isomers II and III to 

obtain the charge distributions in the two isomers. 

ii) The charges obtained were used in conjunction with the charge 

potential model 

to calculate the c1s binding energies and shifts. The parameters 

used in the charge potential model were k • 25 and E0 = 284.6eV c c 
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arid were those previously derived from the study of aromatic 

and perfluoroaromatic compounds (Chapter IV.l.a). 

iii) From the previous study of perfluoroindene (Chapter IV.la} 

nn and other fluorocarbon compounds ' studied under the same .. 

experimental conditions, the peak shapes were taken to be gaussian 

with a width of 1.4eV at half maximum height. 

iv) Computer simulated c1s spectra of both isomers II and III were 

obtained by superimposition of nine such peaks of equal ar.ea 

at the calculated binding energy for each. 

The relevant results of the CND0/2 and charge potential 

calculations used for the simulation of the spectra are shown in table 

5.1 and the simulated spectra of con~ounds II and III are shown in 

figure 5.1. The two calculated spectra are sufficiently different 

to enable a distinction to be made between the two isomers. The major 

distinguishing feature is the low binding energy shoulder caused by c2 

in isomer II. This is caused by the large negative charge (-0.159) 

on the c2 carbon which is only partially offset by the positive Madelung 

potential of+ 4.5eV. This large negative charge is caused 

essentially by the large build up of ~-electron density c~ charge a 

-0.127) while the a-charge is comparatively small (-0.032). In the 

case of isomer III the negative charge on the £-H carbon is much less 

(-0.048) and, although the Madelung potential contri.bution is also 
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TABLE 5.1 

ND0/2 and Charge Potential Results for 1,1,3,4,5,6,7- and 1,1,2,4,5,6,7-

Heptafluoroindenes (II and III respectively). 

Position Charse on C atom Madelung Potential Calculated Calculated 
Shift Bindins Enersl 

qi I ~ E-E0 
E 

i7'j 
rij 

I$0MER II 

1 0.449 -4.61 6.6 291.2 

2 -0.159 4.49 0.5 285.1 

3 0.271 -2.13 4.7 289.3 

4 0.197 -0.38 4.5 289.1 

5 0.164 o. 37 4.5 . 289. 1 

6 0.156 0.45 4.4 290.0 

7 0.205 -0.62 4.5 289.1 

8 -0.067 3.88 2.2 "286. 8 

9 -0.025 3.19 2.6 287.2 

ISOMER III 

1 0.419 -3.62 6.9 291.5 

2 0.173 -0.30 4.0 288.6 

3 -0.048 2.57 1.4 286.0 

4 0.173 -0.20 4.1 288. 7 

5 0.173 0.15 4. 5 289.1 

6 0.149 0.52 4.3 288.9 

7 0.215 -o. 77 4.6 289.2 

8 -0.078 4.00 2.1 286.7 

9 0.010 2.11 2.4 287.0 
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smaller (+ 2.6eV), the shift between the f-R and the bridge

head carbons is not great enough to give rise to a distinct 

shoulder at low binding energy. The magnitude of the n-charge· on 

the f-R carbon is much smaller (-0.058) than in isomer II and there 

is also a slight reduction in the a-charge (-0.010). 

However, since the mono-displacement product was a mixture 

220. 

of isomers II and III in either a 4:1 or 1:4 r•tio the theoretical 

c1s spectra for these mixtures were computed as shown in figure 5.2. 

The distinguishing features between the two simulated spectra for the 

mixtures (figure 5.3) are the peak at low binding energy due to c2 

in isomer II and the separations between the major peaks at higher 

binding energy (e.g. the £F
2 

peak is better resolved in the mixture 

in which isomer Ill is the major component). 

The experimental c
1

s spectrum is in excellent agreement with the 

theoretical spectrum computed for the 1:4 mixture of isomers II and 

III respectively (figure 5.4). Agreement between the theoretical 

and experimental spectrum is complete not only in terms of binding 

energies and shifts but also in the shape of the overall spectral 

envelope. (When normalized to a horizontal baseline the experimental 

spectrum is exactly superimposable on the calculated spectrum). 

This provides very strong evidence that the vinylic fluorine atom 

adjacent to the aromatic ring in perfluoroindene is the most 

susceptible to nucleophilic replacement by hydrogen in the reaction 

with sodium borohydride in diglyme. 
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2) DETERMINATION OF THE PRODUCT OF THE FLUORIDE ION INITIATED 

TRIMERIZATION OF PERFLUOROCYCLOBUTENE 

a) Background 

The formation ofa trimeric compound from perfluorocyclobutene 

223 was first reported in 1952. The trimer was formed when a mixture 

of perfluorocyclobutene and pyridine was allowed to stand overnight. 

222. 

The trimer c12F18 was the only compound isolated when the ratio of 

pyridine to perfluorocyclobutene was high (- 1:1 molar) but if only a 

small amount of pyridine was used a small amount of a mixture of 

dimers was also formed. In all cases separation was difficult due 

to the formation of black tars. The structure 

F 

was postulated. 

The fluoride ion initiated trimerization of perfluoro-

cyclobutene was reported in 1965224 when treatment of perfluorocy~lobutene 

with fluoride ion yielded the dimers 

and '---F---'1 I._F,___. 

together with a trimer c12F18 which was assigned the structure 

(I) 
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·More recently Chambers et a1. 225 have studied.fluorinde ion 

initia·ted reactions of some perfluorocycloalkenes and have obtained 

the tr:l.merization product of perfluoro_cyclobutene in good yield with 
. . 

. only a :·trace of" the. dimerization pro.ducts. However, the st~ucture· 
. . 

prev~oualy as-signed to this trimeriz_ation product (I) was not in good 

. 19 ·. . . . 225 
agreement with the F n.m.r. spectrum of ~he trimer. Some 

possible structure.& of a trimer of perfluorocyclobu~ene are shown in 

figure :5. 5 •. ~t· .. is therefore of interest to determine whether· 

the structure may be identified on the basi"& of ESCA.data. 

b) EXperimentally Based Identification 

The Cls ESCA spectrum of the- compouncl c12r18 was recorded 

C:Ugure 5. 6) as were ·the c·
1

s ES~A spect~a of ~our m~del compounds of 
. . . 

. ::k:no'!n structure (figures 5.7 and 4.5"). ·. Th~··li'is s~ec_t~a of.these 

·coinpoun~s were als·o recorded. The. ·model compounds .used in this 

study were chosen· because:. 

i) ::Li~e c12ri8 they contain qnly carbon.and fluorine.· 

.ii) ~hey .·_are ~o.latile liquids,. as. is _c 1l18 , and they could there-fore .. 

be ··studied under the s.ame experimental conditions ~s c
12

F 
18 

0 .. e.· injected :into the -~eservoir shaft and condensed onto a 

cooled piece of gold.on the tip of the probe) • 

. iii)_ ~ey contain bonding s~tuations found in the various proposed 

isomers of ~ 12~ 18 . and the c
1

s .l~vels in·th~ model·~o~ounda are· 
: . . . . , 
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readily assigned. 

model com~ounds are 

' vinylic c= / . 

The environments of the carbon atoms in the 

' ,cF 2, tertiary 
I U 

-C-F., vinylic -C-F and 
I 

The binding energy data for the model compounds are listed in 

227. 

table 5."2 and table 5·. 3 shows the .shifts· in the~e compo~nds relative 

to the ' /C• carbon atoms which each of t~ese compounds contains. The 

use of these internal shifts compensates for any charging effects which 

may have occurred and forms a sound basis for the comparison of shifts 

be tween these compounds ... (The near constancy of the F
18 

bi~ding · 

energies for these compounds,· howev.er•. suggests that chargit:tg effect.s 

for the samples are slight). 

The experimental c18 spectrum of .the trimer ·c
12

F 
18 

,figure· 5. 6, 

immediately eliminates structures II and III, ·as well as the s~ructure 

initially postulated for the tri~erization in the presence of pyridine, 

since the c1·s ~pectrum clearly shows a~ ov~rall CF2 :CF:C r~tio of 4:1:1 

(8:2:2). (The other structures··would show peak area ratios of 

6:6:0, 7:4:1 and 7:4:1. respectively). Isomer I has high symmetry 

and the~e~ore its c
18 

spectrum would be expected to be well resolved 

I ' . 
i-ntC? ~ 2, -~-F and ,..c= peaks. However, isomer IV has much less 

I 
.. symmetry and contains CF2, -~-F, 

: situ•tions and theref~re its c
1
s 

II 
- CF, .'c= 

...... 

. I 
and· -c- bondi~g 

I. 

spectrum· would be expe_cted to have 

poorer resolution. The experimental spectrum is poorly resolved in 

the CF and f region indicating th~t structure IV is more probable than 

structure I. However. further analysi_s ;is required before a definite 

a~signment can be made. 
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· Table .5. 2 

Binding Energies in Model Fluorocarbon Compounds· 

Atom BINDING ENERGY 

(eV) 

0=0 ' C= 288.1 
" 
' 292.2 (1) ,cF2 

F 691.0 

' C= 287.8 
/ 

II 
289.3 -CF 

' (2) _,cF2 291.9 

F 690.8 

&:o. 
' . C= 287.8 
;'· 

II 
-C-F 289.4 

I 
-C-F 29.0. 6 

I 

(3) ' /CF2 292.3 

F 691.0 

' 
/ 
c- 288.0 

'cF 
~ 

289.65 (averag~) 
I 

-cF 290.9 
I 

(4) ' ,CF2 292.3 

F 690.9 



Table 5.3 

C Internal Shifts in Fluorocarbon Compou~ds 
-l~s~~~~--~~----------~~~~-~~~ 

0 

o. 

0 

0 

II 
-C-F 

L5 

1.6 

I 
-c..:.F 

I 

2.6 

2.9 

229. 

4.1 

4.1 

4.5 

4.3 
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Three deconvolution& of the c
1 

spectrum of the trimer were 
s . 

carried out by fitting gaussian curves in the area ratio of 8:2:2, 

8:1:1:2 and 8:1:1:1:1. The line width used for the curve fitting, 

1 .• 4 eV ,was taken from the well resolved c15 spectra of model compounds 

numbers (1) and (2) which had been obtained under the same e~peri~ental 

conditions. These deconvolution& are also shown in figure 5.6 and 

a-re the best fits to the experimental spectrum obtainable within the 

imposed line widths and area ratios. (S~nce the CF2 peak is well 

resolved in the c1s spectrum of )2F18 it was not necessary to impose 

the line width rest_riction on this peak but the line width obtained was 

found to be consistant with that obtained from the model· ~ompounds). 

The accuracy of the fi~·increased .along the series of deconvolution~ 

and the·results of th~se"deconvolutions" are listed in table 5.4. 

Deconvolution number 1, which would correspond to isomer I, gives 

a shift of 1.7 eV between the ' C= carbon atoms and the CF carbon atoms. , 
By comparison with the mod·el compounds, table 5.3, this internal shift 

II I 
is typical of a - CF carbon atom but not a -C-F carbon atom. 

I 
Since 

"there are no 
II 

·-c-F bonding situations in isomer I, (and also a shift· 

of ~.9eV.between 
., ' . 
~C· and ~CF2 is a little low), this structure may 

be excluded. Deconvolution number 2.shows internal shifts of 3.9, 2.5 

and 1. 7eV relative to the unsubstitute_d carbon atoms and these shifts 
· I II . 

are f~irly typical of CF2, -9-F and -c-F carbon atoms and these bonding 

s:i."tuat"icins·occur in isomer IV. The ya~ue of 3. 9eV fo·r the int~·rnd .. 

shift between CF2 carbon ato~s and· an unsubatituted carbQn atom of the 

' type ,C• is a little low, however, isomer IV contains both a 
I 

' C= 
/ 

carbon atom and a -C- carbon atom and these may well have slightly 
I 



Table 5.4 

Deconvolution& of the cls Spectrum of 

Area Ratio Bindins Ener&It Internal 

(eV) 

Deconvolution (1) 

2 288.1 

2 289.8 

8 292.0 

DecQnvolution ·(2) 

2 288.1 

1 289.8 

1 290.6 

8 292.0 

Deconvolution(3)_ Assignment (a) 

1 287.9 

1 288.6 

1 289.8 

1· 290.6 

8 292.0 

Assignmen~ (b) 

1 287.9 

1 288.6 

1 289.8 

1 290.6 

8 292.0 

t F binding energy= 691.1 eV 
ls 

·* r.elative ·to 
\ 
C= 

~ 

(eV) 

0 

1.7 

3.9 

0 

1.7 

2.5 

3.9 

0 

o. 7 

1.9 

2. 7 . 

4.1 

-0.7 

·o.o 

1.2 

2.0 

·3.4 

231. 

c12!18 

* Shift Assisnment 

' ; C= 

CF 

CF2 

' 
""' 

C= 

II 
- CF 

I 

- CF 
I 

CF
2 

' 
/ 

C= 
I 

-c-
I 
II 

-·CF 
I 

-CF 
I 

CF · 
2 

I 

-c-
.1 

'c= 
" II 
-CF 

I 
-CF 

I 

CF·. 
2 
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Table 5.5 

Experimental Charge Distributions in Model Compounds 1 and 2 

2 3 

Position qc qF 

1 -0.034 

2 0.392 -0.193 

3 Q.355 -0. 188 . 

2 3 

1 -0.038 

2 -K>.229 -0.175 

3 0.362 -0.197 

. "4 0.349 -0.192 

5 o. 381. . -0.199 



Table 5.6 

Data Used for Calculation of Experimental Charge Distributions 

Molecule 

ISOMER iV 

·k = 25 c 

E0 = 284.6 
c 

~ = .30 

E0 = 693.1 
F 

Atom ...---

C= 

-c-

C-F 

CF 

. f.F2 

F 

C= 

C= 

CF 

· E-E0 

3.3 

4.0 

5.2 

6.0 

7. 4 

-2.1 

-2.2 

3.2 

5. 7 

7.3 

-2.4: 

234. 
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different binding energies. Deconvolution number 3 (area ratio 

8:1:1:1:1) does, in fact, show an improved fit to the experimental 

spectrum and table 5.4 shows internal shifts for both possible 
I 

assignments of -the ' C= and 
" 

-c- carbon atoms. 
I 

Assignment (b) giv~s 

internal shifts which are not in agreement with any of the internal shifts 

expected on the basis of the model c9mpounds and may therefore be 

rejected. Assignment (a), however, gives internal shifts which are 

in good agreement with those expected for isomer IV. The product of 

fluoride ion initiated trimerization of perfluorocyclo-butene is 

therefore identified as isomer IV. 

Shifts in. core electron binding eqergies may be used to ·predict 

· a·ccurately the charge distributions in fluorocarbon compound·s of quite 

complex. structure (Chapter IV.3 .. c). The c 1 charge distributions for 
s . 

isomer IV is shown in figure 5.8 and the charge distributions for model 

compounds 1 and 2 are given in table 5.5. (The experimental c~~rge 

distributions for model compounds 3 and 4 are shown in Chapter IV 

.figure 4, 6). "The bindin~ .. energy data and paramet~rs· used _for these 

calculations are li~ted in ta~le 5.6. 

c) Theoretic~! Determination of the Structure of cl2!18 

As an alternative to the -=:xpe.rimental approach for distinguishing . 

between isomers I. to IV (figure 5.5) CND0/2 calculations· may.· be 

performed on t~e possible isomers and the calculated c 1s spectrum 

compare~ with the experimental ~ls spectrum. The CF2 :CF:C area ratio 

of the experimental c 1s spectrum, as described previously (Chapter V.2.b) 
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eliminates isomers II and III. CND0/2 calculations were therefore 

carried out on isomers I and IV. The charges and intranwlecular 

Madelung potentials for the carbon atoms are listed in table- 5. 7 and 

_these were used to calculate the theoretical shifts (E-E 0
) using. the 

"charge potential model (k ... 25. o>". 
c These shifts were then taken in 

conjunction with a line width of 1. 4eV .to obtain the th"eoretical c
1

s 

spectra for isomers I and IV (cf. figu·re 4. !) . These are shown 

together wi~h the e~perimental Cls spectrum (normalized to a h.orizontal 

baseline) in figure 5.9. · The experimental spectrum agrees closely 

with that calculated for isomer IV but not. with that calculated for 

isomer I. This provides strong evidence that isomer IV is the 

correct structure. 

The main drawbacks to this theoretical identification of the 

isomer are (i). Calculating the coordinates of the atoms in such 

c~plex systems (This was carried out with the aid of the computer 

program GEOMI, appendix III, and the coordinates are listed in appendix II). 

(ii). The l~rge amount of computer time required for these 

systems an·d they are in fact the largest systems (120 basis functions) 

which. can b~ studied with our present CND0/2 program. 

(iii). Although the differe·nces in the calculated spectra are 

quite notica~le and the similarity between that of isomer IV and the 

experimental spectrum is obvious, much greater con"fidence could be placed 

on the assignment "if better resolution were obtainable. However-, 

wit~ the introduction of monochromators the conseque~t reduction in line 

widths will greatly facilitate t.he distinction between such isomers. 
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Table 5. 7 

CND0/2 Calculations on isomers I and IV 

ISOMER I . c 0 
., 
~ 25q. + 2_ ~ atom N • .qi L ri. ·1 r .. 

j;i J 1J 

(E-E 0
) 

6 4 

D 1 -0.0039 3.99 3.89 
F 

2 .0.3794 -2.03 "1 .46 
3 5 3 0.1384 2. 27 5. 72" 

1 4 o. 3293 . -0.67 7.57 

5 0.3495 -1.07 7. 65 
F 

6 o. 3483 . -1.02 7.69 
2 

ISOMER ·IV 

1 -0.9325 4.47 3.66 

2 0,383"3 -2.00 7.59 

6 3 0.1868 0,68 5. 35 

4 0.3615 -1.:;8 7.46 

7 5 -0.0464 5.49 4.33 

6 0.3291 -0.60 7.63 

7 0. 3 772 -1.38 8.05 
.3 9 12 8 0.3794 -1.52 . 7.96 

F F 
9 0.1496 2.44 6. 18 

10 0.3321 -0.70 7.60 
2 11 10 11 0.3494 -0.93 7. 75 

12 0.3472 -0~93 7. 75 
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Atom 

1 c 

2 c 

3 c -

·4 c 

5 F 

6 F 

7 F 

8 F· 

9 c 

10 ·c 

11 c 

12 c 

13 c 

i4 F 

.15 F 

Table 5,8 

Charge Distribution in C F Isomer IV 
1r18 

Charge 

CND0/2 · Experimental Atom 

-0.0325 -0.037 "16 F 

0,3833 0.391 17 F 

0,1868 0.199 18 F 

o. 36-15 0.374 19 F 

-0.1812 -0.184 20 c 

-0.1846 -0.189 21 c 

-0,1798 -0.186 22 c 

-0.1798 -0.187 23 F 

-0.0464 -0.039 24 F 

0,3291 0~352 25 F 

0.3772. 0.370 26 F 

0.3794 0.375 27 F 

0.1496 0.167 28 F 

239. 

Charge 

CND0/2 Experimental 

-0.1683 .:.o.182 

-0.1639 -0.175 

-0,1859 -0,201 

-o. 1794 -0.-192. 

0,3321 0,350 

0,3494 0.356 

0,3472 ·o.356 

-0.1648 -0. 178 

-o. 1828. -0. 19.9 

-0.1797 -0.194 

-0. 1665 -0.181 

-o. 164 7 -0.175 

-0.1652 -0.181 

-0.1831 -0.195 29 F --0.1600 -0.179 

-041800 ;_0,190 3o F -0.1~69 -0.158 



The ·-agreement between the independent experimental and 

theoretical identification of isomer IV being the product formed is 

very encouraging and illustrates that detailed theoretical 

calculations are· not always required for the interpretation of ESCA-

data in complex systems. The relationship between-the experimental 

and CND0/2 c~arge distributions in· isomer IV is 

= -0.004 + 1. 039qCND 

<± 0.006) 

and the CND0/2 and experimental ~barges are given in table 5,8. 

(The atoms are listed in the same order that was used for the CND0/2 

·input, appendix II). 

d") Discussion 

240. 

The·assignment.of isomer- IV as the structure of the fluoride ion 

initiated trimerization is at variance with that proposed by Fraticelli224 

(I). Howeve~ the· 19F n.m.r. spectr4m of structure IV, although complex, 

shows ~ fluorine resonance, integrating to one fluorine, which is 

char.acteris_tic of a single fluorine at;om attached to a saturated carbQn 

atom and also shows a clearly defi~ed resonan·ce,. due to one fluorine,· 

which is only consisten-t with fluorine ·at-tached to· vinylic carbon. 2"25 

These observa~ions are consistent only with isomer IV and therefore both 

19 ESCA- and F-n.m.r. data indicate that structure IV is the product of 

- -
fluoride ion induced trimerization of perfluorocyclobutene and not 

structure I as proposed by Fraticelli~ Chambers et al. 225 have 

proposed the.following reaction scheme l;o account for the formation 

of isomer IV: 
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(D) 

F ~ 
F F 

IV 

although they could not determine by which of the above routes. the 

formation occurred. (Dimers (B) and (C) are those previously· 

identified by· other workers). 223 ~ 224 . However, the formation of 
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carbanion (D) is expected to be favoured in the equilibrium between 

carbanions (A) and (D) since the negative charge in (D) is stabilized 

by a £F and two f.F 2 group~ where_as the negative ch~rge _in •(A) is 

stabilized by only one f.F and .. one fF 2 group. · (Fluorine atoms ~ 

to a negative charge strongly stabilize the negati.ve charge in 

fluorocarbanions). Thus on the basis of the chemistry of the system 

carbanion (D) may be e~pected to be ·formed and it was on this basis 

that ·structure IV was initially postulated as a possible .structure of 

the tri~erization p~oduct. 

Th~s example of structure determination clearly illustrates the 

use of ESCA as a powerful method of distinguishing between po·ssible 

isomers and was undertaken because the structure ·could not be 

unambiguously ·ass~gned using other techniques. 



APPENDIX I 

ORBITAL EXPONENTS AND CONTRACTION COEFFICIE~TS USED FOR 

AB INiTIO MOLECULAR ORBITAL 

·CALCULATIONS 



. . . . . . 117 
Slater Single Zeta Best Atom Exponents 

·ls 2s 2p 3s 3p 

c 5.6727 1.6083 1. 56 79 

N 6.6651 1. 9237 1.9170 

0 7.6579 i. 2458 ;2.2266 

F 8.6501 2.5638 2.5500 

s 15. ·5409 5.3144 5.9885 2. 1223 1.8273 

Cl 16.5239 5. 7152 6.4966 ·2. 3561 2.038 7 



Gaussian Orbital Exeonents and Contraction Coefficients for 'Larae 

Basis Set' Calculations on Halomethanes (CarbonJ Nitrogen and Fluorine)l.JO 

Exeonent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient 

Carbon S Nitrogen S Fluodne S 

4232.6100 0.006228 5909.4400 0.006240 9994.7900 0.006431 

634 .8820 0.0476 76 887."4510 0;047669 1506.0300 0.048757 

"146.0970 0.231439 204.7490 . o. 231317 -350.2690 0.233065 

42.4974 o. 789108 S.9. 83 76 o. 788869 104.0530 o. 785549 

14.1892 o. 791751 19.9981 o. 792912 34.8432 0.802728 

1.9666 . o. 321870 2.6860 0.323609 4.3688 0.317752 

5.147"7 1. 0 7.1927 1.0 12.2164 1.0 

0.4962 1.0 . o. 7000 1.0 1. 2078 1. 0 

0.1533 1.0 0.2133 1. 0 0.3634 1.0 

Carbon P Nitrogen P Fluorine p 
.. 

18.1557 0.039196 26."7860 0.38244 44.3555 0.042011 

3.9864 .o. 244144 5.9564 0.243846 10.0820 0.261899 

1. 1429 0.816775 1. 7074 0.817193 2.9959 0~ 797662 

0.3594 1. 0 0.5314 1. 0 0.9383 1.0 

0.1146 1.0 0.1654 1.0 0.2733 1.0 

. . . , . 



Gaussian Orbital Exponen·ts and Contraction Coefficients for 'Large 

Basis Set' Calculations on Halomethanes (Hydrogen and Chlorine)-130, 18~ 

Exponent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient 

Chlorine S Chlorine P 

105747.0 0.00030 587.622 0,00294 

15~55. 3 . 0,00236 139. 745 0.02290 

3615.32 0.01220 44~ 7900 0,10216 

103.0. 03 0.04844 16. 5885 o. 2~86 7 

339.691 0 •. 14902 2. 71409 0.31892 

124.497 1.0 6,60076 1.0 

49.5143 0 •. 40884 0.950083 1.0 

20.8138. 0.19018 o. 358271 1.0 

6.46497 1.0 0,124986 1.0 

2.52567 1. 0 

0.538139 1. 0 

0.193558 1. 0 

Hydrogen S 

19.2406 0.130844 

2.8992 0.921539 

0,6534 1.0 

o. !"776 1.0 



STO 4.31G Basis Sets used in the Calcuia~ions on Fluoromethanes 189 

Ex;eonent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient Exponent _Coefficient 

Carbon ls 

158.7,200 . 

28.86820 

-7.82464 

2.49060 

0,0648888 

0.2815200 

0.5338980 

o·. 2707320 

Nitrogen ls 

217.66700 

39. 60980" 

10.771100 

3.423800 

. 0.0648326 

0.2825690 

0. 5353110 

0.2677920 

Fluorine ls 

361. 73200 

65.87110 

17.96720 

5. 70045 

0.0651740 

0.2850680 

o. 5385960· 

0.2609610" 

Hydrogen ls 

5.216845 

0.954618 

0.265203 

. . 
0.088019 

(>.0567524 

0.2601414 

0.5328461 

1.0 

Carbon 2s 

32.165900 -0,0874263 

5.550890 -0.2444120 

. 0,425297 0.6464920 

0.134626 1. 0 

Nitrogen 2s 

45.291200 -0.0885431 

7.899950 -0.2498910 

0,610336 0.6453280 

0.190161 1.0 

Fluorine 2s 

79.444500 -0.0889846 

13.987600 -0.2592360 

1.069980 0.6603240 

o. 326013 1.0 

Carbon 2p 

4. 6·2opo· o. 0997415 

1.057310 0.3559750 

0.311279 0.5258960 

o. 0988179 1. 0 

NiJ:rogen 2p 

6.812820 0,1019300 

1.567510 0.3606460 

0.461632 ·0.5160080 

0.145557 1.0 

Fluorine 2p 

10.907700 o. 1225110 

2,515680 o. 3950710 

o. 708224 0.5037;310 

0,208634 1.0 



ST0-3G Basis Sets used in the CalculatiQns on Fluoromethanes189 

Exponent Coefficient 

Carbon l.s 

69.672300 0.167701 

12.44250 0."54355 

3. 22218 0..431954 

Nitrogen 1s 

95.57200 0.167753 

17.11730 0.,545580 

4.44008 0.429160 

Fluorine ls 

159.51900 

28.64360 

7.45505 

0.168066 

0.548963 

. 0.424739 

Hydroge_n ls 

·2.227661 

.0. 405771 

0.109818 

0.154329 

0,535328 

0.444635 

Exponent Coefficient 

Carbon 2s 

8.365170. -0.288780 

0,379382 o. 700773 

0.122254 0.373432 

Nitrogen 2s 

11.852700 -0.29507 

0.544801 0.696797 

o. 173200 0.378818 

Fluorine 2s . 

20.674900 -o. 304865 · 

0.959828 o. 708218 

0.296800 0.369033 

Exp~n.ent Coefficient 

Carbpn 2p 

2.323490 0.233214 

0~501410 0.574)22 

0.131779 0.413243 

Nitrogen 2p 

3.446690 0.237401 

o. 746574 0,572017 

0.192196 0.415644 

Fluorine 2p 

5. 741040 o. 267160 

1. 217890 o. 576108 

0.291822 0.400331 



130 Basis Sets .used for Calculations on Fluorobenzen and Toluene 

Ex2onent Coefficient Ex2onent Coefficient 

Carbon S Hydrogen S 

4232.61 0.00122 19.2406 o. 01~"06 
634.882" 0.00934 2.8992 0.13424 

146.097 0.04534 o. 6534 . 0.47449 

42.4974 . 0.15459 0.1776 0,50907 

14.1892 0,35867 Carbon P 

5. 14 773 0.43809 18. 1557 0.01469 

1.96655 0.14581 3.98640 0.09150 
. 

0.49624 1.0 1.14293 o. 30611 

o. 15331 1.0 0.359450 0.50734 

0.114600 o. 31735 

Fluorine S 

9994.79 o. 00117 
Fluorine P 

1506.03 0.00887 44.-3555 0.01636 

350.269 0.04240" .10.0820 0.10199 

104.053 0.14291 2.9959 0.31063 

34.8432 0.35527 0.9383 0.48636 

12.2164 0.46223 0.2733 0.34424 

4.36885 0.14063 

1. 20775 1.0. 

0.36340 1.0 



APPl;;NDIX II 

COORDINATES USED IN ~OLEC~~R ORBITAL AND 

EXPERIMENTAL -CHAHGE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIOllS 



The coordinates are given in aithez· stomic units 

or Angstrom units (1 a.u. = 0.529167 A) depending on 

whether the. calculation w~s ab initio or CNDO.(The 

inpllt for the ab initio molecular orbital programs· is 

in atomic units while ·that for ~he CND0/2 program ia 

in .Angstrom uni.ts.) 

Coordinates· UB(~d for Minimal Slater Basifi Set Ca1culatj.ons 

Molecul.e z-coordinates {a.Ll..l 

HCCH o.o ~-00200 4.28300. 6.·28500 

HCN o .• o ~.00914 4.19?48 

FCN o.o 2.38109 4~58265 

co o.o 2.13203 

oco o.o 2 .19'1747 4-383494 

occco o.o 2.24882 4.66772 7.08662 9-33544. 

scs o.o . 2.93480 5.86960 

ocs o.o 2.1.9212 5.14015 

· NN o.o 2.07420 

NNO o.o 2.132.767 4. 376.955 



Coordinat~~s used for ab initio Calculations on Halomethanee -.--··-- __.. ..... _ ... --... ····---- --.-........... ···--··-" ......... ··-~-- ............. _ . . 

Molecule ~ X X z (a.u.) -
CH4 H 1.6818060 0.0 1.1839167 

H -1.6818060 o.o 1.1839167 
B o.o 1.6818060 ·-1.1839167 
H· 0.0 -1. 6818060· -1.1839167 
c o.o o.o o.o 

CII3F H -1.9420180 o.o -0.15865450 
H 0.9710"090 1.6818850 -0.6865450 
H 0.9710090 -1.6818850 -0.686"5450 
c o.o o.o . o.o 
~ o.o o.o 2."519045-0 

CH2F2 li 1.6818060 o.o 1.1893167 
H -1. 6·818060 o.o 1.1.893167 
c o.o o.o o.o 
F 0..0 2.0567408 ..;1·. 45 4 4580 
F o.o -2.0567408 -1.·4544580 

CHF) H o.o o.o 2o0598410 
c o.o o.o o.o 
F -2 ~3745640 o.o _.0.8408770 

'· 1.1872820 2.0564330 -0.8408770 , 1.1872820 -2.0564330 -0 .. 8408770 

C.JI4: .c o.o o.o o.o 

' 2.0567408 . o.o 1.4-544580 ., -2o0567408 · 0.0 1. 4544580 
F o.o 2.056740.8 -1.4544580 ,. o.o -2 .()567408 . ~1.4544580 

·cH3cl H .;..1.9420130 o.o -0.6865450 
H 0-9710090 1.6818850 -0.6865450 
B 0.9710090 -1.6818850 -0.·6865450 
c o.o 0.0 o.o 
C1 o.o o.o ).)651670. 

OH2Cl2 Ii 1.6818060 o.o 1.1893167 
H -1.6818060 0.0 1.1893i67 

·C o.o o.o o.o c1. o.o .. 2.7485721 -1.94249'48 
01 o.-o -2.7485721 -1.94?4948 



coordinates for IBMOL5 calculations on FluQrobenzene 

and ·Toluene 

! .x .! (a.u..) 

Ring carbon atoms 

Cl o~.o 2.6)9998 

02 2.2862)5 1.31~999 

C) 2•2862)5 . -1.319999 

C4 o.o . -2.639998 

05 -2.-286235 -1.)19999 

C6 -2.286235 1.319999 

Hydrogen ato~a 

H2 4.061100 2.343306 

H) 4.061100 -2.)43306 

H4 o~o· -4.68~501 

·HS -4.061100 -:'~·343306 

H6. -4.0&1100 2.343306· 

Fluorine atom 

Fl ·o.o 5.155272 

Methyl group .. 

C7 o.o 5.512437 

HB 0.0 6.200878 -1.9414-00 

H9 -1.684240 6.20_0878 0.973795 

UlO 1 •. 684~"4.0 6.200878. 0.973795·· 

.. 



~dinates for F1~oro- and Oh1oro- llenzenes ----- - -
~ ~ ! (Jt~atroms) 

Cl o·.o l-3970 
02 - 1.2098 0.6985 
C3 1.2098 -0 •. 6985 
C4 0.0 -1.3970 
C5 -_ -1.2098 --0.6985 
C6 -1.2098 0.6985 

Iil o.o 2.4810 
H2 2.1490 1.2400 
H3 2.1490 -1.2400 
H4 o.o -2.4810 
H5 -2.1490 - -1.2400 
H6 -2.1490 1.2400 

F1 0.0 2". 7280 
-F2 2.)628 1.)6.35 
·F3 2.)628 -1.3635 
F4 0.0 -2.7280 
F5 -2.)628" -1.3635 
P6 -2.)628 1.3635 

Cll - 0.0 3-0970 
C12 2.6818 1.5485 
C1.3 2.6818 -1.5485 
C14 o.o -3.0970 
C15 -2-.6818 -1.5485 
C16- --2.6810 1.5485 



Coordinates for 

Dodecat11lorotricyclo [5, 2,2 ,02 ,6] ~ndeca-~, 5 ,a triene 

ATQri, ~ ! z {Angstroms) 

c 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
c . 1.54000 o.o· o.o 
c 1.95408 . 1.27442 o.o 
C· 0.77000 2.24357 o.o 
c -0.41408 1.27442 o.o 
F 3.22931 1.65215 o.o 
F ·-1.68931 1.65215 o.o 
c 2 • .11689 -1.42786 o.o 
c -0.~7689 -1.42786 o.o ., ).44689 -1.42786 o.o 
F -1.90689 -1.42786 0.0 
c 1.?3850 -2.00687 1.30453 
c .0.00149 -2.00687 1.30453 
F 1.95273 -3.26169 1.45533 ., 1.95273 -1.27692" 2.33627 
j, -0·41273 -1.27692 2.3)627 
1 -0.41273 ·-3.26169 1.45533 
c 1.47859 -1.88817 -1.32]73 
0 0.06141 -1.88817 -1.32373 
F 2.25i17 -2.24374 -2.34627 
F -0.71117 -2.243.74 -2.)4627 
F 0.77000 ).01012 1.08574 
:h, 0~77000 ).01012 -1.08574 



Coordinates for 

Tet.rndeca.flu.orotricyc1o [6,~,2,o2 • 7]dodeca 2,6,9 triene 

~ X I z (Angstroms) -· -
c 0.0 o.o 0.1.) 
c 1.54000 o.o 0~0 
c 2.25009 1.13638 0.0 
c 1.54377 2.50485 0.0 
c -0.71009 1.13638 o.o 
0 -0.003'77 2.50485 o.o 
t .}.58009 1.13638 o.o . 
F -2.04009 1.1]638 o.o 
F 1.89718 3.18687 -1.08575 
F 1.89718 3.18667· · 1.oa575 
g .-0.35718. ).18687 1.08575 
F -0.)5718 3.186.87 -1.08575 
c ·2.11689 -1.42786 o.o 
c -0.57689 -1.42786 o.o 
·p 3-44689 -1.42786 o.o 
:F .-1.90689 -1. 4~786 .. o.o 
c 0.00149 -·2.00687 1.30453 
c . '1. 53850 -2.00687 1.30453 
F 1.95273 -3.26169 1.45533 
p 1.95273 -1.27692 2.3362., 

.p -0.41273 -1.27692 2.33627 
F -0.41273 -3.26167 .1.45534 
c 1.47858 -1.88617 -1.32374 

·c 0.06141 -1.80817 -1.32374 
F 2.25117 -2.24374 -2.34627 
F -(>.71117 -2.24374 -2. )4627 



coordinates for Perf1~oroindene and its 2- and 3-·ijydro 

S~bstituted Compounds 

!lQ! X ! ·Z (Angstroms)" ..,.. 

c o.o 0.0 o.o 
c 1.3970 o.o 0.0 
c 2.0~55 1.2098 o.o 
c 1·. 3970 2.4197 o.o 
c o.o 2.4197 o.o 
c ;..0.5965 1.2098 0.0 
c -2.1570 0.8190 o.o 
c . -2.3435 -0.5079 o.o 
·c -0.9864 -1.1699 0.0 
F 2.0635 -1.1540 0.0 
F 3. 4285 1.2098 o.o . 
F 2.0635 3.5'741 o.o .,. -0.6665 . 3.5741 o.o 

3F -J.l554 1.7023 o.o. 
2F -3.5205 -1.1338 o .. o 

F -O.SJ625 -1.·9294 . -1.0884 
p· -0.8625" . -1.9294 1.0884 

2H -).2"970 -1.0150 o.o 

3H -2.9660 1.5350 o.o 



coordinates for Model Compo~nd No. l. 01Ql16 

-~ X I z (.X.ilgstroms) -
c 0.66750 o.o· o.o 
c 1.52866 1.27672 o.o 
c 2.98388 0.77280 o.o 
c·. 1.52866 -1•27672 o.o 
c 2.98388 -0.77280 o.o 
.F 1.29870 2 .• 00409 -1.08947 
:p 1.29870 2.00409 1.089·47 
11' ).59465 1.22985 -1.08947 
.1!' 3·59465 1.22985 1.08947 
]!" 3. 59465 -1.22985 -1.089·47 , 1.29870 -2.00409 -1.08947 
:p 1.29870 -2.00409 1 .. 08947 

· ~rom the symmetry properties of this molec~1e the 

r~mainder of the coordinates are the same as above 

except that·x is replaced by -X 



. . 
coordinates tor Model C~mpound No • -.~1oE16 

ATOM X I z (Angstroms) - - -· 
c 0.7)300 o .. o· 0.0 
c 1.65980 1.22990 o.o 
.C );09509 0.67174. 0.0 
c 2.94748 -0.86117 0.0 
c 1,.4)206 -1.13520 o.o 
F ).~3185 -1.)5244 1.08906 
F ).5)185 -1.35244 -1.08906 
F 1. 41823 1.95411 1.08906 
F 1.41823 1.95411 -1.08906 
F J. 726.54 1.10082 1.08906 
p ).72654 1.10082 -1.08906 ., 0.98263 -2.)8696 o.o 
c -0.73l00 o.o o.o 
c -1.65980 -1.22990 0.0 
c· -).09509 0.67174 o.o 
c· 2.94748 0.86117 0.0 
c -1.43206 1.13520· o.o .. 
F .. -).53185 1.35244 1.08906 . 
F -3.53185 1.35244 -1.08906 

·p -1.41822 -1.95411 1.08906 
p -1.41822 -1.95411 -1.08906 
p -3.7~654 -1.10082 1.08906 
F -3.72654 . -1.10082 -1.08906 
p -0.98263 2.)8696 0.0 



Coordinates for .c12F18 Isomer.! 

ATOM ! I ! {An8stroms) 

·.c 0.66500 o.o o.o 
c 0.77242 1.53625 o .. o 
c -0.69500 0.0 o.o 
c· -0.77242 1.53625 o.o 
p 1."29363 2.09329 -1.08947 
F 1.29363 2".09329. 1.08947 
F -1.-29363 2.093~9 1.08947 
F -1.29363 2.09329 -1.08947 
c 1.71527 .-1.12629 0.0 
c 2.5.6724 -2.03991 1.78407 
c 2o9)767 -0.84045 0.89206 
c 1..)4486 -2. 325"7'7 0.89206 
F 2.0~551 -1.45897 -1.24979 
p 0.17830 . -2.19334 1.51695 . 
F 1.39559 -3.49872. 0 •. 26716 

·F 2.25700 -1.70722 3 .. 03386 
F ).47429 -).01261 1.78407 
F 4 • .10423 -0.97288 0.26716 
F 2.88694 0.3)251" 1 .• 51696 
c -1.71527 -1.12629 o.o 
c -2.56724 -2.03991 .-1.78417 
c -2.93767 -0.84045 -0.892·06 
c -l.-34486 -2.32577 -0.89206 
.F -2.02551 -i-45897 1.24979 
F -0.178.30 -2.19333 -1.51695 
F .. -1 .• 39559 -3.49872 -0.26716 
F -2.25700 -1.70722 -3.03386 ,. -).47429 -3.01261 -1.78407 
]' ~-4.10423 -0.97288 -0.26716 
F -2,;88694 0.33251 -1.51696 



Coordinates.for c12118 Isomer IV. 

·ATOM X !" z ( Ansst·roms) · - - -
c 0.66500 o.o o.o 
c 0.77242 1.53625 o •. o 

·C -0.66500 0.0 o.o 
c -0.77242 1.53625 o.o 
]!' 1.29363 2.09329 -1.08947 ., 1.29363 2.09329 1.08947 . 
F -1.29363 2.09329 1.08947 ., -1.29363 2.09329 .. -1.08947 
c 1.71528 -1.12629 o.o 
c 1.26246 -3.)5659 o.o 
c 1·. 48887 -2.19144 lo08894 .. 

. C. 1.48887 -2o19144 · ..:.1.08894 
c l-·13285 ·-0.52456 0.0 
F o. 42320 -1.96493 -1.85·180 
F 2-55453 -2.41796 -1.85180 
F ·0.03819 -3.77626 o.o 
F ·2 .• 16952 -4.22929 0.0 
F 2.55453 ~2.41796 1.85180 
F 0.42320 -1 .• Y6493 1.85180 
c .. 4·· 77564 -1.19769 .1.26150 
c 3 .·65339 -0.15234 1.40075 
c 4.25511 _..;.1.56992 -0.1).925 

.F 5.11473 -1.31101 -1.1205·4 
F ).817"03 --2.82190 -0.23680 
F 2.79377 -0.41125 2.38204 
:F 4-09147 1.09965 1•49830 
F 4-70221 -2.18891 2.14523 
F 5-99991 -0.67802 1.26150 .., 3-20628 0.46666 -0.88374 
p -1;,"57206 :-0.97270 . 0.0 



APPENDIX III 

COMPUTER PHOGRAMS. USED FOU THE 

ANALYSIS- OF. ESC . .t\ DATA 



The ·progr.ams described and listed iJ:J. tllis appendix 

are those whi~b hnve been written specifically for the 

analysis of ESCA d~t~ as well as other atandard·programs 

such as the linear lea~t squares regression progra~. 

since some of the programs employ the same s~broutines 

the first section of· the appendix gives 8 brief description 

of the program and , in general , only 8 listing of· the· 

m·Rin program. The second section of the appendix gives 

a listing of the subroutines in alphabetical order. 

Where a program requir·es input of atomic coordinates the 

format of this has been made the same as that required 

for the CNDO program used in this work ~nd is also the 

same as th& format of the. punched card output from the 

geometry program. 



:i.) NEWPOT 

· · This program was Written primarily to calculate 

the intra-molecular r.Iadelung-type potential at an .a~om 

i.e. . the L :/ . ter~· in the: charge potential m:odei1 ~, 
:).:J: L .. J. 

cl i 
E = E

0 
+ kq1 + . [_ """7:" 

"'~l- J 

Values of k may also ~e used as input when the t~eore-tical 

shift, E-E
0

, is required.The.input and oatput are both 

fle~ible.The· coordi~te inp11t may b·e in eit-her A· or .a.11. 

and is -in tha same fo~ma~ as that required for th• progr~m . 

CNlNDo148 i.e. ( 1_4, J( 3.1, 1!'12 ~ 7) ) where the I 4 format· is 

used for input of the atomic_ nll~ber.The electron population 

on the atom_s may be iQ.put as ( i) the valen_ce elect_ron 

po·pu.la·tion·. ( ii)-the total electron population (iii) the· 
' 

charge on the .atom (iv) the ·individual ~rbital p~pulations 

contributing to the total popu.lat.ion on the atom or ( v) if 

the program is to be used for the calculation of inter-
. . 

atomic dista~ces and/or tbe.nuclear repulsion energy only, 

no electron population data need. be .. input. The output 

includes a listing of th~ coordinate~ in both Angstrom 

units and atomic units. Also, if ~equired, an inter-

atomic distance matrix may be printed in Angstrom units, 

atomic units or both.The program ·may thus be uued not ·only 

for the cal~ulation of the intra-moiec~la-r ·Madelu~ 

potential_s and theoretical shifts but also for the. 

calculation of inter nuclear di~tanc·es and n11clear repulsion 

energies .Subroutine. MAT PitT is used fo1· printing matrices. 



I 
7. 
J 
4 
o; 
0 

7 
11 
c: 

1., 
1,1 

11 
13 
14 
1~ 
1t. 
17 
lR 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2!1 
2f· 

. 27 
2tl 
29 
3'l . 
11 
]~ 
B 
34 
35 
le 
]7 
31.! 
1Q 
4(1 

41 
42 

·43 
44 
45 
ft6 
47 
4R 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57. 
513 
59 
f:l) 

61 
62 
63 
6~ 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

c 
c 
c 

IMPLICIT ~r~L·~~~-H,f-ll 
OIITA H~l"',ll!ll! .. , , 1!'11 T71'::~10 1 , 1, iii ":"II£ 7iY• ,27.71 ;"17();"./ 
D i "'f- ~!S 11)'1 ~ I 5l· I , V I <: ~ l1 Zl 'V I , !,!J l( I :;r. I , AllY I <:. • I , f.llll ~ u I , A K AV I 5;: I 
.!)I"~··!Sit:!'l ·~lt~···J,Il(,(.,:ii'I,CI-IA::I:o"'l,·t.r•iiqi5'JI 

l·~·,:i(i 

I'·) 1 

WQIT~I.<:,=-·· 'I 
!Of'A'J lo:;,v-1 T(!\"':",1'(1!1,1=1,771 
w" r T:: c t.,:: r. 1 1 n: ~ r, 1 '( c ! 1 , 1 = 1 , ; 11 
IFIT~ST.~Q~f~DI CALL ~~IT 

c 
c 
c 
C· 

IMPur r~: 11.,11, 1:·ii'UTI=l I crw;:~:~o1 c;: p: t.Nr.sPrl'S 
!'ISTANCr '11JTPIJT II'Q\1'"1=.· 1\C pr:p>i• 'l!JT .IN ANt;S~PO'IS 

~~;~.;T?=' 1\!: c:rqr~r r.uT 1'1 a.u. 
P r: a o 1 -:; 1 1 " 1 1 r-: t. r ~ =• ~ .r '·!!)liT 1 , r .::~; N r 1 , 1 P" 'H 2 
IF(I~·PIJi1,rl!':,ll r.r. rr. Iii~· 

c 
C 11\DUT (IIi ATQ:•rc II~H!S t.~C CIJNVFj;SIOt! TO ANGSTI<()US 
c 

1c2r ~DITE1~,5n21 
'l'J H•"21 I = 1,1\ATr,..s 
Fl't.£l l~oll''l 'IZirl,!,lJ~IIIoAIJVIII,t.UZI[I 
xi·Jl = :.u~cll .. ••~nrt 
Ylll " AUVIII ... IJ'·.!TJ 
Z I I I = tIll I I I • u~: I T 1 

1~21 CGfi.TP:ilc 
t;O TIJ 1 ')JO 

c 
C INPUT J~I.ANGS .. H,..S AP~[ C(INV~I<S(Cfl TI1-A,U. 
c 

1_:\1C 

11)11 
c 

i1AIT~Ita':i!"•31 
n~ Hill 1 =L ,r-.uc,..~ 
~EAD 15,1111 NZIII,XIII,YITI,ZITI 
A!IX I I, = X Ill I IIIIJT 1 
AUYIII = VIII I 11'~!":"1 

AUZC I I = ll I I I 1!"1 IT 1 
CO~ITI Nllc · 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

IF COP ., 1 DOcS IIIOT f:.E'lUIAE K Vt.lli!:S ~~0 Ofl!:S ~OT OLCliLATI:: SHIFT 
NCHI1Piol VAL"'r:cr: f DJI:Illlz, , 2oTO"'"AL PC:PLIII. 3, CHII(;ES 
4,Q~~lT4l "OPULATJa~S, 5,Nn DATA 
.. 4,0RBI"!"AL PCPIJLAT1CI'I.S , 5,NO OATA-CALI.;JLHES (:o~TE!C ATn•liC D!ST~ 

1')30 REJIC 15oll11 
I r: (Kf"IP,I:Q,n 1 
~ E ~ D IS ,12~ I 

KOD 1 t..CHnD,tWC 
GC T c; 1(- ';:"! 
.I /.1<.\YI I I, I= 1 0 IIIATQr.tS I 

1 ')50 CONTINUE· 
.. r;o Tr. 11 } ~·J, 1.,t !1, 1 ~'l:o.i "olO 7'), 11 3~ I ,I\IC HllP 

lObO AE!015oi2C•I ICHI\DilJ,I•I 0 fU!CI4SI 
GO TO 11~8~,1~~0.1J~nJ,NCH~P 

10·80 !)Q 11)iH I =1 ,1\1\Tr'IS 
IFINZIJI,t:E,l"ll C~A!IItl = 
lflfiZIJI,LE,LC"•.ANC,NZIIJ.GT,21 C~t.!lf.ll = 

. 1081 CONTT"'Ue: · 
GO TO t:>cr. 

1070 PEAD 15.1221 I.NoPBIIlol•1oNAT~~SI 
DO 1071 J=1,NAT~~S 
"NO • IIIQP P. I J I . 
READ (5112~1 lf:llol1 1 1•1,NC' 
Tfj~o~p • 1),(1 . 

on 1012 1 =1 .~m 
TE".MP .. TE114P .... II I 11 

11.)72 COIII':'INUE 
CHAR I J I • TE"4P 
CIJNT HI!JF. 

CALCUlATE CHAIIGES FDOM TOTAL POPUI.ATIOI'If 

IOQ1 
1100 

c 

DO IC9l 1•1,NAT0114S 
'i"e:JIIP · • NZII I 
CHAI<ITI =.TEI'P- CHJIPIII 
CIJNTUilll: 
(Y:IKr.D,EC,QI ~U TO 1110 

Ct'AR I II + 1oDtl.l 
C~otAI<I I I + 2. [l:!O 



7~ C WP[TE C~nkniNATFS ETC. 
77 c 
78 11~0 ~~~~~~~.51~1 
7q WPITr.1~,r,1~1 

8'! w s: 1 n c -:-, r; 2-; 1 1 r 1 , "~ z 1 1 1 , x r 1 1 , v c 1 1 , z c 1 1 , c 1-11111 1 1 1 ,11 "'A v 1 1 1 1 1 1 = 1 1 ~~AT,...··· s 1 
~ 1 W~ I T!" I "J , ~. 1 1 I 
92 w;;r·~~~~'5151 

~n W11[l~lt .. 'i2'q IIIINlllloAliXIII,AIIYIII.l.UllfiiCHt.IO(IIIIII(AVIIIJ.t =1, 
':14 l'IA T'"'!' S I 
R5' Gr •n 2)~n 

~~ 1110 ~c1rrc,,G1~1 
37 WD[TFI':,-:!'·1 
q 1:' w.: 1 r·c: cr. 1 r..?., 1 1 1 I , ''l' 1 1 ,·:w 1 1 1 , v 1 I 1 I 11 1 t, c wA 1:1 1 1 1 1 1 r = 1 I ~~a n1•1 s 1 
ac w~IT::I:.o,':l11 
~n hRIT::I61o;l~l 

.:~ 1 "A 1 r:: 1 ~ 1 57 L 1 1 1 I 1 N z 1 1.1 1 "'u x 1 1 1 1 Au v 1 1 1 1 :.lJLII 1 1 L.l'l A~ 1 I I 1 , 1 = 1 , :1 a r c•• s 1 
qz ~c '~ 2=(~ 
q3 11'30 lolPPf.I:>,SlC"JI 
~4 WR!T~I,,~l71 

')5 loiPI'!'::I~,~::;:~-;-! ICIINZilloXIIIIVIJIIZiltlll=1 1 "lATCMSI 
IH, loi~ITO:I'J,~lll 

~7 WIIIT~I6,~171 

oe Oill[':"~l-:.,5271 IIJ,~iZIIIIAUXIII,AUYIIIIAIJZIII111=1~NATO~ISI 
qo r: 

1·1~ C CALCUL6.TI('I\i· CF INTEii IITCf'IC CISTA!IIC[S I~ ANGSTPOMS 
1 ') 1 c 
112 2:'1"::0 OrJ 2•:·.-, 1 I =1,1\!ATO"~ 
HB DO 2·1":2 J=1,1\t.Tf.'!~ 
.1~4 ·RCJ.TI = nSOI'TIIXIII-XIJJa••~+IYIII-VIJII••l+IZCII-ZCJJiu21 
1'5 20<'2 C.ONTI'>IIJ:::: 
lOll 2:i.J 1 C01!! llliU•: 
1C.7 IFI fpc 'iT 1 .!"'~._.,I t;O TC! 2C.2~ 
1~n ~~ITFI~o53~1 . 
109 CALL ~ATPPTCP,~ATnMSINATO~s~s~.1olcl 
110 2'J2'l oo 2021 1=1 ~~-no~s 
111 00 2022 J=l 1 NATQ~S 
112 !l'IJ,II ·= PIJ1!:I I l:l~ITl 
113 2022 tnNTI~U~ . 
114 2021 cnr:r!'IIJL.: 
ll!; 1FflPD'IIT2.r.t:.:ll GO TO 2040 
116 WDITEihl53ll 
117 CALL ~AT~PTIR,NATQMSI~ATO~S~5DI10101 
118 2~4~ IF(NUC.~Q.11 ~G TC 22~50 
11~ EIIIUC = "'••1 
12(' 00 2241'11 l=l~~lATI"'MC) 
121 no 22'12 J=1.~ATCUS 
122 IFII.~Q.JI GOT~ 224t2 
123 TE~P = MZIIJ * MZIJI. 
124 ENUC "' e111ur: + TEMP I R IJ, I I 
125 224('17 t:a~.TP! 1.JE 
126 224"1 CO"-TPIU~ 
127 ';riiJC '" !'NUC I 2.0':' 
12EI WF IH 1". o1 J'J I fNIJ( 
l2t; 130 FOPMATC//2::.(1 1NUC.LEAIO REPULSION E'IIEIIGVCA.IJ.J =1

1 F22.12//I 
l3'J 22il50 CO~ITI~IIJ!.' 
131 1Ff!';("I-I;JP.[C,;51 G, T:1 10(10 
112 IJO 21J4l l=t.~lAiQ~S 
133 XIII "'c.r.. 
114 2141 C~MTINUE 
135 c 
136 C CALCIJLATI11N ('F 14Ar.ELIIN( PI1TENTIALS 
117 110 2"42 l=l~~~TCMS 
llR DO 2~41 J=11NA~OM~ 
1J9 IF (I .F~.JI r,o TC 2043 
140 XCII =XCII • CHARCJI I RII,JI 
1~i 2043 C~NTI~U~ 
142 2042 cn~rr~u~ 
143 c 
144 C CO~VEPSICN OF PCTENTIALS TO ~V 
11t5 c 
146 on 2044 I• ltNATOMS 
llt7 YIP • XCII • IJI\IJT2 
148 2044 co~1 Tlflllc 
l4q IFikOP.F~.OI GO TO 3C50 
1'50 c 



1.'il 
1'i.? 
I'D 
1';4 
15 ~-
156 
157 
1'5A 
lSC? 
~~~ 
161 
1~2 
1 b"~ 
164· 
165 
L6f-
1,7 
16B 
l~C: 

17~· 
1_71 
172 
173 
174 

·175 
17b 
177 
11e 
17c; 
1'3(1 
l'J1 
192 
1'33 
194 
18!:· 
1~6 
187 
188 
189 
1QO 
191 
1n 
193 
1Q4 
195 
1Q6 
19? 
19'3 
1~9 

201) 

C CALClJLATi: n~ffllr:H-n S .. JFT IN fV 
c 

~n 3~"1 1•1.~AT~~s 

ll II = UAVIII •CtU.PIJ I +VITI 
l'":C·l ([11:1! '·!II:· 

WI: I 1£'1 '> 1 'i4<"; I 
\;I:.J!f It ,:;411 I I I ,Ill Ill ,C .. A!:: III,VIII, XI·! I,ZI Ill, 1,.1-,N~.Til'·'SI 
en Tn '• r .• ·.:-; 

3C~r W~ITfl~,~~~l 

loDJT;"I~,S"'·II IIJ,~llli,( .. AQIJI,VIIIolCiltt,J•1,'~.\T·JMSt 
4~P~ TF~n • 1,~ 

Of) 4•.':..1 Ja),I';AT'J'I~ 

TE~P ·. = !:;••p + [Ht.l<l It 
40(' 1 cn•·ITT•!iiE 

WR'T~It 1 '5f~tif~P 

t;'J T'"' 1·::'""~ 

5~~ FQD~ATI 1 1 1 .7~x,•~~•• ~~~O~LY~G POTE~~IAL A~C INTE~ ATOMIC DISTA~C~ 
IP~r~~~~~ •••• 1 1111 

;r1 F~P,t.TI 1 ~ 1 ,:~~,A3,77All/ll 
5::0.2 F,P•It.TI 1 • ,2"x,•cr•r~:oJ"'~T:: r~.PJtT WAS I"" arnnc. UI\:ITS•111 
'H'3 FCR'~.!!T(t 1,7JX, •C'"'r-11f.'I'IAT!' llllPI.IT WAS fN a•;GSTAr."S 1 11t 
!:o1·) I'('Q!IoiiiH 1 •,z:x, 1 ~ .. ·• CC'CRO!IIIAii:S P~ At·lGSTi<1t·IS ~·--• 1 /11 
;11 !COP"-ATIII 1 •,z.rx,•=*•* [rrADPIAT!:S Ill; ATO•J( u~;ns .:•••'Ill 
5 1 5 F n 1:,.. a r 111 5 ~ , • c F ~: r P :: A TOM 1 c r 1 n • • , 1 c IC , 1 x • ; 1 1 x , • v 1 • 1 1 x , 1 z • , 11 x , • o 1 , 

lllX,'K'IIt 
51~ FOAJ1o!ATI//5x,•CPITt'": ATCJWOIC NO.•,t.~X, 1 X 1 o11Xo 1 V'ollX, 1 Z 1 ,ll'(, 1 1:'1/ 

11 
517 FOPMIITI//5lC, 1 CI.'JIJTAI= AT(M[( I\:C, 1 1lQX, 1 X"1 ,llX,•V•,11XI 1 Z1//I 
~ 2 '=' F n R ·-:AT 1 • • , s x , r 4 , l ~ 1 1 '· , I'; ll , SF 1 2 • t: t 
52~ FQAMATI 1 1 o5X,l4o~~.t4,6X,4C)l.tl 
527 FOFv.~rc 1 1 .rsx, tL ,•,x.r4 ,~::x,3Fll.c 1 
53~• F(IF"'t..TI 1 1 1 ,2C'X 1

1 '"'*"' INTER .\T!l'IIC C'ISTANCi"S IN AI'I:GST"-C~~'S ***•'Ill 
531 FO~MATI 1 1 1 o2C'XI'"'t-""'* IN"!'E~ ..1""0''-IC DISTAI'ICO:S 1111 AiiJ~ItC UI'I:ITS "'"'*• 1 / 

lit 
~·O· FCIFioiiiTI 1 1 1 ,~X, 1 CFNTRE ATO~tr.· r~n. 1 ,.]X, 1 tHAAGE•,6X, 1 FCTE~TfALI!:"VI 

1 POTEtf';"J AlI AUI 1 
1 '5)(, 1 51-!FT IE'V 11 1/1 

541 I'QF~AT( 1 1 ,'5Xol4o~Y,(',1~X,F1r.~~sx,Fl1.'o'iX,FI~.~,5)(,1'1,.~1 
1550 C(lfOI~ATI 1 1',5x,•c<:r;roE ATO'~IC •m.•,&x, 1 CHAF!Gf 1 ,&x,•PI1T!:NTIIILIEVI 

1DnTF~T[ALIAUI 1 //I 

551 .F'!!'"1ATI 1 1 ,5X,[4,'llol4,lCX,F1f\.4,~X,FJG.t.;SX,Fl0.4t 
560 FOF~ATI//2~X, 1 TOT~L C~AAGE = 1 ,F12.~t 
1~~ FnAMATIAJ,77A11 
101 F!]iit.oHI41'1 
1!~ FOPMATII4 1 ~1JX,F12.711 
111 FnD'HIT 11 r·tt 1 
120 cn~MATI~F10.QI 
l2'2-FOPMATI2L:l:.OJ 
5'- 1 cop·M.AT 11 l'·t 

END 
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ii) CHARGES 

Thia program is ~ued to set ~P a ~eries of 

simultaneous· e~uations which may be solved to yield the 

experiment~! charge distribution within a· molecule (of. 

Chapter IV.J). The input required for e~oh atom is the 

k-valu.e in eV/u.ni t c~arg_~, its ex.Periu1ental shift in 

core eiectr~n binding·~nergy (E-E0
) in eV, an~ its 

coordinates in Angstrom units. (The coordinate ·input 

is consistent with the_ format used in the CND0/2 prog~am) 

·The ou.tput f;-om the program· CHA.RGl!:S is in a forma.t which 

may be used as direct input to the standard IBM program 

·SOLN202 for the solution of si~~ltaneo~s equations and 

this is achieved by storing the relevant output from 

·the program iri a s~ratch file on· disc and using this as 

input to the p1•ogram SOLN fn the . following. job. step. 

The program CHAnGES also prints a li.sting of the ir1put 

data for each molecule (i.e. title,atomic number,coo~dirlat_es, 

k and E-Ff va.luea) together. with a num~ering system for 

t~e atoms, which is also the nu.mberi~ system for the 

at.omic charges produced by the program SOLN. The print;i.rag 

of the input matrix by t~e program SOLN was suppr~ssed 

for production runs of the program. The subroutines use~ 

by ··soLN are MAT iN 1 . MXOUT , .. SlMQ, and· Loc202 • 



I 
2 
3 
t, 
') 

b 
7 
P. 
C; 

lC 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
1~ 

16 
17 
1a 
lq 
2!J 
21 
22 
23 
21t 
25· 
2c 

~. 27 
28 
29 
3~ 

31 
12 
H 
34 
J!j 

3t. 
37 
Jp. 

39 
4P 
41 
to2 
43 
44 
45 
41;, 

lt7 
toR 
49 
5(' . 
51 
'52 

. 53 
54 
'55 
5c 
57 
'5A 
59 
!»~ 

IJl 
u 

.. 63 
64 
!a '5. 

·-66 
... 7 
68 
6Q 
70 
71 
72 
73 
?It 
75 

c 
c 
c 

IJ 1 r·E "'~ 1 e-N A 1 51 1 'i ~ 1 , r. 1 jl r. 15~' 1 1 x 1 ~ o 1 , v 1 5-i 11 l·l 5i"l 11 K 1 5•J 11 P 1 5 t:\ 1, Tl'· 1 b. 1 
N I IJ[ : 9 

5 (' P £ A 0 I 5 ol -. ., I IT , :111"', II.,. 
IFIIT.:;."J,OC:.I r;t~ Tn ~::,, 

PE"4CI!ioll"!l TLE 
loii&::TT!"'I!,,J,'IJ Tl.f 
l<f.tcro;,tr.11 l!")l~r.llloi=1~Nr'l 

0 f. ,\ 0 I 'i I I .-. I I I !\ I I I I ! = 1 I !\ILl I 
W~-'IT~I~tl271 
or. 2'"::' I= I ; ~~i 
I!!: ! D I.~ 1 I ~ t! I K I I 1·, ll I I h V II I , Z I I I 
w ll IE I~, 12l i I 1 iC I I I , ~I I I , VI I I , ll I I , u I AG II I , R I I I 

;JC'') (!"!!'\IT JP/IJ;:: 
l)n 2"2 l=l,II.C 
DO z·:·l J=l,•IO 
IFII.f:·!),JI r;c -r:n 7..,1 
A 1 r, J 1 = 'io~ T 1 1 x 1 1 1- ·(( J 1 1• * 2 + 1 v 1 11 -v 1 J 11 *'"l + lllll-ll J II• •2 1 
AIJ1JI-= 14.v:q/hii1JI 

2r:t CONTI"!I:O:: 
2C\2 C:'JN T I'~:J': 

0(1 203 ·1 o:J, N~ 
A I I I II .,. ~ I AG"I I I 

201 CflNT !NIJE 
WDfT~I7ol5~J·,~~,NCINC 

on ?. :::- 1 = 1. , \:;; 
WQITF.I7.t511 II.CI..JIIJ•l91'l101 

25!:1 CmiTIWI!: 
WDITFI711521 ~~~~ 
WR1T':I7.1511 IP.IIIol=1oii.CI 
Gr"! rn o;.:"l 

3P~ · ws:iT!'-1711511 'IPE,NIN!= 
INl FOI<11A:"IJ2131t..l 
1;.'0 FOR•~A"!'"Il.:'A41 
121 F G 10"' AT 1 • 1 • , 2 ., a41// 1 
1~1 FOF~~TI7~1~.~1 
122 FD~MATI'''•l~X~ 1 a*••C~ri~~I~ATES•••••II//I 
11'2 FQIOUATI!4o313~~F1?.qll 
123 FOPr.JATI 1 I' 2141 !il3li,Fl2.911 
t~C F~P'11Aii2Xw3141 
151 FQ1i-..ATI7F1~.~1 
152 F['j;.'-1AT I! II . . 
1~3 FrP~A~I7PX,Il/79XIIlJ 

STOP . 
EPI[l 

DI!IIENSJQN Al25"i'•jl,ei~.,J 

10 CQP.~ATI 1 l 1 'I l)(lLUTJ(lllj OF s I'•IJl TAIIIF.r"'US I!Ci.UT II"JNS I I 
ll FOR~ATI 1 f•'o 1 1JIM::''I!Ii['1P-<=:D AQ"A Tnn S~'All FOI( HIPUT Mt.TAIX' 1 I41 
12 FnP'H•.TI 1 •1 1 o 1 1:l![-(IJT!r.,._ iEPNI'UT!:I: 1 1 
13 Fr.PI-'t.TI'Il'• 1 ~0k. "~0 CCLU"'N t:I"'~N'ilr1,._S N'.'T EQUAL r:cR fiATRIX 1 .141 
14 F(IP"''ATI 1 ~ 1 1 1 I"'IC'lDQfCT ~IJMSFI1 ':IF PfiT~ (Aio!O'i FOP"MATP[ll' 1 141 
1~ FOP~A~I'0 1 , 1 r,O G~ TC NEXT C~S~ 1 1 
16 FOP~ATI 1 0 1 , 1 ST~U~TUPE C~r.~ IS ~nT ZcP.C FC~ "''ATP[X'wl41 
17 FQI111o1AT( 1 1 1 , 1 !"~1t;P.,Al I! VHTC~ 1 ,///I"t 
lR FO~"''ATI 1 l 1 o 1 SnLUT!QN VALUES'o////1 
19 FQP!"'t.TI 1 '.l'o 1 "1ATDJlt IS SI~GULA~'I 
20 ·Ff:'P~~'IITI7S:J,",')I 
21 S:Q~~ATII3~l~K,~1~.~~ 
22 FOPIIIATI 1 ~ 1 o 1 ENC QF CASE~I 

WP I Tr: I ~ .11' J 
25 CALL ~ATI~IICOO,A,25r~,III,M,~S,tERJ 

IFIP41 3.'),q5,10 
30 IFI["['D-11 45 1 ~!: 1 41) 
35 WRITE (1,,1lt ICr.b 

r.IJ rr. '=':J 
40 ws;: JTF.I~Jtl 41 ICOIJ 

GO TO ~o; 
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7f. 
77 
'7!1 
7<; 
!!r 
Ill 
Q2 
ll3 
!.!4 
35 
q~ 

II?' 
q~ 

a a 
or. 
~~ 
qz 
H 
'l4 

!15 
Qf. 
n 
~a 

9Q 
l ~ .. ). 
l~)l 

5fl WR I p: 1'>, 131 ICC:O 
G'1 f:") ~r~ 

55 JFI~SI b~of5,~L 
~o WFJTrl~.•~• 1crr 

(i:'1 Tl"' "~') 

I,S (All I'Vr,IJT(J(rJn,A,•J,~,.,S,bt:'o 121",21 
~t' t.~l I~, 2- I I~ I I I, I= 1, ~.I 
wofTEI'>,l71 
IJC 7( ! = 1 'FJ 

7 'I wR I T!: I ~. , l i I I , !1 I I I 
(ALL <;['·I:JIL,~,rl,rt"' 
I~I~S-11 ~' 1 7~,~~ 

75 I\IIIJTf-I~,HI 

Will T:: I '•, 1 5 I 
r.o r, 25 

81') WIIJTfl .. .l'll 
:JI) ll'S I =1 ,N 

!!5 wi<!Tf.l'.o7.11 ioPIIl 
ill;: IT=' 1':., 7,?1 
r,':l Tn 2". 

q~ ~~~01~,2:1 IRIII,I=l,~l 
WII(TF.I~, 1': I 
r.n Hl 2r:. 

qo; WD[T!;If>,l21 
P.FTUia: . 
f-'~-10· 

.. I 

·I 
J 
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iii) ATCH. . 

. This program is used to calc~late experimental 

charge distributions from ESCA data and is more versatil~ 

than the charges program described previously. ~he input 
. . 

fOrmat of the coordi~tes is asain con·al.stent with the 

pro·grams CNlNDO and .NBWPOT and may bf!) in either Angstroms 
. . 0 

or atomic units. The input of the k and (E-~ ) val~es is 

facili tate.d by use of liAIW.~Ll~T inp11t. instead· of the more 

rigid inp11t format of the other programs. This program 

also has the·facility "to declare that two or more atoms 

have the same charge and impose. the condi"tion th~t the 

s~m of the charges is zero f~r a molecule. There i.s also 

a facil"i ty to fix· the ·charge on an atom to any desired 

vallle. (However these latter twb facilities have not 

been employed in any of· the work reported in thi A theei.s.) 

The ma.trix. of coefficients for the ·set of simul taneou.s 

equations m~y be printed if required,and the ·final output 

includes a l~sting of the chRrges on each atom and ·the 

constraint·,if ~ny,placed on the charge. The AUIII of the 

~xperimental charges is also printed. The program uses 

the subroutines MATPRT, SlMQ,and ARRAY202 • 



1 
z 
3 

t; 
c 
c 

ATCt~ 

4 llFI.l xc!'r.o~~vco;cloll'i . .,ISHIF l""t.cr·u~TI':..JtiTITL.L·I50I,j;l!i-.,5CII 
5 1 C'l!i7D 1 r.o 1 F xu' \r" 1 'i;:,J 1 (, ?.•;:. :11 
~ [~IT::r,r.t' r.T~!~"'I~(,)I'·IV_.\l.l'i~l",·: ·~l<;·j),r.;;rNll'il,l!I'IIT 
7 Fr.'IIIV.'·Li ·~C':Iq(I1C:CIII 
n r~AT j! I'L 1\'~k If (lrflll ':1~!11 v 1!'111~'/ 1 I I If ll(0 1 I 1 £QUL I I I t:~.r 'I 
9 NA~~LIST ll~FUT/ 5~IF·~c~~STIP~I~~ 

If! I•):"·:· P:;.t.r) c~.,I':IITIH:':I.ii.T=l,z;-ol 
11 . p: l T 1'"1.!: Ill. t:.-1. ::•11:1 P.LL ;:v IT 
1 Z )oj~ IT f. l·'l, 11 • I 
13 WIOIT!:Inoll'::l ITITL"IIIo! .. -t.i!·:'l 
14 C. =<EAr. ~Ill""!:.~ f;l"- ATC''",T~HL ,_.:JL[CULAg CHAQGE ~NI"' !r-.Pl:T l.NITS 
15 c a FO~ ~u. 1 FC~ A~~sr~c,..~ 
lb ~~An 1';,1!:1 '·1!1l"''3•''rLC"i1,U!~IT 
17 c ~etn AT~MIC ~u~HF~s =~r c~o~ri~Af~~ 
tR llFW 15,2("1 llt.T'I!JIIIolCiri,VI!Iolllllol=l,II;ATC"1SI 
lQ C SET lo'ATI: IX P:< FIT OPT(,IlS l'n ZFR!"! 
ZC1 nr, 1':11 1=1,5 
21 PR(I-JTIII"'CI 
22 lr•E' CC!t:TINtJ~: 

23 C Q[t.fl SH!FTS , K-VUW:S li':D PPINT CPTICNS - NAJII:LIST HIPIJi 
~It ~f·ACI'i,(o,jPIJTI 

2r; C IF ctr~::DINAT::'S IN -H•~ST~Clf'S P~T!I;T A~O CCt..V!:IH TO At:J. 
21:1 IFIU!\liT.NE'.ll GU Tn ar.zr: 
27 WGI~EI~,l251 
i!IJ · 0£1 U"IS 1=1 ,II:ATI'I•'S 
2 Cl W P !"!':: I ~ ol2;, I i , A H;!j I ! I, X l I I 1 VI 11 , l.l II 
](I XIII :;: XIII I n.;;.z::q~,:r 

31 VIii= VIII I r·.'52!;1U 
32 ·ZIII = Zlll I r-•• n-:1:;,7 
33 IGI~ COMTJ~U~ 
34 1·J2~ CO!IIT I~:IJI= 
35 C WD ITC: CC'!~:OiHI'J/JTES , K-VALUES AND SHIFTS 
3fo wc·r rr:: l t1, 13(') 1 
37 WPITE l6,13fllii,H1110lii,XI!I,Vlll,lllloSHIFTllloCC!NSTIIII,I=l,l'.t.r 
!B 10MSJ 
19" C ~ALCULAT!: 11P FR'lM INTERNlJCLEAq, 01 STAI'.ICES At\0 CCNVEFT TC EV 
4~ ~ = l 
41 .N .=. NATOMS - 1 
42 OCI 1~:n I•l",N 
43 u. = ,.. .. 1 

44 00 1C2S J=~,NATn~s 
45 PCI,JI = SCi:TilXIII-XIJJJ••2 + IVIII-YCJi1 .. 2 + IZI:I-ZIJII..,ZI 
4b IFIQII,JI.LT.1.~-41 =ri,J1=1.0-4 
47 Rfi,JI;, 27.21(,7 l Dli.JI 
4 8 P I J, I I = P l J·, J I 
49 ·IC25 c.::rn rrmF. 
~(I l:J3o r.o~~:r rr~•J!: 
51 C PLACE K-VALU~S CN TH~ CI.GO~Al 
52 01) 1Co35 l=l,NAT£11!5 
53 RII,II = CC:I\STIII 
54 .l'J35 CO~ITHIU:; 
5'5 c· PRI~IT TI-llS I"'ITIAL 11-1.\TI'(X IF D~QUIPE'D · 
56 JFIPPI~Tiri.EQ.GI GC TG 1040 
~7 WDITEiboll51 
~8 C!LL ~ATPPTI~,N.TO~S,NATOMS,SO,I~,CI 
5«;1 1041) CONTIN 1JE 
~Q C SET IJP FQU"I~TII1NS FlR IIT0'4S WrTH A GJV["4 Ct4APr;E 
61 READ jr;,(51 ~FIX 
,2 · IFI~~I:<.~O.OI r.o T'l 1'~44 
~ 3 D '=A 0 · I 5 , I 5 I l !'JV ALl II , ! =I , r~ s: I '<I 
64 F~AD IS,251lFXC~AD(II~I•l,~FIXI 
65 01) 11'142 l•l~NFI~ 
66 ~ • ~VALIIJ 

67 SHIFTl~l • FWCHADIII 
68 no 1041 J•1.~ATC~S 
6q P(K,JI •·0.~ 
7r. 11'41 tn~T(NIJ;: 

71 PIK,KI • 1.~ 
72 1042 CONT (Nil:: 
7 3 1044 C ("p,;f I Nil':" 
74 C P.!;AO SF.T i)F .HOMS -I'ISSIGNED ECIJAL CHAPGE 
75 P.EAD 15,151 Nl 



76 
77 
7'! 
79 
'If 

.IJI 
132 
lt3 
'14 
~5 

!J~ 
87 
AS 
119 
9('. 
q1 
q2 
q] 

q4 
~~ 
91) 

'J7 
qfl 
99 

l'l:: 
I'll 
102 
II) 3 
11)4 

11-!i 
1~6 
1 '17 
106 
109 
uc 
111 
112. 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
l22 
123 
124 . 
125 
126 
127 
128 
12q 
BIJ 
131 
112 
IH 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
14"4 
l't5 
146 
147 
14A 
14° 
15t'. 

C R~4~ ~~~1~1 ~I 
I F I N I • !" •l. :-.I r.o r ::"• l ii "r. 
R~AD ~~~~~~ l~l~lll1latl~l I 

C SET VALIIf' OF SHIFT f"(ll THESE rn G AFIIO "OLCH F!1D THE; Ulc;T !:OIJ..\TJI.IN 
[lQ 1 i":io ~· I '" I 1 N I 
IC = ~rr.111 
!.=I-ll rT·IK I = ('. 0 

1~45 r.nrH!'IUr 
K = t, • !)I 1'1 I I 
S~IF.IK I a "'!JL(H 

r. SET C0i" 10 ~"1CI:r..TS Tr zt;~r. EXCFPT. FOR LAST EOt!ATION 
Nl T ,. ~I! - 1 
on 1:- 5·.• 1 = 1 1 t~ 1 r 
IC. = NrCIIt 
00 IC4~ ·J=11MAT~~S 
·A(II'o.ll = (i,O 

1~4P C:LJt,il'llJ:; 
1")~·:· CONTPIII!:' 

C SET liP £:0•.1 H 101\:S· FIJD IHFFEREtiCE OF CHAliCES ON TiH! .. AT0"1S 
on rn~~ r = 1~~rr 
K. = ~~=o I I I . 
J,;, Nf.OCI+11 
A(.K,KI = 1,.') 
RIK 1 JI = -1.~· 

1 os 5 r: n·P: TI'IIJF. 
C Si: T UP ':!)U~ Tl 1111 FI]D SCM ilF CHA~GE S 

K = r.:c:t:l ~~r 1 
nO 1~b0 J=1,NATC~S 
A II< 1 J I • 1 • •,) 

1 ~·6':' cor~ T r•uJr: 
r. WRITE 1=1:1~.L F(FM iJF .,HRIX I·F DEQUIREC 

IFCPP(~Tili.EQ,OI GOT~ 1065 
WRIT':I6,lt.('ll 
CALL ~ATP~!IFINAT~M~,NATC~S,50r10r0t 

1C65 CONTI~U!: 
-C WRITE F.INo\L SHIFT VECTnll IF. R':~IJI'~ED 

· IFCP~INTI31.t:0.•11 Gll Tn Ui7'5 
. WOrt!:: (6 0 14';1 

WRI.T!: (<)115:")1 C"SHIFTCit,l.•1rNA!'l"'SI 
1075 CONTI~IJE . 

CALL AQOAVC2,~ATO~S~NATC,S,~~.5~,S,RJ" 
CALL SI~~IS 1 SHIFT,~ATQuS,KSJ 
IFIKS.EQ.ll GOT~ 1115 . 

C SUM CHAJ:'GES 
SUM ,. ) ,·:: 
DO 10:1::1 r =1 11\ATO~S 
suu • SUM + SH[FTIIJ 

1080 CONTINIIE 
C SET CNS~R TO PLANK,FI~ED CR ECUIV DEPENDING ON CONSTRAINT PLAC~D ON 

DO u·."e 5 I = 1 , Nt. TO !AS . 
CPIS TR C I t • I!L4NK 

1 (18<; CDII:TI NUE 
IFINFIX.EQ.~J GOT0109l 
00 l:J9·) I;o1,1\I'IJC 
K • NVAlllt 
CNSTP CK J = F I liED 

1090 CONTP:II: 
1091 COI\ITf~IJ'.: 

IFI,I.EQ,nt GO.T~ 1096 · 
DO 1095 I =1 ,NI 
K· = NEOIIt 
CNSTAC~t • E~UIV 

l'l95 CONTINUE 
fJc;6 CONTfNUi 

WRITFC6r1'551 
WPITEI6rl~~~ III,ATNOIIItS~IFTIIJ~CNSTRITti,1•1 1 1\ATC~St 
WAIT!:I6t1~51 "SUIIII . 
;o;n rn 1oo.J 

1115 WRIT~I~,17Ct 
GO. TI"J 1 t;'l:1 

10 Fl)li H4 TC '"'A4 t 
15 FI"'RIIIIATC 7.1114 t 
2 () F n.r:,.. AT c r ,. 1 F 1 s • 7 , F 1.5 ·• 7, F 15 • 7 t . 
'-5 FnP~ATI~CIO.CI 

110 FCP~ATI'l'r2011, 1 ••••• CALC~lATtON OF ATOMIC CHARGES FPOIIII ESCA CHE 



151 
l'i2 
153 
lS4 
15'5 
1".:i~ 

15 7 
1r;H 
l":c; 
1'>•J 
161 
1'i2 
1':3 
1'J4 

.l () 5 
J;J!; . 

167 

l~ICAL S~IFTS n•••* 1 //l 
tt"'i nH:I"IITf' 1 ,11"( 1 2 •1141 

1<'5 ~'f.I'!.IATI//l"X, 1 (11·"•"11!Po!.~T;:') )PI AII;GSTO(M UIIIITS 1 //5.111 1 ATOM AT{l~IC >.;•J, 
I I I 4)11 I l( I ' 1" )I' 'y I. I""(' ll I /I 

17~ F~R'-IATI~•lCol4,t,X,I4 1 I~E .• nl 
13(· I=IJf:~'HI//I'li',•C.,.,,.:"!U.\TcS I'll ATO!oiiC WIITS'//~lCo 1 HC" ATC.•IIC ~lflo 1 1 

14 X ' ''( ' • I =X ' l,y I I I=: Y,' ' l' ' I·~ X' ' 'i .. ! <: T li. I /I 
t':.H F n P~ AT rr: l( 1 ! ~ , 4 x , 1 .. , ~ r 1 ':i'. r. 1 3'< 1 r ~ • '" , 1 ( , F.:; • .:. 1 
135 F!iP••.\TI//FXo 1 l"'!TIAL ·•AT"JY n<=.C'j:."FFJC,!I'NTS 1 //I 
l4e FriO"ATI//1 ICo'r!'·I.\L I':~T~IX ll~ (q'::FFICIE'~·ITS 1 //I 
l 4 5 r: (l p M .\T I II L - 1. ' I F p., AL ~ ~·! F T v F· c T •J 0 I /II . 
15? Ff1~~~~112Y,f1~.4~ 
15o; <=~H:"!.\TI 1 J 1 ,5W,'.\TCI• AT(;"'ICJHI. C1-4t.;IGE 1 /I 
I~.., ~'a~<•.,6.TI. 1 '• ":X1I t,, I; ,l:x,F 1•:'. '5o2X,.':,.:.J 
1~5 F=rF'I.\T 1//"'X, 1 ';1.1" nc U.LCULAT!'!J Ctt.\Pt;t;S:!:.' 0 F'3.51 
17::' Fm"'Aii//5X 1 ~11fDIX SI~GULAF ("liiiTII'iUE WITH IHoXT CALCIILATIGI\: 1 1 

t:NO 

! 

j 

I ., 
I 
( 

l .I 

1 . t 
. ~ 

~ 

··II 
{! 



iv) GEOAi l 

This program is used to calculate the 

coordinates of atoms in a molecule using bond ~ngl"es 

~nd distances. Punched card output of the coordina·tes 

in a format· consistent with coordinate input format 

of the programs CNINDO, NEWPOT, CHARGES, a.nd ATCH is 

obtained.· The input data required is clearly set out 

in the comment cards. in the .pr.ogram listing. Subroutine 

MATPRT is used for pr1~t1ng inter-nuclear 'distance 

matrices. 



1 
::! 
3 
4 

s 
. (, 

7 

H• 
.u 
11 
·l) 
llo 
~~ 
H 
17 
lP. 
l ... 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2~ 
27 
2il 
29 
'31) 
'H 
3.L 
33 
34 
35 
3l: 
37 
38 
39 
It!> 
ltl 
-42 
-43 
44 
ItS 
46 
47 
46 
4Q 
50 
51 
52 
53. 
54 
55 
5f: 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

. -6Cll 
'70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

C FCI:Tnr.•r IV PFt:~r.IJt."' r;::•J"IIJI!I'"!IT,n1JTPI.JT 1 PUIJC.Ii 1 TI\Pr ~·= IIIIPUT, 
C 1 T ~Pf•, :nil TPU 1 1 T-' 1.'1-.7 :PI lr~(~; 

C r.FrJ•I( ~ALCIIL'f,TI'S .. ~-'': C!!I~DO!"'A·'i"F.S P·l 1-f)I"'"N!;J(lf,AL MDU C.Ulf:S.,r,l Vf.N 
c TrtE ":1Wl L?"'.r.THS.r•n.r ""r.L~S t."'r. r.l.r·~Ecr:,\L .vrGUS 
c TH!' r.:_p-, r-rJTPur ·n·1·~ r.r.r."1 C.\"1 1\E •rStu ;.1~·rcnv t.s I"'"JT T{'l p;u1 
C Pt:r~.~A!'Mtl:' PV 1-l,.r,··.rrw~;, MH~ ':EVISF'1 lW ri.C.~Air;0 7U,I;I= TEXAS 
C •••ft••~ I~PLT n~r~ F~~ [A(H ~CLECUL~ ~•·~•· 
C FI"ST (4:'il'l 1-!1~ ~'1U"CIIl.E CH!CGE :11.,1 CCLS.I-2oAf\O HAS Tt-E·..,·lLE'CUU: 
C ~AY~ I~ ((LS.3-3~ 
C S~CO'ID C.:\P!l, r.il,\ T 12 
C IZHill 12 
C IZA'\'121 12 
r. IZ.\TIJ.I 12 
C KWIIC II 
C 1'<12 F7,1o 
c· F?1 F7,4 
C Hli:T! 1=1,., 7 
C. EAC .. SUCt:ESS IVE OF!l, Nil 12 
C Nl\ 12 
C IIC I? 
C NO 12 
c 1 Lf.TCIIInl 12 
C ILAZV T1 
C PCC F7,.t,; 
C THP.CD F14 .7 
C PHAACD F1t..7 
C A CAI:.Q WITH c;.; I~! UlLS .1-2 '·'liP ~~ tCt:i:D AT THE t"lO nF 
C TH( ENTI~E O~CK' aF ~Gl~CULES Ta TEPMI~~TE Tl-~ PPOGA~M 
C C6AD!' F'JR ATCI-4S :.II'!'H IZAT=91:1 ·ADt= NOT Pl.llii'CHEO 
c 

.0 I ~ENS I 0~·! XC lOt I , VI 11)rt , ZC 1 cr I , R C 1 CO ,I ;;o I , I lA T I lC•:J I , I\ A"' E I 1 B I 
w~; IT r: (7,'!18'11 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

9!!') FOF.,AT·(4H I 
45 PEtiCI5,c:C·t'IICHr..C~!ANFI ll,l=lol!ll 

Q•):) F!)r:14ti 112 o.l-!!.!14'1 
rFCICHG.~Q.~ei~O T" ~q . 
WDJTEI6,~~DII~L~~I[I,I•l,l~I,JCHG 

a~o FO~MATC1H1~1BA4;7~[~A~GE•,I31 
WPJTEI7,0S111CHG,I~A~EIIIol•1ol91 

9@1 F{'I~~ATII2,~X,1eA~I 

RE60C~,aGti~CATolllA!C!I,I=lo31oKWIK,~lloRZ3,T~ETA 
qrH F0~"1AT141 2oi1,2F7.4,1=1~.71 

W~ITEI6,a5?1~12.~23,TI-ET~ . 
WP.ITECt-.>;511NOliT, lllATII'I, I =·1 ,31 ,rcw·t K 

951 FQF!"t.T I'.!WHIOAT :: 12, l4H . IZA7111 = 12, 14H 
l14H -IZATf31 a T2, ltH K~IK E 11~ 

:.!ATI21 :: 12, 

052 F~R~AT 1-:'H qz = F7.4, 10H ~23 :: F7 •. 4, 12!-! THETA • E 1 lo. 71 

NOU IS THF: fi.U1148EP r.F aTOMS, TZATIIJ IS T~E ATC~1C f\U·"BEA CF A'TO"' 
fUI!'!~"F I. KWI" AlliJWS AU.TD!IAT IC Ct.lCtlUTION OF COORDH~AT.cS CF 
ATQ"'S 1, 2.• 3 IN !\11-:PLE CASrS, KWI!< = Ll, iETPAHE.CI'oAlo ICWJI( = 1, 
A~GLE 120 ~EGPEES, KWJK • 2, A~GL~ SUPPLIED AS D~TAUM, 
~12, A23 ARE 8Ch0. LE"GTHS. THETA I~ T~f 123 BONO ANGLE. 

IF CKWII'~- 11 'le 2, '3 
1 CCC!S=-1.13. 

· SSI~•I2.J3,1•SO~TI2.1 
c;o T0.4 

2 ccns•-l.5 
SSI~•n.5•SQATC3.1 
GO TO 4 

3 THETA•T~ETA*1.1415926536/18,. 
CCO!ii=CIJSI.TH€TA I· 
SS III·•S I IIi I THETA I 

4 DO 5 1 I •1 I 3· 
X II 1•0 .o 
Y·ll I •C• .0 

51 Zll l,.c .• n 
XC21=1:12 
XC31~~12-Q2l*CCtS 
YC31=P2'i*SSII\I 
DO 5 I :: 4o ~OAT 

'5 XIII =·1r.O~Il.O 
WPITEI~,q5.31 

q53 FO~HAT C8RHO NA NB NC N~ I ZIT I,.DI' llAlY II CD 

I 
~ ,. 



qq. 
lJ(J 
101 
102 
1:13 
1')4 
1J5 
lt)b 
1J7. 
1)8 
lC9 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
1113 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
!28 
uc; 
130 
131 
n:2. 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
1l9 
140 
141 
142 
141 
141t 
145 
J4(. 
147 
148 
149 
no 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
c 

0(2 

c 
r.. 
c 

7 
'3 

954 

7e 

c 

I T~RC~ 
no ·sz i .. ~o,~rnAr 

PI-'11!\Cf..l/ J· 

ATO"S •u,. I'IP, P:c,· .. avF KNOw~ Cf.lJI:I"IPIATi:c; 111·11: Ar:i.: r~OT.COLLI'l!:Ac. 
1ZATIP!11 IS rtif ~.Tr·~rr. 11-'li~!':'P ·~F .HCM IIIC. Ti-H!CC I:i TI1E. I"!CD "[;"1NO 
AfiGLEI-'1 r~=c:=-=-~s !lllf: PI-'.\HCu T!-f" JlW':IJIIAL A~r.u; i.!F C:D I'El!ITII/i: T;: 
AS, "[A!iiiQ!'fl r,LrCK•H::.:- IILCNr. TH:: Ol::.i:CTION ~ Tfl C. IL1\ZV ~lL":-5 
AUTO~ATIC C'LCULAfl~\ ~F A~~l~~ I~ h[Q~AL T~TIO,~lUDAL a~e PLA~A~ 
SV~f::u.~. !LAlV = .,. 1, 2, l, :,, o; r,:-:-.:ai-I!:Q:iAl WITH Dl!~r.fl.:lAL 
A'!~Lr:s llF ;lf-5"!C:TIV"LV .); r.i1, 12.), 11:, z~o:·., 31:.: Ci:G;;,EFs. 
ILI\lV = .,, 7 i>l!"lo\L· CI<;, TI:411Jc; :J!":_::>!:CTIVtLV. lU:lV·= !'1, ATf~S 
B, C, 0 c;rLLtr;[A!:. ILAZV = Q 1 !l"-lr.LI:.S Fi'O'~ r.'AT..\ 

PEAOI5,~nzJ~A,N8,~C,NO,IZATI~DJ,IL'lY,PCO,TI-I~:n,PHARCD 
F O.f: M .H 15 12 , I I , F'1 •'•, 2 F l - • "7 I 

CHECK TH!T CCORCIN~TES ~F AT~MS.NA, 1118~ ~C HAY~ BEE~ CALCULATED 

IF I.XItlld + XII:BI + XCI'>C.I - 7~.,-:;.c.l 3, ·sc, ;(' 
loiF I T!_:"l ~ • .:~:;4 I 1\t., IIJI!, r..c, r.r., I Zt"'" I !IIC I, ll A ZY, R CO, THPCO, P 1-AI-"!Cn 
Fn~~A?. I JX,!2,3~oi2,3X,I2,!X,~~.~X,l2olOX,I1,7~,F7o~t&~,El4.7,•X, 
li:1~.71 
·IF lllt•lY- 91 7~, ·11:, 7q 
R SC =SO'< Tl I vI '!C 1- lll N'I.J I •• 2tl vIr:(" I -vI~'! 11·.,.7. +I Z I r.C l-l C NB I J1o:•2 I 
XINIJI = ~II'ICJ + IX.INCI - XI"H!II•FCO/~'iC 
Vl~!j"l :o VC:IiCI + IVI'.JCI vc•;PJI·""Cf'ICJ!C 
ZC-11101 = ZC'ICJ + IZI"'CI lii'I!!II•~CD/P!:lC 
GO TC! !.'2 

C MOVE ATO~ C TO ORIGIN 
c 

ICA = Xl:'llo\1 - XC •JC I 
VA :o V INA I - VINCI 
ZA ZII'IAI - ZIII.CI 
XB .. xc"NRJ XCNCI 

·ve = YINBI YIN.CI 
ZB = ZP:111 - ZI~CI 

c 
C POTATE APOIIT l-A'(IS TC "AKE VB • o, xe +YEo IF XVB TOO SMALl,, 
C ROTATE FIRST qc DEGREES ABCUT V AXIS 
c 

c 

·XVB•SORTIX~**2+YP.••21 

K "' 1 
IF IXYB - 0.11 q, l:lo 10 

q K =." 0 
KPA = lA · 
ZPA = -XA 
XA = XPA 
ZA = ZPA 
xPe = ze 
ZPB = -K~ 
XR "' XPS 
ZA ·= ZPI3 
XYR=SQRTIX~*~2+V~••21 

10 COSTH • ~~IXVS 
SII\ITH • YI!/XY~ 
XPA = XA•C~STH + YA*SI~TH 
YPA. • YA*COSTH- '(A*SINTt-

C JOTATE ABOUT Y AXIS TO ~AKE.ZB VA~lSH 
c 

c 

11 ~RC~SQRTIX8**2+Y~**2+ZB*•21 
"SINP.H = ze!/O~C 
COSPH•~Q~T~1.-SINPH••21 
XQA = XP~•r.nSPH + ZA•SI~PH 
ZbA • ZA•CCSPH - XPA*SINP~ 

C POTATE ABdUT X A~IS TO ~AKE ZA • 0~ YA +VE 
c 

c 

12 Yl~•SQPTIYPA**2+ZOA**21 
CI"SKH = YPA/VZA 
SINKH = ZQA/'!ZA 

c cnoAorr•it.n:s .A, cxcA,YlA,OI,. 1!, ·IRBc,o·,ot, c, co,c·,ot, 1110~: -vE 
C COOROINATEc; OF D 1101o1 CALCULATED I~ ·NEW. FRI'IE I. 

R. 
'~ li. 
H 

' 



1'H 
152 
153 
1~ .. 
155 
15~ 

157 
15 8 
15C: 
1-~C' 
~~ 1 
162 
163 
164 
165 
16~ 
167 
16P. 
16-i 
1n 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
1112 
183 
19t, 
11J5 
11J6 
187 
188 
189 
1QO 
191 
192 
lH 
H4 
195 
Ub 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
21)3 
2o4 
205 
206 
207 
208 
2'.)9 
210 
Zll 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
Zlq 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 

c 

c 

IF "lllt.lV - 11 . 13' 1 ... 15 
ll ((1~!) = I .-·:l 

SH:o = :l 
r,l) rn 21 

14 cn~o = ':'.-; 
SINO=~.~~SQPTC3.1 
r.a rr .!1 

15 IF lllt.lV - ·u 1":1 ' 17' 18 
16 en so = -;.~ 

SIN~=~.5.SQRTI3ol 
r.o TO ?1 

17 en so = -1. .. 
SIND = 1"1 
en Tn 21 

l& IF 111.-'lV - <;I J·~' 2'), 22 
1Q CI"SD = -.•.: 

SIND=~~.s~SQQTI~.I 
en rr~ ll 

20 r.oso = :, • 'j 

Sl~n=-~.5·S~~Tt3.1 
21 Cl"lSA = -1 •. -, 3. c 

SIt! A= I 2 ,/3, ·1 •SCR.T C 2. I 
(j(l T:l 2~ 

21 IF II LAZY -
23 (1"150 = 1. J 

SJN[I = ~:: 

GO T() 25 
24 Ctl!i!J-= -1.1 

·s IIIlO = "\ 

71 23. 

2'5 COSA = -•1.·5 
SINA=~.5*S~DTI3.1 
CQ ill 2~ 

241·"26 

U.· IF IILAZV - C:l 211 2t11 28 . 
n ct'!111r JNIJE. 

G(l TO 2~. 

28 THBCD=TH~C~*3.1415~2t536/IE~. 
P~ABCO=PHASCC•),J41597.b~36/19~. 
SINA=SINI TH!'.CCI 
COSt,.,CriSITHPCDI 
S I ND=S l"ll PHA·er.r I 
COSO=Cns·r P>iA!lr.CI 

29 Cnr4T PliJE 
lCD P~(l•CCSA 

VD = ~CD*~INA*COSD 
ZD • DCD•SI~A*SINO 

C TI!A·NSFOR!~ COOI=DINUES Of D BACK TO CPIGif\Al SVST·E,. 
c 

3C VPD • VD•COSKH- ZD*SI~~H 
ZPD • ZO•CJSKH • VO*SI~KH. 
XPO = ICO*CCSPH - ZPC•SINPH 
Z·DL' = ZPO*CI:!SPH • XO•SINPH 
ICQD • ~P~*CCSTH ~ VP~•SI~T~ 
YOh • YPD•CCSTH • XPD•SINT~ 
IF IK- II H1 l21 31 

31 XRD.• -lOr. 
ZIIO • XOD 
XOD • XQO 
ZOO • ZQO 

32 XCNDI = XQD + XI~CI 
"YCNDI • VCD + YfN(I 

ZC NO I . :o l ')[) + l C NC I 
5·2 CONT T~lllE · 

wP 1 TE" r a 1 Q5('11 r N , .. e c r 1 , r ., 1 1 ~ 1 1 1r. HG 
WDIT!:IbiQ5t;l 

q55 FO~HAT 178~f.N~. ~~ ATn~ X-tO~POI~4TE 
IE l-CO~AOI~A~E/1. 

DO 41 l•l~~t'AT . 
wA 1 r F c 61 .,o;, 1 1, x c u~ v r r 1, zc r 1 . 

q56 FORUATil~ ~~X~I21l~Y,~In,71llXIF1J.711l(IFl~.71 
IFI UATIII.FO,q:nr:o Tn 41 
WPITEI7,9~21.ZATCJIIxi ll,VIIlrZCII 

982 FDPMA~II~~JC3X 1 FI2.711 
lo I CO~T IN•JF. 

Y-COOIIOJIIIAT 

.. t 



226 WPITr-17,~A~I 

227 [)IJ 81! 1'"1 ,1\:rAT 
2?.R nn P.~ J=1,~r.AT 
2 2? P P. R I I , J I =SOP T I C X I I 1- X I .JI I • •.h C V C I t ;_VI J t t .,.. 2 + I Z I I t - Z I il t * "2 I 
?J'J WF TlF 1~, ~"r:·llf-IAP!fl II, I =1ol~ I, lr.l-4r: 
2~1 W~IT~I~,~571 
212 Q57 FGr••ATCl .. '"l.?.IHPITf.~AT~:~JC IH4iUNCi:4),/lt 
211 CALL ~&TPP~IP,~~AT,NCAT,1~~,1fi;OI 
'- Jt.· GO TC .i.5 
215 50 WRITf;l6,c~~l 

2\c '1~9 FL1i:~•ATili1Co ~fHCC"r:DrJii.CF 1 FEFEFENCE ATO,. UNAYAILAAL[t 
217 QQ WDITEI7,~aJt . 
21c 983 ~n~~ATC2 .. ~QJ 
23C:: END 



v) L]:;AST SQUARES 

This standard linear least squares regression 

_program was used for the calculation ·of the· correlations 

between (a} charges on an atom the Madelung potential-

. corrected ·binding energies· to obta;i.n values of k and Eu 

( cf. figure4 .1.) and (b) experimental and . ~nrno charges 

(cf. Chapter IV). 

I 



I c 
2 c 
l. 
lo 

5 
b 
7 
9 
c; 

10 
11 
12 
I) 

14 
15 
1fl 
17 
18 
1q 
2f• 
21 
22 

. 23 
1:4 
25 
26 
2i' 
28 
29 
11) 
31 
12 
33 
34 
35 
16 
37 
3£1 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
lob 
47 
48 
49 
50 
'51 
52 
!53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
61 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
.70 
7l 
72 
73 

SI~PLE ~~G~ESSI[N ~V LEAST S~UIRfS 

INTt:f'iFP F1 1\1 1 io 

D 1.1 U Ill i no l' C: I S I r N X I ?.C: r- , ? I t Y I 2 ol I , S I I , 2 I ill 2 , . .z I , flo 5 5 R , P S 0, 1\, i: , 
f: FT F S T, '·I:.: M! Ill 1 SOC ? I , [• 50" T 

A!:ACI<;,NII: 
DO r:oi' I "'•" 
P E An i :; , 1'.' '' I F oi-l 
IF IF,;: ).llr:C"TG I 
I F I r • f l. 2 I r,o) Tn 2 

1 0(' 1'1' ~=I , N 
l<EADI':oi':1111(1K,Liol=l,21 

I 0 C IJ~i T I'. ~J:: 
·r.aTG 3 

2 00 11 l = 1 t 2 
RfA~I5ol~liiXCK,LioK=l,NI 

u· c·nio!Ttr:!l:::; 
3 DO 4 J.::1,2 

D:J 4 Y.=lo? 
Y I J, K I =') 

4 CONTI ~;u~;: 
D11' 5 L = l, 2 
{)Q b N:to2. 
nn ·6 K = 1 ,111 
YIL,~I=YCL,~ItCXIK 1 [I~I(IK 1 MII 

6 C('NT(II!IJE: 
5 C CI'I:T! ~l•J:: 

oo 9 L=f,z 
Slltll=!'· 

Q C [!lilT l'liJ;: 
on 1 K=l,..,. 
Slltli=SII ,LI•XIK,LI 

7 CONTIPHJ': 
on 1? L"i, 1 . 
DO 12 ""lt2 
Z I L, i"l =.J 
ZCL,~I•Yilo~I-ISII,LI*Sil 1 i"IINI 

12 CCN.TPIIJE 
~PITfl:),1121 

oc 5(' l = 1 ' 2 
M~A~ILiaSil,LII~ 
SDI ll =J,Q 
DO 51 K=loN 
.SDILI=SDILI+IXIKoli-~EANIL11•*2 

~ l CONTI N!l~ 
SDILI•OSQRTISCILIINI 
~PITEI6ol~51L,~Cl,Lioi"EANILioSDILI 

50 CONTI~U~ . 
D•Zil,211ZI2t21 
s s~ .. z u , 2 1 .. P. 
RS0=SSDIZ!lo11 
A •I S I 1 , I 1-1 B• S I 1 , 2 I I II 1\ 
E•D SQP. TC I 1. t:' IZ I 2, 21 I* I I Z I 1 t 1 I-S SF I II 111-211 ; 
WPlTEI6olC21SSP,ASQ 
IFIB.GT.~JGCT[! 5~· 

WDITEI6olCJIAoBtE 
GOTC 5-!1. 

55 wPITfi6;1Q~I~,R,E 
56 F T f S '!' = S SA I I I Z I I , 1 I - ·S SP I II N- 2 I I 

WPITflno1C4IFTEST· 
CJR CONT·I~IUi: 
qq FOII~ATII21 

100. FOP"''AT I 11·, 11 I 
101 FOIIMATI10IF8.311 
102 FOR~ATI111111(, 1 SUu CF SQUAPES OUE ro T~E PfGRESSION• 1

1 Fl2.4o 
2 111 X t I P. s r.lll ApE 0 • 1 I i= ~ .4 I . 

1 o 1 F n P ... A r c 111 x 1 • v .. • , F 1 1 • .:. , 1 x , F c:. , , • x • , 115 x , • 1 • , FCI • 4 , 1 1 • 1 
1 0 4 F 0.11 MAT lllll.X , ' f-VAl II f-" ' o I= II • J I 
105 FOA~ITCIIX,I2o2~tfll.1,FI1.~,~X,F13o11 
iob FOP~ATII11K,•V~ 1 ,fi1~4, 1 + 1 ,F~~~.~X',Il5X,'I'oF~,4~'1'1 
112 FOIIMATIIII~X, 1 SU~S OF OAT4 1 ,5Xo 1 ~;A~S 1 o3X, 1 STO.DEVIATIONS 1 1 

srnP 
E~D 



vi) · E~CA KlN.BTIC ENERGY DATA PHOGitAM 

This pr·ogram, although not actually used 

. in the analy'sis of EtlC.A data, is use~· to p·rodu.ce a 

listing of· kinetic energies oi photoelectrons for any 

given x-ray energy in a convenient and easily legible 
. . 

form. 'Nhere relevant,the sp~n-orbit splitting is also 

printed. The input ~eq~ired 18 the· name and energy of 

the x-ray.~ and for eaoh element the atomi~ numb~r, . 

title, the principal quantum ri.umb.ere of the shells to 

be considered and the bindins energie~~ The two short 

subroutines calla~ by the program, KINET and PRINT, 
. . 

are listed 4·irectl~ after the ~in program since t.bey. 

form ·an integral· part .of the program and are not used 
. . 

by any of. the· other· programs. 



1 
2 
~ 

c 
c 
r. 

F.SCA·KT~ETIC f-N~Rr.v CATA pcnr.RAM 

4 DI~F~SICM r~AYli11,XCAY2(311EL~~TibJ 
s r N Tf.GF.A sH-: LL 
b l~l":'cG~" .UNO 
7 CC~M[N/F;~C/f~I71,E~rC711E~LI71,SPLITI31 
e REM"! l"ti'Jr.J Xf:AYI,JIAAV2 
Q 11.r:t.c· 15.1151 ::'11~:·•2 

1J 1Q7C D[ft~ 15 111•1 AT~~~~L~~T. 
11 lFIATN~.E~;c~~~l ~Q i~ 200~ 
1?. Wi'PF.I:-),2·""1 rLioi'IT1J1lNU 
l3 WIO I H h ; ll: 2 I X!: a Y 1 , ~-I'•:J 
14 WPiTEI~~2C71 XP~Y2,F.~2 
IS WAITEI~~2~51 
16· loPITF:I6,2l)l II~AV1,X·!:AV2 
17 1100 DFAn 1511151 SHELL 
1R r,n T!'! ll0l..:'ll•~··2;)11r3r.t·04{1110!:!'1106C.I1C1'CII SHELL 
l~ 1010 PEAO 1'5~1:151 OHII 
2~ CALL ~I~ETC11~~1 1 EN21 
21 CAlL PDi~TCl1ll 
22 G~ TO 1100" 
~3 IC20 DFAC 1511C51 CBEC 1111=1~31 
?4 SPLITill = P.EI21- ~!:131 
25 CALL ~I~ETC31~~1~E~?.I 
26 CALL PRI~TI3121 
27 GO· TQ 11CO 
2 9 I ..., Jlj p!: AD I "]. ' If' o:; I II! E I I I " = 1 I 5 I 
2Q. SPLITill =~!:121- Df.(3J 
3~ SPLITI21 •P£141 - PE151 
31 CALL KINETC5~~~l,FN21 
32 CALL PQI~TCS,SI. 
33 r.o rn 1l~J · 
34 1040 READ.151Ui!:l I~ECIIII=l~71 
3 5 S PL IT 11 I :. H I 2 I -. P. E fl I 
36 'iPLITI21 = Elt"C.-.1 - eEI'.il 
3 7 S PL IT 13 I • I! E I': I - BE I 71 
38 CALL KINETC11EN11E~tl 
19 CALL PRINTC1,101 
40 GO TO 1111;> • 
41 1050 READ IS11n51 .I~EIII~1=1~51 
42 SPLITClJ = REI21 - 13EC31 

. 4 3 · SPLIT I 2 I = I! E I'! I - I!!: I 5 I 
44 CUL KI!'\!:TC51EII.llr:~zl 
45 CALL PRI~TC5,171 
46 .GO TO 1100 
47 "1060 READ 1511051 IBEIII,1•1,51 
48 SPLIH11-.• BEI21-fl!::l31 
4q . SPLITI21 • P.EC41 - P.EI'H 
50 CALL KI~~TI5~E~l~~~21 
51 CALL PPI~YC5,221 
52 GO TO 11~0 
53 2GOC WPITEI6111 
54 1 FOP~t!l 1 1 1 1 

55 2(10 FOR!IoiATI 1 l 1 //////25Y 1'"'**** 1 16A41'•*"'"*'19X 11ATQ!IoiJC N0.' 1 l4//.//l 
56 205 FOR~ATC 1 •,SX1'LEY~L 8I~DING E~FRGY' 1 7X, 1 ~l~ETIC E~ER~v 1 ,lOX, 1 SPl 
5"1 lN-OPI!IT SPLITTI~G 1 1 
58 210 FOI\Io!AT(! ·~·2c;X,3.\411XI3A41 

.5q 202 FOR!-1ATC 1 1 .15·X, 1 PI!=RGY (IF 1 ,3A4, 1 XRAY.S • •,f.lO;l,• ~V 1 11 
60 100 FOPMATI3A4~3A41 . 
61 105 FOR~ATCBF1~oCI 
62 110 -FO~IIoiATif4 1 6~41 
63 115 FOP!IoiATIIll 
64 CALL EXIT 
65 END 
66 
67 
68 
n 
70 SUAPOUTINE. KINETIN~E~1,EN21 
71 CC"IIIIIoiCIIIiFPED/I!F.I71 I El'l(; 171 ;.EALC71, SPL IT131 
12 no · 1 c. 1 •l 1 N 
7] "ENr'i(.JI ··F.Nl·- ~'=lfl. 
7to EALIIJ ,; £.N'- 1!!:111 
75 IFCEMG"CIIoLT.O.C'!I.E'IIGIIt • 0.0 



1~. 

71 
76 
7<:1 
!I( 
g I 
a2 
R3 
a:. 
115 
il6 
97 
A8 
A9 

. Qt• 
en. 
«J2. 
'H 
94 
QS 
~u, 

.97 
98 
':IIJ 

:l!j'j 
11') 1 
lJ2 

. 103 
1J4 
l'l5 

. 106 
107 
1 ')I! 
toe; 

.llt) 
111 

IFIEUIII.Lr.o,ol [ALIII = C"I.IJ 
r F 1 o !' cr 1 • r u. c. '" r- "r.r n =\) .,; 
IF IHF.I l I. f!J.P.I) I F·AL I I 1•0 .r. 

1 Ll co111 Tr 'liue 
liETIJCN 
END 

SIJBPI"'IJTP~': PRINT I ~1, Jl 
O~IBLE D~ECI~I~N LIZ~I 
DATA Lllii'IS 1·/ 

DATA "LI211LI311LI41/ 1 25 1 11 21'1/2 1 1 1 2P3/Z 1 / 

DA T .\ L 15 I 1 L li>l, L 171 ,L"I ill, L P II' JS' 1 1 3P l/2', 1 3P 3/2 1 , 1 30 3/2 1·, 1 3r)'; n • 
1/ 

·. [I AT A L r i :- 1 , 1. 11 1 1 , L c 1 z 1 , L 1 1 3 1 , L 1 141 , L r 1 ~ 1 1 L r 16 t 1 1 •• s 1 , 1.:. r 11 z • , • ,.p -~ 12 
l 1 :,·'41H/7. 1 

1
1 41:5/7.1 ,•4r.~/2 1 1 1 4F7/2 1 / . 

Ot.TA LC 171 ,LIIP.Io·Lil'il oll2fii.,U21 1/ 1 55.1 o 1 5PI/2 1 1 1 5P312 1 , 1 5C~/2 1 ~··r; 
105/2 1 / . . . 

Ol'iT A L I 2 2 I' L 1.?3 I 'L I 24 I 'Ll 25 I 'L I 2 ~I / 1 65 I • I H'l/2 I 'I 6 p 3/2 I 1-'l! 03/2 I 'I b 
lD512' I 
COMHON/FRED/~Ef71,~uGI71,EALI11 1 SPLIT131 
K=l . 
00 lJ 1•1.~ 
IFII.EQ.).~g.r.~~.~.~~.r.~Q,11 Gn TO 2~ 
WPITFI!»,2151 LCJ+l-llt~FIII,E"'rari,EALIII 
GO TO. 10 

2'1 wP·fTEI~~21!'1 UJ+I-lloB.EIII~E~r.fri,EALII I,SPLI.TIKI 
K•K+l 

· lC' C~NTINUE 
WD(T!:Iooll 
FOP!I41."T( 1 :"·. 1 1 . 

215 FODHATI 1 1 15XoA~,Fll.1,@X,F8.1,5X~F8.l,l3X,F5oll 

R.ETlJ!= N 
END 

. I 

I 
"l 
l 

"i 

I 



SUBUOUTINES EMPLOYED lN PROGRAMS 



1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
b 
7 
A. 
'i 

1
. ,, ... 
11 
12 
13 
14" 
15 
1b" 
17 
19 
1Q 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2!5 
26 
27 
28 
2~ 
30 
31 
32 
33 

.34 
35 
36 
17 
38-
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45. 
46 
47 
ItS 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
~!! 
56 
57 
58 
'59 
60 
61 
62" 
63 
64 
65 
6f, 
67 
68 
69 
7~ 

"'1 
72 
73 
74 
75 

-~-, 

·' 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Sllfll:'illlfl"lf A!'lii.V fMCDf t I 1 J 1 N 1 1",S,OI 
OIMt•ISill!'l SllJ,DIII 
N I = t1 I 
rrsr rvoc nr cn~v~PSICN 
lr:Ptfl!lE-1 I l·:(·~t·J~:,I2[i 
CC~VFPT ~~rM SI~~LF TC Oat~L~ DI~~NSJON 

10~ IJ = I -J + I 
N~ • -~, "'"J + I . 
DO II!~ K=l ,J 
Ill'' = 'l '' - "-'I 
DC I l ~ L = l, I 
IJ = IJ- I 
t!l" = .,... - 1• 

u;:, orr:ul = ~liJI 
- r.ro T'J l4n 

CONV!.RT F~CM OGU~LF TO SINGL~ DI~ENSION 
12uiJ=·· 

125 
13~ 

lit., 

,, ... • ,- ' 
D'l 13" If :I I J 
00 123 l., l '! 
I"J = [J + I 
NM .. !'."' + I 
sr r J 1 = D U~IA I 
m• = ,, v. 

·~·I 
!.:!; TUI:'~~ 
E'll) 

SIJAPnUTINE LCCCI,J,IP,N,I4,rSI 
I X• I 
·J)(•J 
IFII'!S-11 Po20,31 

10 IPX:o~•IJ1-ti+IX 
r.o T~ 3b 

2~ IF·Cill-JXI 22.24 9 24 
22 IPX•IX+IJX*JX-JXI/2 

GO TIJ 3b 
24 IPX~JX+~I~*IX-IXI/2 

GO TO 16 . 
3Ci I All:!) 

IFIIIC-J)I'I H,32,.16 
32 IAX=IX 
36 Ill•IPX 

~ETUPN 
. END 

SUBA!JIITINE ~ATI"411CODE, ,\, ISIZFt IAOWoiCOL,ISoiERt 
01 fo'E'NS Ill~ A Ill 
DtME~S[nN tAROI~I 

1 F'OP~ATI7Fll'.f•l 
2 FOR~ATCI~,21•,I21 

ICC = 7 
i·EP = 0 
READ 15,21 ICODEoiPOW,ICOL,IS · 
CALL LCCII~C~tiCQL,ICNT,lPOW,ICOLtiSt 
IFIISilE-ICNil 6,7,7 

6 lf:A = ·1 
7· I·F C"fc"NT I 311,38 ,a 
8 ICOLT = iCOL 

JArJCP = I . 
CO~PUTE "'~ •. n~ CARDS IN THIS DOW 

u I-P cos ·.,. c 1 r.o-LT-1111 oct. 1 
IFIIS-11 15,15,12 . 

12 IAC.DS "' I 
SET UP l~OP F~R.~O. OF tAROS IN ROW 
1"5 On 31 K=l, I lOCOS 

AEAOI 'itl I ICACOIIlol•ltiiJCI 
SKIP T ... A'1 1 (.•PrS·If :INPUT ARF.A TOD SHALL 

'IFIIF:!ll l6olt,3i 
l6 L•'l 



7f., C CrJMPIJT[ Cnllll"l~ ~n. Ff'JP FJVSf FIELO 11\1 Cli!=!JEI\IT Ct.AO 
77 JS=IK-LIMI~C•lCfll-JCnLT•1 
7ti JF=JS•JOC-1 
1Q I~'"IIS-11 LC:,I9o17 
9~ 17 J.f =J5 
81 C S!"T liP LiJIJD HlP J:ATo\ Flf14FI\ITS WJTHI~ CA~D 
31. 19 on 3~ J=JS,J~ 
q) JFIJ-JCiJL I 1~,20,11 
8 4 2 0 C A L L L rc II Dr C ~ , J .I J , IIH)W , I COL , I S I 
85 L=L•I 
9~· ·~'! AIIJI•Clll!JIL I 
IJ 7 3"1 Cor~ Tr '!U;:: . 
qq ~F~c~-r~nc~•l 

·11 q IF Ill= r!W -I ;; '1 Cr. I 3-l , 3 '5, ·3 5 
9C "3 5 I F I I ~- I I . 17 , 3t., 3., 
•1 3~ ltOLT=IC"LT-1 
9? 37 G~ TO 11 
93 JA r.r:,l)l!'.ll f.'i=['!lll 
94 IFI(!I::OIIJ-; • .::91 3t1o4~,]Q 
95 ]Q I r:P = 2 
9~ 4J RETUD~ 
n EI'4D 
ql) 
qQ 

1-J•) 
1\) l 
1•]2 
103 
1H 
1·l5 
l'lo 
l•l7 
lOIJ 
10q 
llC 
Ill 
112 
113 
114 

"11-5 
II~ 
117 
118 
1110 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
12l! 
129 
130 
lll 
1'32 
133 
13~ 
us 
IU 
137 
na 
l'Jt;. 
l4Q 
1·41 

. 142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
1.C, 7 
llt9 
lltq· 
150 

SUPAOUTIN~ ~ATPRTtA 1 N 1 Y,MA,NC,III 
DI~~NSJ~~ AI~A,M~I . 

C ~ATPPT P~J~TS ~AT~ICES*• FACU KLOP~ANS PPCGPA~ SCF 
I(K•O 
I'IC~ I•~IC-1 

J=O 
L •1 
IFIII-lii3,13,14 

14 L~l 1-1~ 
rr a'J 
K"K:o 5 

13 DrJ 5 IZ•L,~,NC 
NIF.•IZ.NC"1 
IFIIIIIF.G~.~I~IF•~ 
J•J•N-11 ~II Z-11 
IFI J-52 I !J, 7,7 

7 1=0 
J•C 
GOTQ 9 

6 I •1-
13 CnNTHIIJE 

IFI I.+KK-·112,3tl9 
1 FOP"t.IAT 11Hll 
"l WRI TFI6oll 
3 WAiiflb,&J(K 1 K=IZ,NIFI 

HI IJ=2"P:P:=-Il•ll+l . 
4·FflR~AT11H~~IlCI111 

IFIJIJQ,~,IO 

10 DOllJD:JZ,IIo 
JJaJP 
IFIJJ.r.Y.NIFIJJ=~IF 

ll WRITE If) olG".'I.Jq, u·u A ,J C I, I C•l Zt JJ I 
GOTQ~ . . 

~ 0012 I·P=l,N 
12 WPJTCf~.l~11JP 0 1AIIR,lCI.IC•JZ,~JFI 

lbO F~~~ATilH 12o2X,lOF~C.41· 
'i CONTINUE. 

PET:Uii~ 
lEND 

SUP. POUT I NE .-xoUT 0 CODE, A,N, 1'4, MS, LINS, JPOS, I SP I 
DJM[NSJ!"IP.J AllJ,qllU 

I FrJR14ATIIHlo~X,7HM~TPJX ,JS,6X,J1,5H P~WS~~X,Jl,8H COLU~I'IS, 
IIU tl3HS if.IFA(;E MIJTl!: oil tAlC, ')HPAGE , 12 oil . . 

2 F~A~ATC12X~8HCOLUMN ,713Xolltl~XII 



151 
152" 
153 
1'5"-
1'55 
l~b 
157 
15& 
l5Q 
16') 
161 
162 
1'13 
u.r. 
H,; 
166 
167 
168 
1610= 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174" 
175 . 
1713 
177 
175 
179 
l!IC• 
18 l 
182 
liB 
1~4 
lil5 
184'· 
lq7 
ll.llt 
lqCI 
1~0 

-1 1H 
192 
193 
194 
195 
lQt. 
197 
198" 
199 
200 
201 
2~12 
21) 3 
2·llt 
205 
21)6 
2()7. 
2·ll! 
20" 
210 
211 
212 
213 
211t 
215 
216 
.217 
2111 

"21Q 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 

3 FOP I'll. Tr 1H 
4 FClP~'l.TilH o7llo4H;J 1,'-I 1 13,71':16.~11 
5 FO~MATC1~0,7J,~H~0W ol3o71F1b.,ll 

J= 1 
C WDIT~ H~ACING 

Ni:~O = !ilrS/11, - I 
LE~D =ILI~S/JSPI- 2 
IPAG!:= 1· 

1 (' L) TIC "r = l 
2':1 WPITFI.,oll trnr.•::,!II,I-4,MS,IPAr.[ 

JNT =J + N::·•:n - l • 
(Pl.li~= fDJ.!";=': + 1 

31 IFIJ~JT-'-11 33dlo32 
32 JNT = '' 
31 (Qr-IT 1~!'1!: 

WP(Tqoo21 IJCUF,J(IJF•JoJN-:'"1 
IFIISP-11 35,.~5,41' 

15 WRiiE.I6oH 
40 LT~N~•LSTOT+L[N0-1 

~[l 8~ l=LS'~',L'~~r 
C .F[lPJ.4 OUTPIJT FOW LINE 

on 55 1<=1, r.er.!l 
KK ~ IC 

JT • J+K-1 
CALL LGCIL,JT,IJNT,!II 1 ~,MSJ 
ltiK I = ').i) 
IFIIJr.'TI s;,sc,45 

·45 "IKI • 1\lfJ~-ITI 
50 CCNTI!IIIJE 

C CHECK IF LAST CCLI.I.,.r~. IF V!:S GO TO 60 
IFCJT-~1 ~~otC,~) 

55 t:r:'!\ITJIIfiJF; 
~ ~NO OF LI"F, ~CW WRITE 

6'=· IF(JSP-11 65 1 t-5,7'~ 
. 65 W~ITEI~t41 L,IBIJWioJW•loKKI 

GO TO 75 
70 WRIT!:Ioo~l L 1 1~1JWI,JW:1,KKI 

C IF END CF ~OwS, GO CHECK COLU~NS 
75 IFIN-ll ~s,e~,B~ 
80 CQNTINUE . 

C !:~D nr: PAGE, ~OW CHECK FG~ ~rRE OUTPUT 
LSTqT = LSTDT+LEIIfO 
co·Ta zo 

C F.ND OF COLUMNS, ·iH~N RETUD~ 
85 IFIJT-UJ 9J,95,Q5 
oo J • JT + 1 

GO Tn. 11) 
95 R!:TtlFI'I 

END 

SUPPOUTI~E SIHOIA,P,N 1 KSJ 
01 "ENS I (1~1 A 1"11, Rr"ll 
TOL=C.::! 
KS•O 
JJ•-N . 
DO .b5 J=l ,N 
JY•J•l 
JJ•JJ+rl+1 
R I GA=ol) 
I r.:JJ-J 
DO 30 I•J,N 
IJ•IT•I 

fF(AP.511JJGAJ-ABSfA.IIJUJ 2Q,3J 1 10 
20 BIG.A•AIIJ i 

P•Ax•l . 
1~ COIIITINIJ~ 

"IFI~RSIBIGAJ-TDLI 35,35,40 
3"i K~•i 

D.E TUDN 
4" ll.,J•N•c.J..:.21 

I T•I 14A.<-J 
0(1 50 .K•J,·N 



22~ 11=11•~ 
227 I?.=II•IT 
l2~ SAV~=AIIll 
229 Allli=AII21 
Zl:J AIIZI='iAV~ 
2l 1" o;.) t.ll I I =.•\ I ! 1 1/ rt t r. A 
2~2 SAVF.=RII~AXI 
233 BII~AXI•r.IJI 
2~~ RIJI=SiVE/MIGA 
235 I~IJ-!11 55,70,55 
23o 55 I~S=N~IJ-11 
237 ['1'1 ~'S lli!='JVof'oo 
238 IYJ~I~'i•IY. 
2 3'; I T=J-1< 
24C Db 6C JX=JY,~ 
241 JXJX=N*IJX-li•IX 
242 JJX=I1JX•IT 
243 t.~ .\IIXJYI=AIIYJlll-lt.IIXJI*ACJJXII 
24~ o5 SCJXI=P.IIXI-I~IJI•AIIXJII . 
·24~ 70 NY•N-1 
24b IT~~·~ 
247 DO 8~ J•l,~V 
248 IA=tT-J 
249 IR=N-J 
250 fC='I 
251 DO ~0 K~t,J 
252 811 Bl =RIIIH -AI fAI"R CIC I 
253 IA=IA-~ 
254 · ao IC=IC-1 
2o;5 P.ETU~N 
256 END 
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